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State Supreme Court Rules

Keith Within Authority
In Hearing MSU Case
The state Supreme Court ruled
Tuesday that Special Calloway Circuit Court Judge J. Paul Keith was
within his jurisdiction when he heard
a lawsuit filed last March by Murray
State University's president against
its board of regents.
The high court ruled 5-0-and issued
an opinion which affirmed an earlier
- Court of Appeals decision which
denied the regents immediate relief
from Curris'lawsuit.
Chief Justice John S. Palmore, and
justices Calvin Aker, Robert 0.
Lukowsky, Robert F. Stephens and
Marvin Sternberg heard the case.
In Curris' suit against the board,
'GODSPELL' — The cast of 'Godspell' paused for this photograph during a recent rehearsal with director
Richard Valentine. The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will open the musical production based
on the gospel according to St. Matthew this Thursday night. Featured are, front row,from left, Kate Shepard
(standing), Carol Spann, Kim Oles, Mary Beth Price, Barry Wyatt. Back row, Larry Denim, Jay Overton, Bill
Bossing, B. J. McMichaels, Renee Taylor and Matt Burke. The play begins at 8 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park
in the Murray-Calloway County Park. For information or reservations, call 759-1 752.

Community Theatre Will Open
'Godspell'Production Thursday
cludes the original material but this Matt Burke, Kate Shepard, Renee
production is very contemporary; Taylor and Barry Wyatt.
"GocLspell" will open Thursday
very much our show,"said Valentine.
night
at 8 p.m. at the old freight depot
Lawrence Carra, professor of play
directing ,at Carnegie-Mellon Univer- in the Murray-Calloway County Park.
sity, wrote of the play,"It is the belief The production will also run June 19,
of John-Michael and his generation 20,25, 26 and 27 with Sunday matinees
that the passion of Jesus Christ was to on June 21 and 28.
Tickets are $3 for adults, $2 for
teach love and joy rather than hate
students and $1.50 for senior citizens
and sadness."
and children under 12. Special family
Carra called "Godspell" a fare tickets are $8 and
season tickets
"religious experience to be felt will be
available through June 28 at $8
joyously."
for adults, $6 for students, and $4 for
Kim Oles, Community Theatre's senior citizens and
children Under 12.
production chairman for the play,
Valentine cautioned that tickets —
says that `Godspell' has a wonderful reserved or otherwise —
should be
way of communicating the message of picked up about 10 minutes
before the
Richard Valentine, Community
the gospel without sounding play begins."We will not seat anyone
Theatre producer-director, L pleased
'preachy."
after the performance begins at 8
with the production's progress. ValenOles is also a member of the cast p.m.," said Valentine.
tine said the cast has been rehearsing
For more information,' call the
an average of four hours a day for the which includes Jay Overton, B. J.
past two weeks. "The Community McMichael, Mary Beth Price, LarusiCommunity Theatre Ticketlineat 759Theatre production of "Godspell" in- Denham, Carol Spann, Bill Bossing, 1752.

The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will bring to life such
gospel parables as the Prodigal Son
and the Good Samaritan as it opens its
production of "Godspell" on
Thursday night.
"Godspell," a contemporary rendition of the gospel according to St.
Matthew, was created by JohnMichael Tebelak and Stephen
Schwartz in 1971. The play's comstuming, pantomime, puppetery and
variety of music from rock to folk
blend together to produce an enchanting experience for audiences of all
ages.

Planners Set Embassy Hearing
A public hearing to hear viewpoints
of the proposed eight unit addition to
the Embassy Apartments, 12th Street,
will be held at the July Murray Planning Commission meeting.
According to city planner Steve
Zea,all adjacent property owners will
be notified of the meeting and urged to
attend. The hearing also will be open
to all other interested people.
A revised preliminary plat of the
planned construction was presented
at the Tuesday night meeting.
The major concern expressed by
the commission about the plat was the
driveways. Commission members
stated that they would propose altering the grade of and widening of the
driveways to better accommodate in-

coming and outgoing traffic.
Commission members also were
concerned with the flow of traffic in
and out of the apartments in the event
of the proposed four-laning of 12th
Street, included in the five-year plan
of the Kentucky Department of
Transportation.
The proposed construction includes
six two-bedroom apartments, two
one-bedroom apartments and about 14
or 15 additional parking spaces.
On the Urban Development Action
Grant program, the industrial access
road near the Fisher Price and
Vanderbilt Chemical plants should be
complete by Aug. 15,Zea said.
The two-lane road will be
designated as a city-county road and

is being constructed as a heavilytravelled industrial road,Zea said.
It will connect by the Penny Road
with the four-laning of U.S.641.
Concerning the cominunity development program, the two-year $996,000
rehabilation grant in the North
Douglas community will be complete
by Oct. 1,Zea said.
About $800,000 to date has been
spent from the federal grant. Work remaining in the grant includes demolition of six houses and construction of a
bridge on Cherry Street over a creek
that will connectwith Olive Street.
A similar federal community
rehabilitation grant, amoupting to
$500,000 in the South Douglas area,
recently has been approved.

Cameras Will Go To Courtroom

Fiscal Court
Makes Bid On
Old Post Office
The old post office building in
downtown Murray will .house additional courthouse offices if the bid
made Tuesday by the Calloway County Fiscal Court is accepted by the U.S.
Postal Service.
At its regular monthly meeting, the
court authorized County Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller to bid
$125,000 for the building located at
Fourth and Maple Streets.
Miller has kept in contact with
postal officials since the building
became vacant in November when the
local post office moved to its new
building on Chestnut Street.
Lack of space for court and county
offices has long been noted in the
Calloway Circuit Court grand jury's
report, and the court has taken
several measures such as installing
partitions and opening unused areas
of the courthouse to alleviate this problem.
Miller said he expects it will take
between two weeks and 30 days before
he is advised by Phil Kaelin of the
postal service in Louisville if the bid is
acceptable.
In other business, the court
authorized Miller and county attorney
Max Parker to enter into an agreement this year with the Tennessee
Valley Authority to maintain Pacer
Point if satisfactory terms can be arranged.
TVA has plans to close the park,
which provides an entrance to the
Murray State University Biological
Station.
The court approved a tentative
budget for 1981-82 and heard audits of
the offices of sheriff, jailer and county
clerk.

Two Murray Men
To Be In DCI Show
AtMemphis Stadium

Keith ruled that four regents be temporarily banned from participating in
an administrative hearing of charges
against the president.
During the hearing, all charges
were dismissed by a 4-2 vote.
University attorney James Overby,
the Board's chief counsel, said today
he was somewhat disappointed but he
called the ruling only -a preliminary
!ladle."
He said the biggest issue in the case
will be the issuance of a final order in
the Calloway County Circuit Court.
Overby pointed out the injunction on
the regents was "preliminary" and
that no final decision has been made.
Overby said he plans to pursue all
avenues of appeal in the case and that
he will be "alert to every opportuni-

TO PERFORM — Mime Ronlin Foreman is shown in his role of Baa, a
character from his original vaudeville show,'Bananas,' which is also a
-nationally syndicated television show for children. Foreman will be
conducting workshops and informances at the Calloway County
Public Library the week of June 22-26.

Registration Now Open
For Mime Workshop

Registration is now open to children
and high school age students for the
workshop conducted by mime, Ronlin
Two Murray men, Kent Foreman, to be held at the Library
Eversmeyer and Bill Leslie, and a Arts Annex June 22-26.
Paris, Tenn., man, Reggie Jones„ will
The pantomimist will instruct
appear in the first sanctioned show of children just out of the first and sethe season for Drum Corpf.4 Interna- cond grade from 9 a.m. to 10 Monday
tional at Crump Stadium, Memphis, through Friday, in creative moveTenn.,on Saturday,June 20,at 7 p.m.
ment, simple costuming, make-up
The glen are members of the and other areas related to perforMadison Scouts Drum and Bugle Cor- mance. From 10:30 a.m. to 12 Monday
ps, Madison, Wisc. Also appearing on through Friday, students from
.the program will be the Crossman, seventh grade through high school
Delaware County, Pa., the Sky will be offered more advanced techniRyders from Hutchinson, !Cans., and ques in creative movement and
the Memphis Blues, hosts for the dramatics, mask making and proshow.
gramming for performances.
Jamie Blackburn, wife of Paul
Participants for the workshop will
Blackburn, recently appointed assistant band director for the Murray City
Schools, is a part of the Memphis
Blues.
Eversmeyer, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer, a second year
Madison Scout, placed third in national horn solo competition for 1980 in
connection.with Drum Corps International finals at Birmingham, Ala.
Two Sections —26Pages
Leslie, son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
6-B
Aces
Leslie, marched with the Guardsmen
10-B
Church Directory
of Shaumberg,ifi., in 1980.
Classifieds .... ......8-B,9-B
Jones is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Comics
8-B
Charles Jones of Paris,Term.
Crosswords
8-B
Other performances of the Madison
7-B
Dear Abby
Scouts on the first tour will be in Little
16-A
Deaths & Funerals
Rock, Ark.,Shreveport, La., Houston,
3-A
Dr.Lamb
Tex., Austin, Tex., Dallas, Tex.,
Horoscope
6-B
Tulsa, Okla., Sioux Falls, S. D., and
Local Scene
2-A,3-A,4-A
Whitewater, Wisc.
Opinion Page
5-A
The second tour in July will be
10-A, 11-A
Sports
through the eastern coastal states and
Canada with international competition in August in Montreal, Canada.

Photo Coverage To Be 'Positive'
By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
Photographic coverage of the
state's trials will have a "positive effect in informing the public," according to the president of the Kentucky
Bar Association.
But KBA President William J.
Parker also says he has a few misgivings about the Kentucky Supreme
Court ruling that will allow cameras
in the courtrooms beginning July 1.
"I'm sort of passively in the group
that is favoring it," said Parker,"but
I'm not waving a flag."
The ruling says that Kentucky
judges, at their discretion, may allow
electronic media and still
photography coverage of public
judicial proceedings.
Parker, a Bowling Green attorney,
was asked Tuesday in a telephone interview how he and the bar association view the new rules.
Although he noted the association
has taken no official position on the
ruling, he said he personally feels
"more positive than negative" about

the experiment.
"I think modern photographic
technology will make it a lot easier to
do, and the future design of courtrooms could make it even better," he
said.
He said one thing that does bother
him is "the problem of television not
showing the entire proceedings."
"I'm wondering if the selective
editing (of trials) for television may
overemphasize a point that the attorney doesn't want emphasized," he
said.
Par,ef,ch
'
—
o restricts his practice to
civil(cases, said civil attorneys
"haVen't had too much to say about
the ruling."
"The news gatherers don't show
much interest in civil cases," he said.
"They're usually more interested in
the criminal ones."
•
Frank D. Haddad, Jr.., a leading
Louisville criminal lawyer and past
president of the state bar association,
said he Is against allowing cameras in
the courts.
Haddad said he has talked to"many
criminal attorneys practicing

throughout the state of Kentucky who
feel the same way I do."
"Everyone who has mentioned it to
me," he said, "feels that cameras in
the courtroom will be a detriment to
operations of the court."
The Louisville attorney said he is
afraid the media coverage may divert
the attention of juries or cause
lawyers to "play to the cameras" during a trial.
"Some attorneys are worried that
eyewitnesses to crimes will be reluctant to testify in court for fear of
reprisal from those who see them on
TV," he added.

Electgic Board TO
Meet This Afternoon
The Murray Electric System plant
board will meet at 4:30 p.m. today at
the MES
Items on the agenda include a
report by the committee on combined
billing and discussion of certified electrical inspections by superintendent
Ron Underwood.

ty."
Board chairman Ron Christopher
also said the Supreme Court's decision was preliminary and he said "the
press is making more of the litigation
than anybody else is."
Curris said "I'm very pleased that
the courts have again supported my
interests in these lawsuits. This has
been the seventh court battle on this
issue and I think it's in the best interest of the university and all parties
concerned if the litigation can soon
end."
Meanwhile, a regents' motion asking for a review of Keith's decion to
enjoin the four regents will probably
be heard Thursday or Friday., according to John C. Scott, clerk for both
the supreme and appellate courts.

be chosen on a first come-first served
!.gisis as the instruction is somewhat
personalized. Foreman is known nationally as an entertainer as well as
an instructor in the art of mime. His
famous characters Bip, the clown,
and Baa are part of a children's
television series. Much of his work
pertains to mind and body control and
development as well as original
dramatizations.
The "inforrnances" will be held
open to the public in the meeting room
of, the main library on Tuesday, June
23 at 7:30 and again Thursday, June
25, at 7:30. The performances will be
different and will entertain and inform children of school age as well as
adults in this dramatic'art. There is
no charge for the performances.

inside today

today's index

clear and
cool
Clear and cool tonight with
lows in the mid to upper 50s.
Becoming partly cloudy
Thursday, highs in the mid 80s.
Extended Forecast
A chance of showers about Sunday, otherwise mostly fair with
near normal temperatures.
Highs in the 80s. bows in the 60s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
359.10
Kentucky Lake
359.00

PAC

Betty Boston To
Speak For B&PIT
Club Thurs(Iav
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet Thursday, June 18,
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.

Twin Lakers Good Sam-

---0-Doyle-Grzech Wedding

Chapter Plans Campout At Piney
The Twin Lakers Good
Sam Recreational Vehicle
Chapter of West Kentucky
will hold its monthly campout on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, June 19 to 21, at
Piney Campground in the
Land Between the'Lakes.

Stimmer
IT"ethling
Planned

,60

Betty Boston, a member of
the club, will speak on
"Investments For Women."
Mrs. Clyde L. Doyle of
Mrs. Boston is with the First Murray Route 6 announces
of Michigan Corporation.
the engagement and approaching marriage of her
Kathy Hodge, president of daughter, Kathleen Denise,
the club, urges all members to Robert A. Grzech of
to attend
Brookfield, Conn. The brideelect is also the daughter of
the late Mr. Doyle.
Miss Doyle was graduated
Thru Thur. 6/ 25
from Trigg County High
7:10,9:00
School and from Murray
State University with a B. A.
CHEECH &CHONG'S
in German and English. She
is currently teaching at Fort
Campbell.
Mr. Grzech, the son of Mr.
Caring Ck • 7513314
and Mrs. Robert P. Crzech,
—Ends Thur. —
was graduated from
—7:20, 9:10
Brookfield High School. He
Richard Pryor Is
is serving in the U. S. Army
and is assigned to the 101st
Airborne Division at Fort
Campbell.
A summer wedding is being planned.
Thru Thur.7/9
7:00,9:15

Royal Wedding Gown Copied For Safety
NEW YORK (AP) — "Be
prepared" could be the
theme of the July 29 royal
wedding between Prince
Charles and Lady Diana
Spencer."Be overwhelmed"
could be the response.
For example, reports People magazine in this week's
editions, designers David
and Elizabeth Emanuel say
they are stitching up five
copies of the top-secret wedding gown just in case of
"stray cigarette burns, hem
rips or other disasters."
About an hour before the
wedding, Lady Di and her

lliss Kathleen Denise Doyle
to iced Robert A. Grzech

01444m451.•753-33)4

*Open Every Hite*
Thru Thur.•8:30,10:20
Show Starts 8:30
For everyone
who's had it up
to here

TAKE THIS
JOB AND
SHOVE IT

5 A Carload Tues.
H'way 121 5.•753-3314

parents each got 50, and the
groom-to-be was given 300.

HOSPITALPATIENT
David Howell of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Lloyd Wilkerson of Dexter.
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Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
HART GIRL
Lula Dell Roberts of MurDonnie
Hart,
Mr. and Mrs.
Box 192, Puryear, Tenn., an- ray.
nounce the birth of a baby
girl, Alicia Leigh, weighing
eight pounds two ounces,
born on Saturday, June 6, at
6:23 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed
with Advance Construction
out of Memphis, Tenn. The
mother is the former Sheila
Blakely.

YOUR CHOICE OE YELLOW

S.

'47-.1301441.
Clash
Of The
Titans(PG)

father will climb into a fairytale 1910 glass coach, but
after the wedding the Prince
and Princess of Wales will
travel to Buckingham
Palace in a 1902 horse-drawn
royal landau adorned wth
gold and upholstered in satin
crimson. An enclosed backup coach will be waiting if it
should rain on the
newlyweds' parade.
People also reports that
2,500 gold-embossed invitations have been printed, with
the Queen copping the lion's
share when she divvied them
up. Lady Di got 100; her

and Ned and Beth Wilson a
assistants.
A potluck supper was serv
ed on Saturday night, Mai
16, at the Howard campsite
A special program of milk'
was presented by Jacl
Crook who accompanie(
himself on the guitar. Ni:
Crawford directed the devo
tional services on Sunda!
morning.
Present for the weekern
were the Howards, Wilsons
Nix, Margery, and Kell!
Crawford, Hunter and Win
Me Love,Charles, Elsie, am
Ashley Thurman,C. W.,Dor
tha, and Yvonne Jones, T. G
and Estelle Shelton, Guy an
June Cunningham, Grove
and Doris Burkett, Fred an
Martha Butterworth, Hugl
and Larue Wallace, Harol(
and Ruth Eversmeyer, B. C
and Orpha Grogan, Bill an
Norette Hill, Ray am
Geneva Brownfield, an(
Jack Crook.

1

4P6 411` 4•• S. 4•••

Thru.Thur. 6/25
7:15,9:35
xperience The Fantastic!

All members and interested club campers are
invited to attend, said
Burkett,club president.
The May campout was
held at Piney Campground
with Rudolph and Opal
Howard as wagonmasters

Grover and Doris Burkett
will be wagonmasters with
GuSe and June Cunningham
as assistants. Barbeque will
be furnished by the club for
the potluck supper to be
served at 6 p.m. on Saturday
at the Burkett campsite.
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THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE!
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
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With totay's economy we try to keep our customers
glowing nd our cash flowing! So, we offer you

Grandparents are Mrs.
Pearl Hart of Puryear,
Tenn., A. R. (Fuzzy) Hart,
Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Blakely, Murray. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blakely,

20% Off Storewide
Through Father's Day. June 21, 1981

•.

To please Dad we have the following Limited
Edition
prints by all the Frame House Gallery Artists:
Jean l'ietor
Richard Luce
George Shumate

Indiana
Jones—
the new
hero from
the creators
of JAWS
and
STAR WARS.

Jim Harrison
Tom Sander
Sue ifise

Wellington Ward
Bill Zimmerman

Ray Harm
Manabu Saito
Charles Harper

Prints By American Masters:
Larry Dykes

CharlesFra(e
•-•••

Prints By:

elk

PG AVONTA GUISUCI S6&I1

Bill (;ranstaff
Don Ensar
C. W. Vittitow
Don Bulke
and Many Others

Phil Larelv
Ken Holland

THE
ADVENTURE
CONTINUE
The three outlaws from Krypton descend
to Earth to confront the Man of Steel,
in a cosmic battle for world supremacy.

And 1 )(on't

Posters
Ru,rS

Forget... 90'4

off on

matting & framing

Neal Holland
Jan Anderson

on any of these prints)

.Also See I Mr Wide Selection of Jack Daniels
-4)rons
Trays
Glasses
Decanters
:Watches
Golf&Bar Towels

Cards
Cal's

SE

Poker Sets
Cigarette Lighters

Remill(rton

Cards

Pastvrs

Ammunition Chests
Boxes with Recipes that tell you many ways to cook fish, poultry, and wild game.
Gold
Chains

Large Sand Dollars
Four Leaf Clovers

Clam Shells

And for the person buying Father's Day Gifts, we offer 40% off on all
ladies clothes.
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Plagued by hiatal hernia
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

Miss Sharon Walker Becomes Bride
Of Mr. Furches In Church Ceremony

Miss Sharon Jean Walker,
Miss Lindy Cathey, niece
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of the groom, was the flower
Joe W. Walker of Almo girl. She wore a formal
Route 1, was married to length dress of white satin
Harry Thurston (Tripp) Fur- overlaid with white lace. The
ches III, son of Mr. and Mrs. neckline featured a small
Thurston Furches of Murray ruffled flounce and short pufRoute 7, in a candlelight. fed sleeves. The tiered sitirt
ceremony on May 8 at 6:30 flowed from a gathered
p.m. at the Sinking Spring waist and was enhanced by
Baptist Church.
tiny pink and blue velvet
Officiating at the bows.
ceremony were the Rev. BilThe Groom
ly Turner and the Rev.
The groom was attired in a
Gerald Owen.
white on white tuxedo featurA program of nuptial ing a pleated shirt with a
music was presented by wing-tipped collar. His
Mrs. Cyndy Carrel, vocalist, boutonniere was a white rose
Miss Jackie Miller, pianist, surrounded by pink leaves
and
Shannon and baby's breath.
Miss
McDougal,organist.
Steve Cathey, brother of
The vows were read before the groom, served as best
a 15 branch candelabrum man. His boutonniere was a
Miss Julie Gaye Whitford, ington.
enhanced by a bouquet of pink rose. Lanny Turner,
daughter of Mrs. Max WhitMrs. Karen Duncan of white gladioli with blue brother-in-law of the groom,
ford, and George Hart Lan- Union City, Tenn., will keep centers and pink carnations. was
groomsman. His boutondolt, son of Mr. and Mrs. the guest register.
Baskets of flowers identical niere was a blue rose.
Gene Landolt, have corn-.
Directing the wedding will to the bouquet accented
Ushers were Jimmy
pleted plans for their wed- be Mrs. Joe Hal Spann of either side along with ferns.
Johnson, brother-in-law of
ding on Saturday,June 20.
Murray.
The sanctuary windows the bride, who had a pink
The ceremony will be
Following the ceremony a were accented with hur- carnation boutonniere, and
solemnized at 7 p.m. in the reception will be held at the ricane shades with burning Ralph Gingles, who
had a
sanctuary of the First United Murray Woman's Club tapers surrounded by blue carnation boutonniere
.
Methodist Church with the House.
magnolia leaves and silk
The ringbearer was BranRev. Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
All friends and relatives dogwood blossoms.
don Cathey, nephew of the
Jr., officiating. A program are invited to attend the wedThe guest register was at- groom, who wore a boutonof nuptial music will be ding and the reception.
tended by Miss Jane Greer. niere identical to the
presented by Mrs. Richard
Directing the wedding was groom's. The rings were
Farrell, organist, and Miss
Mrs. Suzanne Cathey, sister- held on a white satin pillow
Nancy Spann,soloist.
Fain
&irklaw of the groom.
with a hand crocheted top.
Miss Whitford has chosen
The Bride
The pillow was made by the
her sister, Mrs. Lyllis
The bride, escorted to the bride's mother.
Shrewsberry of Owensboro,
altar by her father and given
All of the attendants were
as her matron of honor. NEW YORK (AP) — It in marriage by her parents, attired in tuxedoes identical
Serving the guests were
Bridesmaids will be Mrs. wasn't exactly love at first wore a formal length gown of to the groom's.
Mrs.
Gail Turner, sister of
Gaye Haverstock and Ms. sight.
white organza and Point
Fathers of the couple had
Lore Landolt of Murray, Ms. "She was about 30 pounds D'Esprit. The scoop neckline pink rose boutonnieres and the groom, Miss Jan Rose,
Nancy Sills of Dover, Tenn., heavier than she is now. She was enhanced with a capelet grandfathers of the couple, Mrs. Georgianna Thomas,
Mrs. Jamie Bit:el of wore old cut-offs and a collar edged in Venice lace Refus Tabers and Lowell Miss Susan Byars, and Mrs.
Owensboro, Ms. Debbie Lan- sweatshirt and her hair was medallions and bordered in Walker, had white rose Darlene Cooper.
The all white three-tiered
dolt of Houston, Texas, and just kind of hanging re-embroidered chantilly boutonnieres.
wedding cake was accented
Mrs. Susan Brodnan of Cin- around," Chuck Vance lace.
Mrs. Walker, mother of with pink and yellow
roses
cinnati, Ohio.
recalls.
The flared skirt featured a the bride, wore a street
and
blue
forget-me-n
ots
with
The best man for Mr. Lan- But the president's deep gathered flounce edged length dress of dusty green
dolt will be his father, Gene 'daughter persisted, and the and trimmed in matching knit featuring a pleated skirt yellow centers. The top sayer
Landolt. Groosmen will be 39-year-old Secret Service lace and swept to a chapel and a rounded neckline ac- featured a large cluster of
Larry Lockhart of Houston, agent eventually changed length train. Her fingertip cented with a small ruffle on these flowers. The cake was
adorned with a bride and
Texas, Mitch Grissom of his impression of Susan veil was encircled with tiny the center placket.
groom
statuette under a pink
Nashville, Tenn., Mark Hart Ford.
Venice lace and attached to
Mrs. Furches, mother of
of Gilbertsville, Tommy ColNow,28 months after wed- a headpiece adorned with the groom, was attired in a floral arch. The statuette
was used by the bride's
lins of New York, Ben ding bells rang, the two are Venice rosettes and pearls.
pale pink street length dress parents on
their wedding
Spickard of Hopkinsville, "just another couple in FairThe bride's jewelry con- featuring a small band coland David Alexander of Lax- fax (Va.) and most people sisted of a single strand of lar, flared skirt, and mat- cake.
Punch, nuts, and pink,
don't even know who we pearls and pearl earrings ching tie belt.
blue and yellow heart shaped
are," beams Mrs. Vance.
which were a gift from her
Both mothers wore cor- mints were also
served at
"What I really wanted out parents. She also carried a sages of white orchids.
the
table
covered
with a
of life was a family of my white handkerchief enGrandmothers of the cou- yellow cloth under
white
own," she said in an inter- broidered with blue flowers ple — Mrs. Refus Tabers,
lace. Centering the table was
view in this week's People which belonged to her great Mrs. Lowell Walker, and
an arrangement of mixed
magazine.
grandmother as something Mrs. Myrtle Morton — were
spring flowers and two silver
The Vances now number old. Her dress was presented corsages of white
candlesticks with yellow
three, with Susan,Chuck and something new; her garter, roses tipped in blue.
candles. Small white wed10-month-old daughter Tyne something blue; and her
Reception
ding bells accented each corMary living in their $160,000 mother's wedding band, A reception was held in the
ner of the table.
townhouse in Fairfax Coun- something borrowed.
fellowship hall of the church
The groom's table was
ty,a Washington suburb.
She carried a white bride's immediately following the
covered with a white linen
Bible, a gift from the groom, ceremony with Mrs. Sue
cloth. The coconut cake, a
with a cluster of white silk Rose, aunt of the bride, as
favorite
of the groom, was
roses, daisies, pink and blue director.
made by his mother. The
posies, and white satin
table was accented by a
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
streamers.
framed
copy of the couple's
Trudie Hargis of Murray
Mrs. Karon Johnson, twin
wedding scroll and a white
has been dismissed from sister of the bride, was the
hurricane lamp.
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah. matron of honor. She wore a
After a wedding trip, the
formal length gown. of pink
couple is now residing on
satin overlaid with pink
BOUTWELL GIRL
Murray Route 1.
Pick up several pair of
floral organza. The rounded - Mr. and Mrs. Ed Boutwell,
Rehearsal Dinner
belted, cuffed, and
neckline featured a flounce Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., are
groom's parents, Mr.
The
pleated fashion shorts.
ruffle. The full skirt flowed * the parents of a baby girl,
Thurston Furches,
Mrs.
and
Sizes 3-13 and S-M-L.
from the waist enhanced wth Kristi Michelle, weighing six
hosted a rehearsal dinner at
Orig. $10 to $14.
a sheer pink sash. She car- pounds 12 ounces, measuring
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Now Thru Sunday.
ried a white wicker fan with 191
/
2inches, born on WednesCovers were laid for 27
pink gladioli and pink day, June 10, at 8 a.m. at the
persons.
streamers.
Murray-Calloway county
The couple chose this time
The bridesmaid was Miss Hospital.
Regina Walker, sister of the
They have one son, Mitch,
bride. She wore a formal 2. The mother is the former
length gown styled identical Sissy Bramlett. The father is
to the gown of the matron of self employed in Boutwell
honor of blue satin overlaid Dry Wall.
Grandparents are Mr. and
with blue floral organza. She
carried a white wicker fan Mrs. Porter Bramlett of
with blue gladioli and blue Hazel and the late Mr. and
streamers.
Mrs. Z. B. Boutwell of
Each attendant also wore Selmer, Ala. A great grandFor a dash of class, buy a cool
a wreath of flocked baby's mother is Mrs. Lucy Pattersummer dress in a light knit or
breath in her hair.
son of Hazel.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am a
43-year-old male. Four years
ago I quit smoking and have
gained 38 pounds. I'm 6 feet
tall and weigh 168 pounds.
For the past three years I
have been bothered by a hiatal hernia and constantly burn
after eating.
Should I have an operation
to repair the hernia, or does
the hernia repair itself with a
diet and medications?
ulei losing the weight. I
relieve the hernia? I
eedfollowed all the directionsEoifi doctor but nothing
has helped much.
D
READER — I'm
sure you understand that your
hernia is through an enlarged
bole in your diaphragm. We
all must have a bole for the
esophagus to pass through and
join the stomach. A portion of
the stomach slides through the
hole into your chest and that
is the hernia.
The pain you have is probably related to a reflux of acid
digestive substances in your
stomach backward into your
lower esophagus. That area is
not protected with a thick
mucus cover, as is the stomach, and the acid causes the
burning. Now, you can have a
reflux and not have any hernia at all. The reflux may be
related to a faulty closure
mechanism at the junction of •
the stomach and esophagus.
You also can have a hiatal
hernia and not have any
reflux. Many people have such
hernias and have no symptoms from them. It follows
that if you have surgery and
correct the hernia you may
still have the reflux and the
burning. No one can promise
you that the surgery will solve
your problem. In some cases
it does help but usually conservative measures are best.
The things you should do
are discussed in The Health
Letter number 4-8, Hiatal
Hernia, Esophageal Reflux.
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
One of the things you can do
is lose weight if you have any
excess abdominal fat. Fat
inside the abdomen will help
push the stomach through the
enlarged hole, so if you have
accumulated abdominal fat,
losing weight will help.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Do
faciaeexercises really help a
look younger? I have
trying to exercise the

CP

Lar

temporal muscle by joining
my teeth in a firm bite, flexing my jaw and temporal
muscles hard. Then I place
my fingertips on the temple
on each side of my face and
force my temporal muscles to
move in a circular motion.
Instead of helping me look
more youthful, could they
actually make me look
worse? The results have not
been very satisfactory for me.
DEAR READER — About
the most you can hope for is to
maintain the size and strength
of the muscles of the face.
That does help some. The skin
will stretch with age anyway,
but if you let your muscles

deteriorate the loose skin will
look even more like an empty
sack.
I doubt your routine is the
best. Try to raise your eyebrows against the pressure of
your fingertips. Clench your
jaw and open and close while
those large jaw muscles are
under tension. Try to work
your muse/es over your
cheeks and under your eyes.
Whatever you find that
enables you to work facial
muscles against resistance is
the way to do it for what good
you will get. No, they will not
make your face worse and
may help some.

Whitford And Landolt
Wedding Is Saturday

Susan Ford Vance
:volt, Has

Mr. and %lr.s. Harri- Thurston (Tripp) Furches

Home .As Wanted

to present gifts to members
Covers were laid for nine
of the wedding party.
persons. Each guest was
Luncheon
presented with a ceramic
Mrs. Sue Rose and Miss heart-shaped trinket box
Jan Rose, aunt and cousin of made by the hostesses. They
the bride, were hostesses for also presented the bride with
a bridesmaids' luncheon a cluster of kitchen utensils
held on Saturday, May 2.
and a cookbook.

=

No matter what you do
this summer...Minnens has
the fashions you want
at the price you want!

SHORTS

7and $9

7
/The Catch
/Of The Week Is

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alasakin
'Gulf Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25
Flounder $6.25.

st4n With_Qur
Oyster
Bar

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

'2 Doz. Si .50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

'4 Lb. $2.75
Li Lb. $4.95
1 Lb.$9.2,

-,821461.

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

wiliZOTAFEENBIN:
Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

FATHER'S DRY
Appreciation Sale
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

DRESSES *13
soft print. Sizes 3-15. Orig.
$22 to $30. Now thru Sunday.

SAVEWAY
One-Piece

SWIMSUITS
*13
For swimming or sunning, you'll
look great in a new one-piece
swimsuit. Juniors and Misses.
Solids, stripes, prints, Orig.
$20 to $30. Npw thru Sunday.

RESTAURANT & GA
401 SYCAMORE

733-7793

Weekly Special
Good fling Sat.6120

1 Small
Hamburger
(holly Dressed)

Group

Group

Dresses

Suits

4
1

/
1 3 Off

Off

Group

Novelty Shirts

Drink
BEL AIR CENTER and OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shop Daily 104,Sunday 1-5

Price

Chikinan's Fashions
Hrs. 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Fri.

Cheese 10' Extra

494

11A

9
he
r

te

Bel-A fr Shammy Center
75.3 17%

...eadder
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Community Events Listed
Friday,Jose IS
Thursday,June IS
Thursday, June 18
Wednesday,June 17
and Douglas Caters
Hazel
Christian
Women's
Twin
Lakes Antique Car
Nutrition Naturally will be
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Christian
Fellowship
of
First
Club
is
scheduled
to
meet
at
shown at the Calloway
p.m. for activities by the
Public Library at 7 p.m. This Church will have a potluck Gateway Restaurant, DrafSenior Citizens with lunch at
p.m.
at
supper
at
6:30
salad
fenville,
at
7
p.m,
is a special film based on inHazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
terest in natural foods, the church library.
Douglas at 12 noon.
Kiddie
Day
for
preschool
natural living, and the conand
through
sixth
grade
will
be
Hamlin,
Concord,
New
reducing
encern for
Shopping for Senior
vironmental hazards to Pottertown Senior Citizens held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
will be held and call
Citizens
luncheon
the
Oaks
Country
Club.
Each
potluck
will have a
health. The public is invited.
by 9:15 a.m. for
753-0929
at 12 noon at the home of one is to bring a sack lunch. morning
shopping and by
Bluff
Pine
Watermedia workshop will Mary Rawlings,
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
blood
free
A
Shores.
Baptist
First
be in Room 511, 5th floor,
Groups of
shopping.
Fine Arts Center, Murray pressure check will be made. Women will meet as follows:
State University. For inforJanelle Doyle at parlor at
Twin Lakers Good Sam
mation call Jeanette Cole at
Hazel and Douglas Centers 9:45 a.m.; Carol Poe Group
Recreational
Vehicle
762-3784.
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 with Mrs. David Parker at 7
Chapter of West Kentucky
p.m. for activities by the p.m.
will hold its monthly camMurray-Calloway County Senior Citizens with lunch at
pout at Piney Campground
open
will
be
Center
Ellis
Mental Health and Mental Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at,
from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m. for ac- in Land Between the Lakes
Retardation Board of Direc- Douglas at 12 noon.
tivities by the Murray Senior with Grover and Doris
tors will meet at 3 p.m. at the
Citizens with lunch at 12 Burkett as wagonmasters
Center.
and Guy and June CunnTemple Hill Chapter No. noon.
as assistants. A
ingham
Methodist Men of First 511 Order of the Eastern Star
Junior-Golf for boys and potluck supper with barbeChurch will meet at the is scheduled to meet at 7:30
girls 16 and under will be at 9 que furnished will be served
Wesley Building at 6:30 p.m. p.m. at the lodge hall.
am. at the Oaks Country at 6 p.m. Saturday at the
Club.
Burkett campsite.

hiss Donna Bailey Is
Feted, Bridal Erents
Miss Donna Bailey, June
20th bride-elect of Charles
Park, has been honored with
several prenuptial events.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Gene N. Bailey
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
D. L. Park of Memphis,
Tenn.
A miscellaneous shower
,was held at the home of Mrs.
Rudolph Smith, Fairlane
Drive. Hostesses for the
event were Mrs. Don Bailey,
Mrs. John Bucy, Mrs. G. B.
Jones, Mrs. James Rose,
Mrs. Aubrey Smith, and
Mrs. Rudolph Smith.
Mrs. Wallace Baggett,
Mrs. James Carlin, Mrs.
Paul Lyons, Jr., and Mrs.
Kenneth Winters were
hostesses for a tea held at

the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church. Mrs.
Oneida White provided
music for the event.
A luncheon was held on
June 4 at the Holiday Inn
with Mrs. Russell Terhune
as hostess.
Mrs. Gary Stroud and Miss
Delores Honchul were
hostesses for a shower held
June 11 at the home of Mrs.
Stroud.
Events.held in Memphis,
Tenn., were a tea held at the
home of Mrs. J. B. DuBois, a
miscellaneous shower at the
Leawood Baptist Church,
and a personal shower given
by the student nurses at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital
School of Nursing.

Super Summer Sale

25%ca
Our,Boy'i Department

CORN-AUSTIN
Downtown Court Square

GA's,grades 1 to 6, of First
Today is the final date to
Baptist Church will meet at
apply for the Comprehensive
12 noon.
Examination for Master of
Arts in Education degree at
Legion of Mary will meet
Murray State University.
Leo's
St.
at 10:30 a.m. at
Catholic Church.
Events in Land Between
the
Lakes will include Pond
Knights of Columbus will
have a business meeting at Life from 2 to 4 p.m. at
7:30 p.m. at St. Leo's Center Station, and Solstice
at 7 p.m. at the Golden Pond
Catholic Church.
Visitors Center.
Mothers Day Out will be at
"John Baken's Last
9 a.m. at the First Baptist
Race," a Brigham Young
Church.
University production, will
Junior Golf will be at 9 be shown at 7:30 p.m. at the
a.m. at the Murray Country Church of Jesus Christ of
Club.
Latter Day Saints, 620 South
16th Street. The public is inMen's Stag Night ac- vited and for information
tivities at the Murray Coun- call 753-9524.
try Club will start with a two
man golf scramble at 1:30
p.m. followed by a dinner at
6 p.m. Persons may sign up
HOSTAGE DUBS ONE
at the pro shop.
SUN CITY WEST, Ariz.
(AP) - The middle-aged
Business and Professional man teeing up in the pro-am
Women's Club will meet at section of the LPGA Sun City
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn Golf Classic looked a little
with Betty Boston as nervous. .
speaker.
He had good reason to be.
He was Robert Ode, one of
Friday, June 19
the American hostages who
Mothers Morning Out will had iiist returned from Iran.
be held at 9 a.m. at the First Ode4bpped his tee shot and
sadly watched it roll down
Christian Church.
the fairway.
It was my first swing of a
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present a golf club in 25 years," Ode
program at 8:30 p.m. at said, "But what am I going
Hillman Ferry Campground, to say if I do it again after six
months of practicing?"
Land Between the Lakes.

Oaen Daily 10-10 Sunday 12-7

Marr Descendants Meet Together
The home of Mrs. Rudolph and Azzlee Marr.
The afternoon was spent in Lorene Smith, and Opal
Tables were placed in the conversation and picture Crowell, daughters of Kelly
Smith at,903 Fairlane, Murdining area and on the ha-Cr-taking.
ray, was the scene of
and Mary Marr Smith; Burcent potluck luncheon for a lawn. The blessing was askPresent for the occasion tis Edwards,daughter of Ike
group of descendants of Sam ed ..,by Wendell Allbritten. were the following:
and Lula Mae.Marr Burton;
Charlie Marr of Murray Pauline Smith, daughter of
and Eula McCuiston of Charlie and Maggie Marr;
Evansville, Ind., the only Elena Watkins, daughter of
two surviving children of the Russ and Eula Marr McMarrs.
Cuiston.
Willie Taylor, daughter of
Dortha Bailey, Euple
Linda Fain and Judy Mc- Rangerettes met at the Tom Frank and Hoyland Ward, Eric and Brent
Carty were hostesses for the WOW building in May for a Marr; Robbie Bucy and Moghodemian, great grandmeeting of the Tau Phi hot dog and chili supper with Wendell Allbritten, children children; Donna Bailey and
Lambda Sorority, Unit 827, bingo played following the of "Bluf" and Nola Marr Karen Bailey, great great
Allbritten; Aubrey Marr and grandchildren.
Woodmen of the World, Mur- meal.
Auberna Perkins,children of
Other relatives and friends
ray, held May 26 at 7 p.m. at
The next event for the
the Fain home.
youth groups will be a trip to Roy and Cecil Marr; Mary who attended were John
The vice president, Opryland USA, Nashville, Boggess, Murrell Smith, Bucy, Verlene Marr, Eurie
Marilyn Herndon, presided Tenn., on June 24. Green Lillian Ferguson, and Jessie Smith, Peggy Edwards,
and also acted as secretary health forms must also be Willoughby, daughters of Marion Davis Gray, Willis
in the absence of Diana turned in before the trip, Jerry and Shellie Marr and Katherine Bucy, and
Allbrtten; Audrey Hendon, Ashley Darnell.
Lyons. Mrs. Fain, treasurer, Mrs. Garland said.
gave her report. Mrs. McPlans for a social were
Carty reported that favors discussed with tentative
were taken to the hospital for plans being made to have an
the new mothers for Mothers out-door party at the home of
Day. Several special people Jimmy and Marilyn Hernwere also given Mothers Day don in July.
favors.
It was reported that Ann
Donna Garland reported Spann, unit president, had
that the Rangers and recently had knee surgery.
Results from the pageants
HOSPITAL NEWS
held May 17 were discussed.
Refreshments were served
6-10-81
by the hostesses with the
Only
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS door prize being won by Mrs.
Boutwell, baby girl (San- Spann. Also present, not
With Garlic Bread
dra) Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.
previously mentioned, were
Salad 40' Extra
DISMISSALS
Sara Alexander, Jean
69C Special For Kids
Brenda K. Jaco, 709 Riley, Richerson, Darlene Morris,
Murray; Mrs. Tonya L. Gayle Smith, members, and
Inside Dining OnIN
Free Refills On Drinks
Phillips and baby girl, Dex- Mrs. Fain's sister-in-law,
ter; Mrs. Patsy H. James guest.
and baby boy, Rt. 7, Murray; The next meeting will be
Mrs. Melanie L. McPherson held Tuesday,June 23,at the
..11 1 i,"1 I A i 111 1.. 1,...,1
)
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Sedalia; home of Bettye Baker.
Martha E. Brown and baby
boy,1208W. Main,Murray.
Barbara J. Stone, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Sharon L.
Mohler, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs.
Sylvia A. Laws, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Livie B. Fennell, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Judy Wallace, Rt. 3, Murray; Jeffrey E. Page, El0
Fox Meadows,Murray.
Terry M. Burkeen, D3 Fox
Meadows, Murray; Mrs.
Dorothy L. McDaniel, Rt. 2,
Benton; Richard L. Bardley,
Box 15, Water Valley; Curtis
N. Strong, 1304 Diuguid
Drive, Murray; May Nell
McLeod, Hazel; Mrs. Hester
W. Starast, 504 Pine, Murray.
Mrs. May Belle Glasgow,
305 North 17th Street, Murray; Mrs. Lucy Cook, Rt. 3,
Murray; Clifton Guthrie
Osborn, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Bradie E. White, Hazel;
Marvin Holland, 1624 College
Farm Road, Murray; Luther
C. Jines, Hamlin.

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Meets At The Fain Home

PAGITS
Italian Spaghetti
Special

$1"

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

HEADQUARTERS

FOR DAD

Father's Day Is June 21st

4
41101r1M 4=.

The Saving Place sm

WED. THRU SAT SALE
Misses'
Sizes

Misses'
Sizes

›.•

SAVE 22X-29%

110:1111

• SA VE 18%-38%

Our Reg 10.96-11.96

8.44

Smooth-fitting
1-pc. Swimsuits
in Misses' Sizes
The latest styles
with a variety of
bra designs Nylon/Lycra' spandex Save now'
• TM of DuPont C

P

Our Reg. 3.57
Fashion Tank Tops
Pucker tanks, terries, others in easy-care fabrics
Our Reg. 2.96
Summer-fun Shorts
Pull-ons in polyester or
cotton/polyester.
Our Reg. 5.96-7.96 •
Misses' Fashion Shorts
Cute denims, belted
models Cotton, blends

Sassy Sets-Girl's 4-6X Reg. 5.88 Sale 4.44

SAVE 18%-32%
Our Reg.5.94-6.57

Misses'Pretty
Smock Tops
No-iron polyester.
Our 6.67-6.94
Sizes 40-46.5.44
•'Dorm'Shirts In
Screen Prints
Bright novelty designs on polyester/cotton.

Available At Your Neighborhood Kmart Store

6-11-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Miller, baby girl (Renee)
E-21 Fox Meadows,Murray.
Vail, baby girl (Karla) Rt.
1,Farmington.
Long, baby girl and baby
boy (Rita) Rt. 5, Box 387,
Murray.
Miller, baby girl(Reva) C1 Fox Meadows,Murray.
McNeely, baby boy (Donna)Rt. 1, Box 54, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Trois V. Pery, 4021
/
2 North
First Street, Murray; April
C. Turner, Box 705,
Mayfield; Mrs. Paula Kim
Tapp and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Tamra Torsak, Rt.
5, Murray; Airs. Sandra K.
Bynum, Rt. 1, Almo; Peggy
L. Rogers, A-21 Fox
Meadows,Murray.
Mrs. Kathy A. Lyons, RI.
8, Murray; Paula F. Cavitt,
Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Judith
C. Edwards, Rt. 3, Benton;
Mrs. Pamela J. Lackey, Rt.
1, Henry, Tenn.; Anthony
Craig Darnell, F-8 Southside
Manor, Murray; Marion
Joseph Stamps, 1606 Waverly, Collinsville, 111.
Mrs. Glynda S. Black, 701
South Fourth Street, Murray; Mrs. Fats Wynn, 1509
Parklane, Murray; Mrs. E.
Jean Lynch,.11t. 1, Gilbertsville; Mrs. Jacquelene M.
Dickerson, 341 Browder,
Fulton; Eugene Hester
Wright, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Clarence Hopper, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Nettie Beach,Rt. 2, Murray.
Curtis Ray Johnson, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Kennedy H.
Mathes, Rt. 1, Kiritsey; Ogle
E. Greenfield, 1702 Ryan,
Murray; Mrs. Van Alice
Fitts, 901 Fairlane, Murray;
Mrs. Nancy L. Sevier, Fern
Terrace, tdurray; Milburn
Evans,Rt.6, Murray.

SLACKS

24"
Magic Stretchn" by HAGGAR.
A basic wardrobe builder that
Dad can never have enough of'
Made of 100%
Dacron*
polyetrer two-way stretch fabric
for a comfortable fit. Features
stretch waistband, belt loops,
quarter-top pockets and two
Reece back pockets.

Good Choice
of Dad's
Favorite
Colors!

GIFT WRAPPED
FREE

An earthquake killed
25,000 people in Peru and
Ecuador in 1968.

4

(
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Looking Back

STUPENT OOP)
/

10 }ears .-ig()

Editorials
r

Constellation
In The Pink

It has long been a tradition
in the Navy to paint anything
that doesn't move a dull gray.
That's out the porthole, now,
aboard the aircraft carrier
Constellation. A designer has
been hired to plan all sorts of
colorful changes - even pink
latrines, full-length mirrors,
easy chairs and gold-colored

tablecloths.
The idea is to make things
happier for enlisted personnel.
If the interior decoration
works, maybe some thought
should be given to outside colors too. In peacetime, do
fighting ladies have to wear
gray?

Teamster
Solidarity
Delegates to the recent
meeting of the Teamsters
Union in, Las Vegas remained
consistent in their scorn for
public opinion. Roy Williams,
under federal indictment for
attempted bribery, was
elected president w ith only 10
dissenting votes among the
2,221 delegates.
Williams' supporters expressed the hope that the ac-

tion by the delegates, most of
them officials of local unions,
would prove to the press how
little support there is for dissent within the Teamsters.
The press already was
aware. So, presumably, are
the 2 million rank-and-file
members of the union embarrassed by the Teamsters'
reputation for unsavory
leadership.

AftlVALaitotretrik
.
40.

o Copley News Service JrA*1 Pms°

4Immma

Washington Today

Maurice Humphrey, soil scier,ligit
with the Soil Conservtion Service, was
presented an appreciation award by
the Kentucky Vocational Agricultural
Teachers Association.
Deaths reported include John Wylie
Trenholm, Jr., six days, Charles W
Howard, Kirksey Dublin, and Mrs.
Connie McPherson.
Ann Griffin, daughter of Mrs.
Maurice Humphrey of Murray, has
been added to the staff of the personnel of the Community Regional Mental Health Center of Western Kentucky..
Miss Joan Louise Peery, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Peery, was
married to Donnie Turner, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar G. Turner, on June 4
at the West Fork Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Sawyer, June 14,.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Rickman,June 13.
Bob Brown captured the championship flight trophy in the Spring Tournament held at the Oaks Country
Club.

20 }ears iv)

Reagan Turns Up Congress Heat
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) - On a 99degree day, President Reagan decided to turn up the heat.
After five months of talking about
cooperation, partnership and bipartisan efforts to deal with the economy,
the nice guy in the White House took
out after the Democrats in the House
of Representatives.
His news conference rhetoric was
as hot as the sweltering city. He saw
sleight-of-hand in the Democrats'
budget cuts, demagoguery in their
leader and political trouble in their
future.
"Let us never forget the mandate of
November," Reagan said, in a
favored phrase he doesn't let anybody
forget."The people of this nation have
asked for action and they deserve it
now, not somewhere down in the misty future."
Reagan said he wants his budget
cuts, intact, and his three-year tax
reduction, in a hurry. He gave Congress about six weeks to deliver a tax
bill to his desk, and that would be
record time.

Dr. A. D. Butterworth. Health Officer, Calloway County Health
Department, said that rabies clinics
are scheduled in various sections of
the city and county for June 21, 22, and
23.
Deaths reported include Anthony D.
Maupin, infant son, and Mrs. Annie
Morgan,79.
Dr. Lee A. Drew, professor of
history at Murray State College.
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Koska Jones was presented a
certificate of an adult life -membership and a gold pin for her, work by the
Woman's Society of Christian Service
of the Hazel Methodist Church at the
meeting held at the church.
A Vacation Bible School will be held
at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
June 19 to 23, according to the pastor.
the Rev. Norman Culpepper.
Dr. Robert Brown Miller and family
of San Francisco, Cal., are the guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. M
Miller, Dr. Miller is in resident training in orthopedic surgery at the
University of California there.

On spending, he won virtual volunteered a footnote without being
assurance Tuesday that the securely asked.
"I know very much about the workRepublican Senate will deliver ;39.6
billion worth of budget reductions. ing group," he said. "I grew up in
But he accused the Democratic House poverty....And I think it is sheer
of funny business in shaping the ;36 demagoguery to pretend that this
billion slash it is supposed to produce. economic progitam which we've sub"There is now a clear danger of con- mitted is not aimed at helping the
gressional backsliding and a return to great cross-section of people in this
spending as usual," Reagan said. country that have been burdened for
"Some House committees have too long by big government and high
reported spending cuts they know taxes."
WHEREAS, FRANCES Association spread upon the
For any Democrat who missed the
can't
be made, closing, for example,
SHEA endeared herself to the minutes of their June
15th,
one-third of the nation's post offices.... message, Reagan had,a qualified enentire community of Murray 1981 meeting that they hereby
"This practice is unconscionable," dorsement of conservative groups
and Calloway County through take note of the personal, proReagan said, and he warned that the which are starting early in the camher extraordinary quality of fessional, and community
administration will if necessary try to paign to oust Democrats in the 1982
reassemble a coalition of Republicans congressional elections.
character, her radiance of legacy left us and this whole
and
Reagan always said that if he
conservative Democrats to
spirit, her magnetisim of per- county by the life that Frances
discard the handiwork of the couldn't make Congress see the light,
sonality, and infatuation with Shea lived among us and that
Democratic-controlled committees he would make them feel the heat.
life and all those around her, we thank Almighty God for
and pass a substitute budget.
and
Reagan has played congressional
sharing her with us and Pat
hardball before, on the budget and in
WHEREAS, Frances ex- during her tenure here on ear1981 McNsagbi S,ed lac
6- 7
demanding his three-year tax reducemplified
magnificent th. Amen.
tion bill instead of the abbreviated,
courage through the very try- Betty Boston,Board President
revised version the Democrats favor.
ing circumstances of a long
But even when he was getting tough,
Rev. Dr.David Roos,
tortuous sickness, and
he didn't talk that way.
Board Member
The tone changed Tuesday physical disability, and
Euple Ward,Director
The Ledger & Times observed its
especially
when he came to House
WHEREAS, she rendered
fourth anniversary yesterday as a
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
yoeman's service to the
daily newspaper. It was also the 72nd
O'Neill had said on national televicitizens of Calloway County
anniversary of an established
sion that Reagan's tax bill was geared
newspaper here.
through the Circuit Court
to the rich because the president had
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lee
no concern for the common man.
Clerks Office, both she and her
Vickers,61.
"Because of his lifestyle, he never
associates,and
W. B. Moser, principal of Murray
meets those people, and so conWHEREAS, she provided
High School, has been given a
sequently he doesn't understand their
envaluable service to the comfellowship for the coming six weeks at
An AP News Analysis
What about Israel's refusal to sign problems," O'Neill said. "He's only
munity
the University of Kentucky by the Nathrough
her
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
been able to meet with the wealthy."
the nuclear non-proliferation treaty?
tional Conference of Christians and
Associated Press Writer
distinguished leadership in the
That matter wasn't raised in the
"Well, I haven't given very much
Jews. This will be a seminar on
WASHINGT
ON
(AP)
news
conference
questions,so Reagan
President thought to that particular question
Business and Professional
tergroup Relations.
Reagan strode into the auditorium in there. ... I'll have to think about that
Women, and her strong sup- the Old
Marcella Cain, daughter of Mi.. ::nd
Executive Office Building, question."
By JOHN CUNNIFF Mrs S. C. Cain of Big Clifty. ww• Tiarport and hard work on behalf face displaying a grin,
hair slicked
Would an Israeli strike against
of the Need Line, and her af- down,the model of confidence.
ried to Rob L. Staples, son of NI: and
Syrian missiles violate the terms
Mrs. B. F.Staples of Kirksey,on June
Then, after an opening statement, underwhich Israel obtained its
fection for the clergy, and the
5 at Trevecca College Chapel
churches of this city and coun- he began taking questions, many of weapons?
Nashville, Tenn.
them intended to shed light on the ad"Well, this one's going to be one,
ty,
The North Team beat the South
ministration's foreign policy.
I'm afraid,that I can't answer now as
consumer price index of 12.4 percent
NEW YORK (AP)- Of all things,
BE IT THEREFORE
Team by the score of 83 to 70 in the
Was Israel's attack on the Iraqi to how...."
from
December
some of those economist people who
1979 through
RESOLVED that the Board of nuclear reactor defensive?
third game of the basketball classic
Has Pakistan given assurance that have had so little good to say for so
December 1980. That's a huge drop.
"I can't answer that because, as I it will not try to build an atomic many months
Directors of the MurrayA
careful reading of the Merrill held last night at Murray State Colare now sounding as if
Calloway County Need Line say, this review has not been com- bomb?
Lynch forecast refines the lines of the lege. This is sponsored by the Murray
there might be a future down the road.
Chamber of Commerce.
pleted..."
brighter picture:
"I won't answer the last part of the
The conventional wisdom may-be
Elected as officers of the South
question."
Unemployme
nt,
now at 7.6 percent
changing.
Murray
Homemakers Club were Mrs.
and tending to rise, is expected to fall
The session with reporters was
"On the inflationary front, the key
to 7.5 percent in 1982, to 6.3 percent in Henry Hargis, Mrs. J. D. Downs, Mrs.
Reagan's third news conference as question voiced by conventional
Pearl Jones, Mrs. Davy Hopkins.
1983 and to 5.3 percent in 1984.
president and his first since early wisdom now concerns how rapidly inMrs.
Lenice Fisk, Mrs. Walter Miller,
March, before he was shot in an flation will abate and how far volatile
The consumer price index, which is
Mrs.
011ie
Brown. arid Mrs. S. V. Foy.
expected
assassination attempt March 30.
to
rise 9.3 percent in calencommodity prices will decline," says
dar 1981, is projected at 6 percent next
It had been planned for several Merrill Lynch Economics.
year, 5.9 percent in 1983 and 6.1 perweeks, and his top aides gathered
This, it continues, "represents an
cent in 1984.
with the president for a lunch-time abrupt shift from earlier attitudes
rehearsal, peppering him with an- which typically assumed double-digit
Housing starts, which fell 23.6 perBy
Associated Press Heartline is a service for Senior to Social Security is available by sen- ticipated
cent to just 1.3 million units in 1980,
questions, just two hours inflation would persist indefintely."
Today is Wednesday. June 17, the
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer ding $2.00 to Headline, Dept. SS, 114 before
are expected to rise to 1.46 million this 168th day of 1981. There are 197 days
air time. It was a format at
How true in that respect seems the
questions and solve problems. If you East Dayton St., West Alexandria, which
he was adept during his early comment by John Filer, Aetna Life & year, 1.76 million in 1982,- 1.89 in 1983 left in the year.
have a question or a problem not Ohio 45381.
weeks in office.
Casualty chairman - made when in- and to 1.95 million in 1984.
Today's highlight in history:
answered in these columns, write to
HEARTLINE: I have recently
Retail automobile sales, which fell
But as he stood behind the lectern flation and interest rates were soaring
On
June 17, 1972, a break-in was
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West retired from an executive position in Tuesday afternoon,
he stumbled - that anyone who used existing to 9.1 million units last year, are seen discovered at the Watergate complex
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will an advertising firm. I find that I have several times
reading his opening trends to project the economic future rising to 9.6 million units this year, to in Washington,leading to the eventual
receive a prompt reply, but you must too much time on my hands and would statement. He
got caught up in his could be making a fundamental 11 million in 1982, 11.7 million in 1983 downfall of the Nixon administration.
include a long, self-addressed and love to be of assistance to some small own language as
and to 12.1 million in 1984.
he fielded questions mistake.
On this date:
stamped envelope. The most useful company,as a volunteer business con- that kept him shifting
Corporate after tax profits, which
from China to
conditions
Based
on
existing
then,
In 1567, Mary Queen of Scots was
replies will be printed in this column. sultant, to help them to better their the Middle East
to Congress.
said Filer,- it might sound declined 2.7 percent last year, are ex- imprisoned in Lochleven Castle in
HEARTLINE: How much of a business. Is there any type of organizThere was one inaccuracy - quick- preposterous to say that interest rates pected to rise 1.7 percent this year, 5.5 Scotland.
reduction do I have to take by drawing ed club or such for persons in my ly corrected by
his press spokesman. and inflation could fall sharply, but percent in 1982 and 3.1 in 1983, before
In 1579, Sir Francis Drake landed on
Social Security before age 65 on my situation to help them find the type of
Asked about the Israeli threat to that possibility, he said, could never falling off to a small net decline in the California coast.
own work record? F. A.
volunteer work I am looking for? H. take military action against the be dismissed.
1984.
In 1775, the Revolutionary War batANSWER: By taking Social Securi- 0.
Syrian missiles in Lebanon, and
Now,
after
winter
a
economic
of
of Bunker Hill was fought near
tle
ty retirement benefits before 65, you
ANSWER: Yes."SCORE"(Service whether this would violate the terms gloom, Morgan Guaranty Trust offers
Miirray Ledger 8r Times
Boston.
will only receive a certain percentabe Corps of Retired Executives) is for
under which Israel obtained weapons, the opinion that "Much evidence sugAnd in 1967, China announced it had
USPS3011-700)
of your benefits you would be eligible persons who are retired from some
Reagan responded:
gests that the recent ebbing in inflaPublisher
_
Walter I. Apperson
exploded its first hydrogen bomb.
to receive at age 65. The reduction is area of business. Your experience and
Editor
.
"Well, this one's going to be one, tion is more than just a temporary
R Gene McCutcheon
Ten years ago: The United States
5/9 of 1 percent per month for each skill will be used to provide free conThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
I'm afraid,that I can't answer now as dip." Reduced inflation, it says, "is a
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
and Japan signed an agreement to
month prior to your 65th birthday that sultations to small businesses and to how -I would
ChrisUnas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivhate to see this hap- itrong possibility for the year ahead."
restore the island of Okinawa to
you begin to receive your Social community organizations that need
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St
pen. They are offensive weapons.
It's
been
a
long
time
since
Japan.
Murray,
Ky.
42071.
Second
Security retirement benefits. The management assistance. Usually,
Class Postage Paid at
There's no questions about the direc- Americans heard such views from
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Five years ago: Rioting continued
percentage of age 65 benefits which some out-of-pocket expenses will be
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
tion in which they are aimed. I'm anyone but political candidates, and
in a black township in South Africa.
you will receive for early retirement covered. For more information, write speaking
carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance
now of the Syrian weapons." the views may be difficult to
and 1,000 police were trying to restore
By mail in Cilloway County and to Benton. Harare as follows:
to SCORE, Small Business AdThose weapons, deputy White assimilate. Some teenagers never
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky.. and
order.
Age 62
80 percent ministration, 1441 "L" St., NW, House press secretary Larry
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. In 624 50 per
Speakes knew only a world of dangerous inflaOne year ago: Iranian newspapers
year By mail to other destinations, $3950 per
of your age 65 benefits
Washington,DC20416.
said within an hour, are defensive, tion; some of their parents never exyear.
reported
that the newly elected
Age 63
86.7 percent
Also, RSVP - "Retired Senior and that's what the president meant pected to live to see any real gains
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Parliament was unlikely to take up
of your age 65 benefits
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Volunteer Program" allows persons to say.
against it.
the issue of American hostages until
Association.
Age 64
93.4 percent over the age of 60 to volunteer their
Each question on thejdiddle East,
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
Now, suddenly, some of the views
September.
of your age 65 benefits services in many different conununi- on China,
republish local news originated by The Murray
on Poland and the Soviet being circulated include not just a
Today's birthdays: Entertainer
For much more information on ty service activities. Some out-of- Union
Ledger k Times as well as all other AP news.
sought to elicit indications of pintpoint of light but a burst of sunTELEPHONE NUMBERS
Dean Martin is 64 and Cincinnati Reds
Social Security retirement, wife's pocket expenses are covered. For Reagan's
Business Office
foreign policy - a subject shine.
753-1916
shortstop Dave Concepcion is 33.
benefits, disability benefits, more information, write ACTION, that
Classified Advertising .
753-1916
he has not addressed in a public
Morgan
expects
a
rise
only
of
7.5
Thought for today-. You may prove
Retail
Display
Advertising.,
753-1919
children's benefits, earnings limita- Older Americans Volunteer Proforum while he and his aides try to percent in inflation during the next 12
Circulation
753-1916
anything by figures. - Thomas
tions, etc., our 1981 Heartline's"Guide grams,Washington,DC 20625.
News and Sports Dept .
753-191$
keep the focus on the economy.
months, compared with a rise in the
Carlyle,Scottish writer ( 1795-1881 ).
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A Jolting Journe in Refurbished Elegance
&
•

•

By PETER EISNER
Associated Press Writer

ABOARD THE BANDEIRANTE, Brazil I AP)—
Not far into the 695-mile
train trip from Brazil's
gleaming capital to the industrial center of Sao Paulo,
a passenger may be pardoned for thinking the journey is
the closest thing to riding on
the back of a Brazilian armadillo:
The Bandeirante train —
named for the bold Portuguese explorers who carried flags, or "bandeiras,"
as they settled the Brazilian
interior 200 years ago —
bounces along a single pair
of rails at the less-thanbreathless average speed of
30.8 mph.
The journey traverses flat
plains, dotted with solitary
trees and huge termite
mounds inhabited by wild
parrots, giant snakes and,
indeed,' armadillos. The
train passes the ramshackle
houses of subsistence
farmers, where faces appear
in rough-hewn windows
along the way.
Further south, farm
hou.ses are surrounded by
banana trees full of purple,
unripened fruit. Cotton and
coffee plantations along the
‘4.1 y give a sense of what the

Problems in service will
The rancher said it was tion's subpar rail lines. Janeiro and the city of Belu
".'1:
American South of colonial a fat man with a a rik
third- also have to be resolved. The
Brazil's
Horizonte,
to
him
for
balaIll
convenient
inure
his
nation
the
size,
loses
its
Wit!
OM'
Despite
by
•'
days might have looked like. ing
Paulo conductor
on
the
at it', take the train than either a has only 20,500 miles of largest city, after Sao
There is an attempt at tumbles into the studei[1 . -,
more
than
Bandeirante
once
Rio.
and
from
Brasilia
plane
tic
a
or
the
tenth
railroads, one
elegance on the Bandeirante lap.
Brazil also is completing was uncertain of what the
to his home in Ribeirao number of lines in the United
•
train, refurbished since it Despite the glitehe,. the
systems in Rio and next stop would be. And he
subway
ni
than
oioe
closer
miles
bet
200
Preto.
,t 1 . •,st•••
States. It has the additional
last made this trip 10 years Bandeirante has
Paulo and has local com- managed to tarnish tradiSao
,••
plathlrin
takes
trip
"This
Paulo.
:-;a0
to
The
forced
N
•
being
hit.
of
a
problem
instant
ago. There are comfortable
tional lore about the deephours longer than the run two different rail muter train lines.
;aid
recliner bed.seats in the first the modern train station I.•
exvoiced trainman who -folds
government
the
if
Still,
'.itt
local
makes
which
•
bus
filled
track
the
is
trill
because
•-i
systems
class car, and each Brasilia
ride
neatly between his
currency
to
-Brazilians
pects
ito-pmi. but I get -a good comes in two gauges.
'tor! St-i-te,:,
passenger gets an individual: passengers and -curiosity -will
wears a golden
and
it
knuckles
trains,
longdistance
train,"
the
on
sleep
faw
night's
are
oet
Most federal efforts
pillow -and blanket. The seekers. Entire
spruce up service on watch fob.
to
have
hi.
look.
said.
to
and
station
industrial
on
in
focusing
',lido
the
to
conie
restaurant car serves inexJerked awake when the
Federal commercial train transport. lines like the Bandeirante.
The
"Most of these people ha v
pensive drinks,and the steak
deteriorated train bounced a bit more
is
roadbed
The
protrain
Ministry
miisportation
1
passenger
Bandeirante,
the
a
besides
But
11.
seen
never
is reasonable.
j.--t .s spending several the government has okned so much in some places that thavusual, he sleepily asked
I I. '4'
But the reabty of the trip before, except iii t he
y
Ilion dollars in the next. in the last year a passenger the train can barely crawl a i*p-Or*,"Exause me,can
one
ft..
t
sometimes seems like a movies," said
yok tell me,what time it is?"
!,-. ad, to upgrade the na- route between Rio de along at 10 mph.
Brazilian rancho‘.% net
Peter Sellers spoof.
The train has a sleeper
vimmgeor,,Nwia
*4;
car. But ticket sellers have
:
*':-**************************************************
4*******)i•
warned that couples must
*
Martha White
produce their marriage certificates before paying the
special passage of the
equivalent of $30 dulLir
Save 704
each. Other fares run
between $15 and $20. The
With $10.00 or More
Federal Railway Authority.
Purchase Excluding
later overruled the marriage'
We Gladly
requirement, but admonishHome Owned & Operated
Dairy & Tobacco Products
Accept Fooddtamp•
ed that "libidinous acts" on
ticsor Store Hours 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Ric.hi
The
We
Reserve
or Drinks On Special
its trains would be punished.
P. ik-e.s Good June 17 through June 23
To
Limit
lauantitieIn the dining car, nicely
4
dressed people are trying to
sip their breakfast coffee
just as the train lurches. A
Chicken of the Sea Light Chunk
woman pours a drink down
her •!‘.• ,Nlletage. A waiter
1 1'62 Oi.
smiles sheepishly.
Hyde Park Reg. or Wav!_y.Q.
One traveler, a Harvard
79C
University graduate stilt:era,
laughs at the mishap until
Alpo Beef Flavor /
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Flour
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R.C. Cola
Diet Rite,
R.C. 100Isuitirfr•0
$139

98c
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Tuna

.,*'
Potato Chipsh,p
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. 5 lb bag
Dog Food/1
Lux Liquid For/ 44/./
32 oz.
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Murder Investigation
Moves Into Laboratory

149

Hyde Park Heavy Duty
EVANSVILLE, Ind. AP)
-- The investigation of the
shooting death of Kathy
• Kohm moved from the
woods to the laboratory as
authorities focused their attention on a slug taken from
the 11-year-old girl's head.
"Just about everything
hinges on the lab tests,"
state police Sgt. Larry
Rudolph said Tuesday.
Police were hoping the
tests would tell them the
caliber of the weapon and
that the markings ell4 the slug
were clear enough identify
the weapon.
at
• —Meanwhile,
Deaconess
' Evansville's
Hospital, lone suspect Stanton Gash remained in fair
condition, although state
police pronounced him "well
enough" to be without the
guard who had been stationed outside his door since last
Thursday.
Rudolph said the guard
was removed Monday, but
that the action did not mean
Gash had been ruled out as a
suspect in Kathy's death.
He said the gUard detail
"was for his protection more
than anything else," and emphasized that neither Gash
nor anyone else had been arrested.
Gash, 31, an Evansville
firefighter, was hospitalized
last week following an ap-

to

parent overdose of Valium
and liquor less than-14 hours
before Kathy's body was
found in a_wooded area about
three miles west of her
home.
Police said the body. was,
found about 100 yards from
where a car traced to Gash
had become stuck in mud
April 5, the day the young
Santa Claus girl disappeared.
-XHospital
Deaconess
spokesman Jack Alexander
said Gash's room would be
"closely monitored — by
hospital security personnel
for the remainder of his stay.
"Of course, he's free to go as
soon as his doctor gives him
the OK," he added.
But Alexander said there
was no word on when Gash
might be released, and that
he had been told there had
been "no change in the patient's condition one way or
the other since he came in,"
Rudolph said it was uncertain whether the slug removed from Kathy's head was
sufficiently disfigured to
prevent ballistics comparisons that would link it to
the gun used in the shooting.
"It was fairly mutilated,'
Rudolph said of the bullet,
which entered just below the
jaw on the left side of the
throat and struck the base of
the skull, flattening the slug.
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High School Artists Become Aware
Of New Talents At MSU Art Workshop
When 23 bright high school
artists gathered on the campus of Murray State University for a workshop recently,
many of the students
discovered new talents.
The young artists — all
Kentuckians with one Paris,
Tenn., participant—attended the 21st annual art
workshop for high school
students at Murray State
June 7-13. They had come to
learn from college art faculty and from their peers.
-I'm finding out that I can
do more things in painting
than I realized," said Troy
Ylitalo, a senior at
Paducah's St. Mary High
School.
The young artist noted he
had taken "quite a few art
courses in high school
before. But I don't think I
ever put myself into it as
much as now."
director
Workshop
Jeanette Cole, assistant professor and a visiting artist on
campus, said association
among the high school artists with persons their own
age is helpful in unlocking
potential talent.
"A major goal of the
workshop is to take students
who are talented and place
them in an environment with
other young persons,
thereby improving painting
and drawing skills," said
Ms. Cole.
The workshop, one of the
oldest university-sponsored
art programs in Kentucky
for high school students,

FIGURE DRAWING — Bob Head, chairman of the Murray State University department of art, offers high school students drawing instruction during the recent weeklong art workshop for talented young artists. Twenty-three high school artisits participatea in the 21st annual workshop.
(MSU -Photo by Barry Johnson)

Mine Construction Workers
Reach Tentative Contract
By MERRILL HA RTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Striking mine construction
workers are withdrawing
pickets after gaining a tentative contract that would
allow full-scale coal production in the East and Midwest
for the first time in almost
three Months.
Three hours after
negotiators returned to the
bargaining table here Tuesday, they announced settlement on a 40-month contract
likely to end the 83-day strike
by 11,500 construction
workers, whose picket lines
delayed the return to work
by as many as 60,000 miners
in seven states.
Esselstyn,
Willard
secretarytreasurer of the
United Mine Workers, said
the pickets would be
withdrawn, meaning that
some 160,000 miners who approved a 40-month contract
of their own on June 6 will be
free to dig the coal. He said
he didn't expect any problem
in winning approval of the
contract in the coalfields.
In Alabama, miners began
returning to work at the 11

p.m. shift change Tuesday
after the pickets were taken
down.
The UMW called a
meeting of the 39-member
bargaining council today,
beginning the 10-day
ratification process. Some
union officials said they
thought the process could be
completed sooner.
The miners and the construction workers have
separate contracts with industry. The UMW miners
ratified by a better than 2-1
margin an accord with the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, but the construction workers, also
members of the union, had
not been able to agree on a
separate pact with the
Association of Bituminous
Contractors, representing
some 350 contracting companies.
weekend
Intensive
bargaining failed to produce
an agreement that Esselstyn
had said on Saturday seemed "pretty close."
The two sides broke off
talks late Sunday and spent
the next day assessing their
positions. Esselstyn accused
the industry bargaining

team of walking out on the
negotiations, and spokesmen
for the ABC refused to comment.
Bargainers for both sides
were smiling broadly and
congratulating one another,
however, when they emerged from a downtown
Washington hotel suite Tuesday night.
"I feel as though it is the
best contract that can be
reached at the time,"
Esselstyn said. "I think we
got a fine pension deal, a fine
dental plan."
"We got an agreement,"
he said. "I don't see any
benefit to our picket lines at
this time."
Elmo Hurst, chief
bargainer for the ABC,said,
"I think it is a good contract
construction
for the
workers."
He declined comment
when asked if the ABC,
which represents some 350
mine contracting firms,
made concessions. But Hurst
did say,"We'll live with it. I
prefer not to comment on the
specifics until the rank-andfile construction (workers)
have had a chance to vote on
it."

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
1 FULL CARAT

BRILLIANT HAND SET DIAMONDS...VALUE PRICED!
YOUR CHOICE OF YELLOW OR WHITE GOLD

330% OFF
n

•,•

FU1LL
CARAT

CARAT
RAT$

THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE"
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR.
MURRAY, KY.

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS

Ii

$ 995 $3

50

Size F78.15 Blackvrall plus
$220 ELI No trade needed

Size D78-14 Brackwall plus
Si 77 FET No trade needed
D78-14 fits some models
of Century. Regal.
Malibu, Nova. Volare.
Cutlass. LeMans.Grand
Prix. Pacer, Hornet,
Gremlin. Aspen. Challenger. Zephyr, Monarch.
Comet

F78-15 fits some models
of Impala. Caprice
Chevelle. Century. Riviera. LaSabre. Cordoba
LeBaron, New Yorker.
Diplomat. Delta 88. Toronado. Omega. Fury.
Firebird, Catalina

Save On
Whitewalls, Too!

Save On
Whitewalls, Too!

$3

420
1
%V Power Streak 78

•

STEEL RADIAL

RADIAL SALE
Plus FET
No tra:fe
d

SALE
PRICE
$49.30
$51.85
$52.70
$59.00
$62.00
$63.00
$69.00
$75.00
S82.00

SIZE & TYPE

P165/75R13 Tiempo Blackwall
P165/75R13 Tiempo Whitewall
P155/80R15 Tiempo Blackwall
ER7e-14 Custom Tread Whitewall
FR78-14 Custom Tread Whitewall
FR78-15 Custom Tread Whitewall
GR78-15 Custom Tread Whitewall
HR78- 15 Custom Tread Whrtewatl
LR78 15 Custom Tread Whitewall

$I 61
$1 61
$1 66
$222
$2.36
$244
$2.61
$280$305

SALE FOR LIGHT TRUCKS
SIZE & TYPE

700-15 Rib Hi-Mder Blackwall TT LRC
750-16 Rio HMiIer Btackwall TT LRD
G78-15 Tracker LT Blackwall TL LRC
800-16.5 Tracker LT Blackwall TL LRD
875-165 Tracker LT Blackwall TL LRD
G78-15 Tracker XG Blackwall TL LRC

SALE
PRICE
$47.00
$6400
$55.00
$64.00
$70.00
$56.00

Plus FET
No trade
needed

SALE
$399
PI55/80R13 WINTUBALL
plus S1 52 F El no [Id,
needed
Custom Polysteel
Radial — The Tire That
Keeps Its Feet Even
In The Rain

$2.77
$3.53
$3,11
$3 15
$3.82
$3.23

FITS SOME MODELS OF:
Toyota
VW
Omni
Datsun
Honda
Chevette
Audi
Mazada more
Fiat
Rib count and sidewall styling
Yarff wl/A
size. not all tires look eitactN hue tire

shown

Size F78-15 *plus S2 20 F Er
No trade needed

Size 078 14 plus $I 77 FE1
No trade needed

HURRY!SALE ENDS SATURDAY!
$10 Trade-In

75

SAVE 510.95!

POWERGARD 40 BATTERY
Flush top-seal battery
eliminates periodic

Grow
22F
INSTALLED
Trade in axles to all
group sizes Sample Buy

$54 75 22F reg price
$1000 Minus Trade
544 75

Save on Wheels!
3 Days Only

AUTOMOTIVE
STEREO
BY
KRACO

4 for

$199
150'

5
3:6
:4

4 tor $2213

4'

4for 119
15x7

15x8

YOUR CHOICE
69eg
$
$79 95
In under-dash AM FM radio&
tape player — 8-track or cassette
1003 1004

Says $3.95 a pair on speakers'
6x9' or 5', round coaxial

speakers

Just Say'Charge It'

d
t •'
4., ' '

ROOF MODELS

•••

IlltAPElf,;111
All it takes is
a little of your time
and an easy-to-Install
Emerson Power Attic
Ventilator

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Use any of these other ways to buy Our
Own Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard
• Visa • American Express Card • Carte
Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

Front Wheel Alignment
& Balancing Service
• Inspect all our tires and correct au pressure • Inspect
Steering and suSpension systems • Set forint wheel camber

caster and toe to wove, alignment • Compri& balance Teo
front wheels
Most U S cars and undoes with adiustable suspenshns
Includes front Yrneel One Cheyettes trucks amid cars requiring
MacPherson Strut correction eitra

Brake Service—Your Choice

$88
Additional parts and service
extra it needed
CarS and some imports
Most U S .

2 Wheal Front Disc Install
new tforn tears pads and
resurtace front rotors Install
new front grease seals and
pact, front wheel bearings In un
SpeCI calipers and hydraulic
System Add fluid and road

grease sears aid Toad, front
c000r hearings Inspect by
ckaulic system arin fluid and
goad test car

test car ',,Does not include
rear *heels :

1013

1014

GOODrIrEAR
SERVICE STORES

• Goodyear Service Store
•

4 Wheel Bras. 501511 new
Orake ,sing and reSudace all
four drums Install new trOnt

$29
1012

-,

SAVE $7

Oftsr Good Through June 30

The classic look of
spokes Wide track
oft-sets Removable
wire face for easy
cleaning Lug nuts
extra

TRACKER WHITE

Lube & Oil Service

loockleS
xitk arid UP 10-tive
INCLUDES OUR 9-POINT MAINTENANCE CHECK
quarts MajOr brand
uu Oil titter extra -Transmission Power Steering and Differential Fluid
Levels • Brake Fluid • Air Filter • Battery Cables and
needed.
•
Water Level • Bells and Hoses • Tire Pre5Suce and
horrifies ricsi imports and light
Condition
Please call for appointment
trucks

Beg $31 Additional parts
aria service extra 4 needed

WESTERN WIRE X/L

••,-

206 E. Main — 753-8194

77

./ FULL

—

‘>=

REG. $1,200

.fr\

POWER
Drive it With Confidence

Expert wheel service
also available —
Mounting, Balancing.
Alignment

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Colvin Atchinson, Dry
Ridge; Sarah Bryant, DanDant,
ville;
Laura
"I thought it workshop ) Louisville; Stephen Gray,
would be a good chance to Glasgow; Candy Howard,
meet with professionals," Corbin; Angela Lung, Covsaid Amrein. "In high ington; Robin
Polk,
school, your opportunities Louisville; &San Rose, Flatfor talking with serious pro- woods; Celeste Rouben,
fessional artists are Louisville; Rozella Stone,
limited."
Tolu, and Donald Stanley,
Participants in the Paducah.
MS1 MEP GNI. UNE,

SALE PRICED!
STREAK 78

ECONOMICAL
TO OPERATE

a Pull
the
awe
cool
air in.
whole house fan
cools the entire home
at a fraction of
the cost of
'air conditioning.

workshop were as follows:
Julie Ann Alsip, Corbin;
Dwain Beets, Louisville;
Wendy Born, Ashland;
LaTokie Bush, Glasgow;
Daniel Dilamarter, Bowling
Green; Miss Hodges,
Reidland; Debbie Ingle,
Paris, Term., Nancy Maxwell, Louisville; Stephanie
Steffen, Newport; Dale Torsak, Murray; and Ylitalo,
Lone Oak.

Come Check These Extra Special Values
...Drive In For Savings

Power Streak 78
$3275

The Fans For All Seasons
-\<</
c,
1:cz«,
c,«, Victorian4«5)
Push the
hot air
,,
out
.;—

ray State. "I wanted to get a
head start," said Miss
Hodges who graduated from
Reidland High School in
May.
"I plan to major in printing management. I
understand the job opporetunities in that field are
good," she said.
Scott Amrein, who will be
a senior in the fall at
Louisville Male Traditional
High School, said he learned
about the workshop from his
high school art teacher.

PARKING LOT
TENTS

FANS-FANS-FANS
Beat the heat
vo'

Whole House Attic

improve ways of apartistic
proaching
endeavors.
"We're working with
habits and the process of
working. We emphasize this
rather than the end product," she said.
"We take the approach
because the process directly
affects the final work. We're
seeking processes that open
doors and let products be
discovered rather than
predicted."
Participants in the
workshop are recommended
by their high school art
teachers. While on campus,
they are housed in the dormitories and receive a
general preview of college
life.
Some of the young aritsts
like Susanna Hodges of
Reidland plan to attend Mur-

may also provide practical
benefits such as counseling
about art careers and help in
developing portfolios.
"We try to expose them to
possibilities and goals as artists," said Ms. Cole, who
has' aught art at universities
in Nebraska, Texas and New
Jersey.
"Some of the *dents are
interested in/commercial
art. Others want to know
about art therapy or just being artists," she said.
Painting and drawing are
the primary areas- of instruction each year in the
week-long workshop. This
year, Ms. Cole taught painting, and classes in drawing
were given by Bob Head,
chairman of the university's
department of art.
Ms. Cole said another major goal of the workshop is to

S. 12th Murray,Ky.
Mon.-Sat.753-0595
7:30 am.-6:00 p.m.

PAGE,

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Storey's
F131:313
GIANT
DOMINO

LB.
BAG

18oz69'

LK

CORN MEAL

YOGURT

I
BUft
i

$129

2. $1 19

•

5 LB. BAG

•SeditIPS1

ICE CREAM

BATHROOM
TISSUE

a

CHECK OUR COUPONS BELOW

4PK L

FOR LOW LOW PRICES ON YOUR
FAVORITE BREAKFAST CEREALS

INSTANT TEA
39
3 OZ.$2

FOLGERSCOFFEE

$239

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

1 LB CAN

TENDER LEAF

INSTANT FOLGERS

TEA BAGS
48 CT.$1"

COFFEE

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family
Post

095664

NS664

Wheel's Breakfast

oz.

Good Only At Storeys
Exp. 6-23-81

Cereal

1,oi

Toasties

$1 29

Good Oily At Sam's
Exp. 6-23-81

$699

ompare •ur very ay ow e Prices!!
Kam
co
3 LB.°2" MIRACLE WHIP....32...$135
SHORTENING
KRAFT WRAPPED

TISSUE

4 ROU

$1" SINGLES

limit One Per Family
Post

Grape Nuts

I20z.$1 59

BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELSJUM110 ROU 894
COUPON

CREAMER
U NEW CANNISTER JARII
1601.$169

25 LB. BAG

OMANI BATNROOM
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 6-23-81

CARNATION
NON DAIRY COFFEE

DOG FOOD

1001.

Limit One Per Family

Cereal
$1 29

PURINA
HI PROTEIN FLAVORS

$429

COUPON

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
05664

Mx Breakfast

Cereal

$1 49
12 oz.

Good Only At Slorty's
Exp 6-23-81

Prices Good
Wed., Juno 17th
lbry
Toss. Juno 23rd

SUNFLOWER

FLAV-O-RICH

AURORA
SOFT PRINTS

21 oz.

Operated

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

KRAFT
BBQ AUCE

15

Home Owned

WHIPPED
IMPERIAL

FOOD GIANT
WHOLE

SUGAR

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps
Store
Hours
8 A.M. Toll P.M.
Every Day

$1 29

God Oily At Sniffs
Exp. 6-23-81

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
095664

Crispy
Wheat &
Raisins
9
'
12 et.
Good Oily At Sisrey's

Exp. 6-23-81

DUNCAN NINES LATER

CAKE MIXES

PAMIAT
1801.

874 MARGARINE
FLOUR

"
$1

694

5IL$1 1

NEW SWANS

(1001111 OF ME SEA

TUNA

1LI.Tl.

GOLD MEDAL

KAM

ORANGE JUICE

EWETTA
it MT
i

1°' BABY FOOD

6% oz. $

4•1124
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*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekl Cou ons

C oice Meats
*Fresh Produce

WHOLE BUTTS
SLICED INTO

PORK
STEAK
wdhaust.44.41„,,,,;,
CHICKASAW

USDA CHOICE
FAMILY PACK

BACON

CUBE STEA

.4

USDA CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

JUMBO PACK

CENTER CUT

$249 PORK CHOPS

STEAK

HAM SLICES

LB.

LB
•

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

ROAST

LB

$219
JUMBO PACK

PORK STEAK

METZGER

19 B'SCHWEIGER
LB.$1
Giant
Produce Savings
•

RED & WINSAP APPLES

PEACHES
2.994
BELL PEPPERS
3/$1"
MUSHROOMS
994
CUCUMBERS
3/$1°°
GIANT DELI SAVINGS

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

PIMENTO CHEESE...vi 894

CINNAMON ROLLS...(A.25

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

Win $300.00
Geri Anderson

FIELD

SALAMI

Murray-Card Not Punched
•••••

BROCCOLI
CELERY

PLATE LUNCH

ICED

$199 CUP CAKES

LB.

IN STORE BAKED FRENCH
9
$1 9

BREAD

IA29'
794

LOAF

Sports
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Cheerleader Workshop
Teaches Spirit In Sport
•
•

•• •
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NEED A BOOST? — Cheerleaders from high schools in the Murray State University
region learned new .techniques in a workshop on the university campus. Participants were taught that cheerleading requires athletic ability as well as good
lungs.
MSU Photo by Barn' Johnson)

building, tumbling,jumping,
partner stunts and, of
course,a few new cheers.
In addition, the instructors
hold various seminars
teaching such useful techniques as conducting pep
rallies, stadium dynamics
and fund raising.
But the main purpose
behind the camp is "to get
the cheerleader -involved
with the crowd," said
Fisher. He added thilt many
squads do cheers that do not
relate to the game and are
"too wordy" for crowd involvement.
"That's what makes us different from other organizations — we keep everything
oriented toward the crowd,"
he said.
Patty Messamore, a
Junior high and high cheerleading sponsor
from
school age cheerleaders Bremen High
School,
gathered on the campusfor a Muhlenberg County,came to
week-long camp (June 8-12)
to learn advanced techniques from Fisher and others
skilled
1 980's
in
cheerleading.
The Reds beat the A's 18-2
UCA, a nationally recogni- and the Yanks shuffled the
zed training program for Cards 7-3 in two Kentucky
cheerleaders, is sponsored Baseball League games
by universities across the played Tuesday night.
country to hold camps, said
For the Reds, Jason SamFisher.
mons went four-for-five with
two doubles and two RBI.
"Cheerleading has changed David Potts and Chris Bryan
a great deal and has actually also had three RBI apiece.
turned into a sport. It may The Reds had 16 hits.
even be as dangerous as footTim Armstrong, Mike
ball and basketball."
Fulton and Chad Bazzell had
Classes taught in the UCA the only hits for the A's.
workshop include pyramid
In the second game, Adam
Endless variations of "Go
Team Go!" have been standard fare for high school and
college cheerleaders for
countless seasons.
But aspiring cheerleaders
from west Kentucky and
Tennessee who gathered on
the campus of Murray State
University recently for a
workshop learned that
arousing crowd spirit takes
more than a catchy refrain.
Today's cheerleaders are
every bit as much athletes as
the players on the field and
must become skilled in such
techniques as pyramid
building in addition to
cheers, believes Daryl
Fisher, head insdtructor for
the Universal'Cheerleaciing
Association (UCA).

the camp as a chaperon. She
said that the help sponsors
receive with gymnastics and
techniques "makes them
better teachers."
The cheerleaders viewed
the camp as fun mixed with
hard work.
Cheryl Carrico, 13, Fancy
Farm High School, commented, "It's been rough.
They really work you hard.
You get a good sweat out of
it."
Jennifer Burgie, 14,
Mayfield High School, said
she
had learned "more
moves and safe ways to do
them. We've also learned a
lot of good dance routines."
While learning the finer
points of cheerleading is important, Fisher added that
the camp has another gal.
"We try and make sure the
kids have fun while they
learn."

During this break from
traditional
summer's
pastime, players are returning to their homes to exercise on their own, putter
around the house, spend
time with their families and
attend to their own
businesses. For the first
time since their childhoods,
many have become summer
civilians.
The gentlemen farmers included Ryan of the Houston
Astros, who owns a ranch in
Alvin, Texas; Gaylord Perry
of the Atlanta Braves, who is
working his farm near
Williamston. Texas, and the
Texas Rangers' Ferguson
Jenkins, who works a spread
in his native Canada, near
Blenheim,Ontario.
Charity work will occupy

much of the time of Bell,
third baseman for the
Rangers, who is chairman of
the Leukemia Society of
America's Super Swim
Classic this weekend in Arlington, Texas. The Braves
also say that pitcher Phil
Niekro has become involved
in several charities in Atlanta.
Other leisure activities
will keep players like
Yastrzemski of Boston, Rose
of Philadelphia and Brett of
Kansas City busy.
"I'll do a lot of fishing and
keep myself in shape by running and working out," says
the 41-year-old Yastrzemski,
who lives on Cape Cod in
Massachusetts.
Rose will appear tonight in
a charity softball game at

Chambers, Kevin Turner
and Mickey Jones all had
RBI singles for the Yanks.
For the Cards, Brett
Christensen went two-forthree with a triple and an
RBI.

Fairfax Elementary School
in Cincinnati, where more
than 2,500 people are expected to attend at $2 a head,
sponsors say. Rose normally
plays in the game after the
season, but the game was
moved up this year because
of the strike. The strike
began after Rose tied Stan
Musial for the most lifetime
hits in the National League,
3,630.
Brett, last year's
American League batting
champion with a .390
average, told a television interviewer he was going shopping for some golf balls
because it was the first
chance he'd ever had to play
golf in Kansas City during
the summer.
For many players, the

strike was a welcome opportunity to spend time with the
wife and kids during the
summer, a season when
daddy-the-ballplayer usually
becomes a stranger. In the
case of Zachry, a New York
Mets pitcher, the strike
could not have been better
timed.
Zachry's wife, Sharron,
gave birth to 8-pound, 9ounce Joshua Paul Zachry at
7:15 p.m. Friday, the first
day of the strike, and the
parents brought their son
home Tuesday morning.

Ib`•

Co. is financially able to
meet its commitments to the
shareholders of the club and
the National League.
Wrigley controlled 81 percent of the stock.
The Cubs are one of eight
original charter members of
the National League along
with New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Hartford, Louisville and Oncinnati. The Cubs are the only team of that group to remain in the same city where
they started in 1876.
The Wrigley family came

onto the baseball scene in brought about by estate tax
1916 when William Wrigley difficulties stemming from
Jr. and several other the deaths of his parents
Chicago businessmen pur- within a short time of each
chased the club from the other.
Taft family of Cincinnati.
The Chicago Sun-Times
Wrigley became majority reported the club faces a
stockholder in 1921 and ran possible $3 million loss this
the club until his death in year. Attendance is down
1932.
more than 220,000 compared
P.K. Wrigley took over at to the same number of home
that time and ran the team dates last year.
until his death in 1977 when
The Wrigley hold is believyoung William Wrigley ed to be the longest conassumed operation.
tinuous ownership of a team
Wrigley, 48, apparently in the National League.
ran into financial problems
The Cubs last pennant was

•
•
•

Summer
Specials I 4'

I

held to four hits, made nine
errors and lost 24-2, a record
score at the time.
Aloysius Joseph Travers
became the only pitcher to
allow 24 runs in a big league
game, a record that still
stands. Later, as a member
of the St. Joseph's Prep
faculty, he reminded
students that "only" 14 of the
A's runs were earned.
American League president Ban Johnson had
suspended Cobb after seeing
him go into the stands after
the fan. Johnson ruled the
Tigers would be fined $100
for each game there were on
strike. They were idle on
May 19 and 20, and they
voted to end the strike on the
night of May 20. Cobb was
reinstated on May M.
Billy Maharg, one of the
St. Joseph's players who
became a one-day Tiger,

e

-47
44,
•
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•
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•
•
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Quarter Pound Ground Beef

Patties
52058 •
•
•#4.
Baby Limas
225 Lb. To 325 Lb
Sides of Choice Beef $'36
•

14 lb. Box

0
•0
4.! a;•
/
0 0

20 Lb. Box

•

No Charge for

•

•

•

Cutting, Wrapping

•

"ruling

II

Guaranteed Tender

•
•
•
•
•

•

Lb.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

a.

is

i/

7:00-S:00 Mon.-Fri.
Hours: 7:00-12:00

107 N. 3rd St.

Sot.

ek!lone 753-1601

''Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
•.%•.%•••••...%-%

•%••••••••••••••••••••
•
4•

Mohmommik
woxio,WILIMMINI

Pre-engineered Metal Buildings
or
Any Type Construction

Stag Golf Scramble

Contact

E. & P. Construction Co., Inc.
1068 Mineral Wells Are.
Day Phone: 9014449840
Paris, Tenn.

•

•

For All Your Concrete Work
(Poured Basement Walls,
Floors, Foundations or
Driveways)

later signed with the
Philadelphia Phillies and
played in one National
League game.
He provided a baseball
writer with a tip on the rigged 1919 World Series between
the Chicago White Sox and
the Cincinnati Reds. The
writer then broke the story
of baseball's greatest scandal.

A two man golf scramble
will be held as a part of the
Men's Stag Night at the Murray Country Club on
Thursday,June 18.
•
Tee off time for two flights
and two holes will start at
1:30 p.m. Prizes will be
awarded and persons may
sign up at the pro shop.
The regular stag night dinner will be served at 6 p.m.

•
•

NOTICE!

Tigers Held First Basesball Strike,
College Players Go Pro For A Day
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The suspension of Ty Cobb
for hitting a heckling fan
triggered the first strike by
big league baseball players
here on May 18,1912.
The Detroit Tigers staged
the one-day walkout, and
each player was fined $100.
Cobb had been-suspended for
hitting a fan three days
earlier in New York.
The dispute made a group
of local amateur players, including eight from St..
Joseph's
College, big
leaguers for a day.
At the suggestion of Connie
Mack, manager of the
Philadelphia Athletics, the
amateurs were signed to
Detroit contracts. This
enabled tbe Tigers to avoid a
forfeit fee of $5,000 and gave
Mack's reigning world
champions an easy victory.
The amateur Tigers were
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in 1945. After William
Wrigley took over in 1977 the
Cubs finished fourth,third in
1978, fifth in 1979 and last in
1980. Currently the club is in
last place in its division and
has the worst record in the
National League.

CORN-AUSTIN
Downtown Court

..
11•
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Still other players sought
solitude from the jangling of
telephone calls from people
asking them what they were
doing during the strike.

Wrigley Sells Cubs To Chicago Tribune

Our Boy's Deportment
Square

S.

By JOE MOOSH1L
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO f AP) — The
Chicago Cubs, charter
members of the National
League who have not won a
pennant in 36 years, have
been Sold for $20.5 million by
William Wrigley to the
parent firm of the Chicago
Tribune.
Wrigley. chewing-gum
magnate and head of the
William Wrigley Jr. Co.
whose father and grandfather before him owned the
club, agreed Tuesday to sale
of the team to Tribune Co., a
privately owned firm° with
newspaRers, radio and
television stations and cableTV operations.
The sale was quickly approved by the club's board of
directors and now needs the
approval of the National
League and the club's
stockholders.
Stanton R. Cook, chief executive officer of Tribune
Co., said he was elated over
the transaction, noting the
Cubs and Tune Co. broadcasting properties have been
associated for years.
WGN radio first broadcast
Cub games in 1924 and WG NTV began its television
coverage in 1948.
Cook said Tribune Co.
newspaper and broadcast
subsidiaries' would continue
independent coverage of the
news of baseball oonsistent
with the company's editorial
tradition.
In announcing the sale,
Wrigley said he is turning
the club over to a stable and
well established entity committed to keeping the Cubs in
,Chicago and that the Tribune

Super Summer Sale

Reds, Yanks Win

Striking Players Now Summer Civilians
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Nolan Ryan is back on the
ranch. Buddy Bell's raising
money for charity. Carl
Yastrzemski hung out the
"Gone Fishing" sign. Pete
Rose, who just couldn't stay
away from the game, is playing softball. George Brett
took a doctor's holiday on the
golf course. Pat Zachry is attending to his newborn son.
And Mike Hargrove saw the
movie !-"Herbie Goes
Bananas."
Major league baseball's
richest players — the ones
who stand to lose the most
and suffer the least from the
6-day-old players strike —
are occupying their time
with more mundane activities these days.

TAKING A BREAK — Murray Swim Team members
Jonathan Gresham, Don Easley and Joey Baust wait
their turn at a recent swim meet.

Joe Pat Stone
Hazel, Ky.
492-8359 Nights
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Sports in Brief

BASKETSAIL
PEKING (API — China's national
women's basketball team pulled away
in the second half and bast•U.S. allstar squad 7444,despite a 34-point performance by Marsha Cowart of East
Tennessee University.

RASEBAIL
.
CHICAGO ( AP — William Wrigley
said that he will sell the Chicago Cubs
baseball team to the parent company
of the Chicago Tribune for $20.5
million.
Wrigley owns 81 percent of the National League club's outstanding
stock. The $20.5 million for all of the
club's assets will be placed in arrow
BASEBALL
pending closing of the deal aad the
Americas league
Tribune Co. is assuming all of the
BOSTON RED SOK — Slimed Todd
Liabilities of the club, which currently Benzinger, °needier, and assigned
Ii in last place in the National League him to Elmira of the New York-Penn
East with a 15-37 record.
League.
Sale of the club is subject to the apNEW YORK YANKEES — Signed
proval of the Cubs'Board of Directors, Steve Scala, second bowman; Larry
the National League and the clubs' blikesell, Bob Tewksbury and Eric
stockholders.
Plunk, pitchers; and Mike Pagiarulo,
The Wrigley family had owned ma- third baseman. Assigned Scala,
jority interest in the Cubs since 1021, Pagliarulo, Tewksbury and Mikesell
when William Wrigley Jr. became ma- to Oneonta of the New York-Penn
jority stockholder. Upon his death in League; and Plunk to Bradenton of the
1932, his son, Philip K. Wrigley Gulf Coast League.
became majority stockholder. Phillip
OAKLAND A'S — Signed Tlv PyzWrigley passed away in 1077, leaving narski, heckler, and assigned him to
his son William as principal owner.
Medford of the Northwest League.
TEXAS RANGERS — Signed Ron
Darling, pitcher, and assigned him to
TENNIS
BRISTOL, England (AP) — Roscoe Tulsa of the Texas League.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS — Signed
Tanner squeezed out a 74,6-4 victory
over Australian Davis Cup player Rod Glenn Gallager,Stan Clarke and Scott
Frawley in the Lambert and Butler Elam, pitches's; Billy Pleas and Gerry
Hoot, catchers; James Bishop, third
tournament.
In other matches,Stan Smith won?- baseman, and Myron Gilmore, out5, 6-4 against Bernie Mitten; Bill fielder. Assigned Gallager, Clarke,
Scanlon romped over Robert Rein- Pleis, Bishop and Gilmore to Medicine
inger of Austria 6-3, 64; Paul Hat of the Pioneer League; Elam to
McNameio of Australia topped the Knoxville of the Southern League; and
Nastase of Romania, 74, 6-4; Buster Hoot to Florence of the South Atlantic
Mottram of Britain beat Christophe League.
Roger-Vasselin of France,6-2,6-2; Onny Parun of New Zealand defeated
NatWest League
Hank Pfister, 74, 6-3; and David
MONTREAL EXPOS — Signed JefCarter of Australia beat Butch Waits, frey Carl, infielder, and assigned him
5-7,6-1,6-1.
to West Palm Beach of the Florida
EASTBOURNE, England (API - - State League.
Kim Sands upset Rana Mandlikova 0NEW YORK METS — Signed Mark
6, 6-0, 6-3 and make the final 16 in the Carreon, outfielder; Louis Thornton,
$125,000 BMW women's grass courts outfielder-first baseman; Malcolm
championships.
°atm, Mike O'Beirne, Paul Wilmette
In other action, Renee Blount topped and Bill lithan, pitchers; and Mike
Elisabeth Ekblom of Sweden 6-4, 6-4; Franks, second baseman. Assigned
Leslie Allen ousted Kathy Rinaldi 74, Franks, 0',Beirne, Wilmette and
6-4; Tracy Austin defeated Britain's Latham to Little Falls of the New
Anne Hobbs 6-1, 6-2; Martina York-Penn League; and Carreon,
Navratilova topped Susan Mascarin 6- Thornton and Oates to Kingsport of the
1,6-1; Andrea Jaeger defeated Lesley Appalachian League.
Charles of Britain 6-4, 6-2; and Jo
PITTSBURGH PIRATES — Signed
Durie upset Sandy Collins 14,6-2,6-1.
Male Zambia, Larry Lamonde, James
Winn and Lee Tunnel, pitchers; Craig
BOWLING
Brown and Stacey Pettis, outfielders;
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Art Trask Kevin Battle, third baseman; Kenneth
rolling a 749 series for his last three Brown, shortstop; James Churchill,
games including a 279, assumed the Robert Loscalm and Mark Veon, outfirst-round lead over George Pappas fielders; Steve Kellam and Keith Stafin the $95,000 Tucson Open Pro Bowl- ford, catchers; Daniel Smith, shorting Tournament.
stop; and Jerry Lollard, first
Trask fired 1,405 for six games, baseman.
while Pappas bowled a 279 in his lett
ST.LOULS CARDINALS — Signed
game for a total of 1,390. Charlie Lacy Robert Meacham, shortstop, and
was third with 1,381, PBA Hall of assigned him to Gastonia of the
Famer Wayne Zahn rolled 1,371 for Western Carolinas League. Signed
fourth place and Mart Baker took fifth Thomas Nieto, catcher, and assigned
with a 1,356 total.
him to Arkansas of the Texas League.

Transactions

Some Contenders III On U.S. Open Eve
By BOB GREEN
AP gat Writer
ARDMORE, Pa. (AP) —
At least four potential
leading contenders — including defending champion
Jack Nicklaus — are suffering from a variety of ills and
ailments on the eve of the
first round of golf's 81st
United States Open Championship.
Lee Trevino, Johnny
Willer and David Graham
join Nicklaus on a list of the
walking wounded that would
be more appropriate to a Na-

tional Football League training camp than a golf course.
And still another top
player, Andy Bean, is injured so badly he isn't competing. Bean, winner of the
Bay Hill Classic three months ago, has his hand in a
cast in an attempt to repair
some torn ligaments.
Nicklaus, who is gunning
for a record fifth American
national championship, has
been troubled by a stomach
ailment for three months. He
checked himself into a clinic
for diagnosis and treatment

last week and has been given
a dean bill of health.
Trevino, who beat
Nicklaus in a playoff for this
title in 1971, the last time the
Open was played at the
historic Merion Golf Club,
hasn't played competitively
in a month and had a brief
hospital stay for treatment
of a chronic back ailment.
Miller, a forrner Open
champion and a two-time
winner this season, has been
troubled by a shoulder injury
that, at one time,threatened
to knock him out of the 156-

man field. He took cortisone
shots early this week and
said "I'll play if I have to
crawl around."
Graham, a former PGA
champion and winner at
Phoenix early this year,
declines to discuss his.
physical problem but has
sought medical help in the
last couple of weeks.
Nicklaus, greatly relieved
that his problem was of a
relatively minor nature, shot
a 65 in his first praptice
round at Merion and appears
to be near his peak

He has not won this season
but, at age 41, he plays a
light schedule and concentrates solely on golf's majors, the U.S. and British
Opens, the Masters and
PGA.
His chief rivals are Ray
Floyd,Tom Watson and Tom
Kite, all of whom are
healthy.
Floyd, enjoying the best
season of his 19-year career,
scored his third victory of
the season last week. A
former Masters and PGA
champion, he has finished

lower than 12th only once
since January.
Watson is, quite simply,
the best player in the game.
He has won the Masters and
two other events this year.
holds his custQrnary spot
atop the season's moneywinning list and is seelung a
fifth consecutive Player of
the Year title.
Kite, one of the steadiest
players in golf, has a
remarkable record of consistency. He has been
seventh or better in his last
seven starts.

Ben Hogan's Victory At Merlon Remembered
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
ARDMORE, Pa. (AP) —
Merion and the miracle of
Ben Hogan.
Much of the history of
American golf is woven into
the white-faced traps, subtle
mounds and unique basket
flagsticks of the Merion Golf
Club on the outskirts of
Philadelphia, where the U.S.
Open again will be played
this weekend.
It remained, however, for
the grim-jawed Texan to
provide the old course with
the sport's highest drama.

It• was the fabled comeback of 1950 — a story that
has been preserved in
history books, movie film
and word of mouth generation to generation.
Hogan undoubtedly
remembers every blade of
grass, every difficult lie and
every stab of pain of that
memorable experience, but
he doesn't like to talk about
it.
"You'll have to write it
from what you saw," he said
when reached by telephone
in his office at the Ben Hogan
Golf Company in Fort Wor-

th, Texas. "After all, you
were there."
Hogan,an army lieutenant
in World War!!, won his first
Open at Riviera in Los
Angeles in 1948 with 276, the
first time a winner had
broken 280. On Feb. 2, 1949,
he and his wife, Valerie,
were driving home along a
lonely Texas highway from
Phoenix, Ariz., when a huge
transcontinental bus lunged
out of the haze and skidded
into the path of the Hogan
car.
Instinctively, Hogan threw
his body in front of Valerie to

shield her from injury, a slay flat on his back for 58 trudged the course stiffheroic gesture that probably days. When he was legged, in constant pain, tysaved both of their lives. The transferred home, he began ing Sam Snead for the title,
steering wheel of the car was by walking around his bed — the playoff delayed b!, rain
driven through the driver's at first one lap, then two, Then came Merlon, bringseat like a spear.
then three — in agonizing ing with it not only the
Valerie's injuries were pain.
pressure of the Open but also
minor. Hogan suffered a
It was late in August the supreme test of having to
double fracture of the pelvis, before he could pick up a golf go 36 holes on the final day.
a broken collarbone, a frac- club. In December, 10 monAn unknown named Lee
tured left ankle and a smash- ths after the accident,The Mackey from Birmingham,
ed right rib.
dared to try a round of golf, Ala., shot a record 64 the
In order to halt the clotting legs bandaged from ankles first day. Hogan was eight
of blood, doctors performed to hips,riding a cart.
shots back. Ben fired a sea twohour abdominal operaIn January, the sports cond round 69 to move to
tion, tieing off the principal world was electrified to read within two shots and survivveins in his legs.
that Hogan had entered the ed the 36-hole marathon to
After the accident, Hogan Los Angeles Open. Hogan tie Lloyd Mangrurn.

Swede Might Face Murray's Purcell

Borg Favored To Win Sixth Straight Title
WIMBLEDON (AP) —
Bjorn Borg has been
selected as a 4-5 favorite to
win the Wimbledon tennis
tournament.
After the Swedish
superstar on Tuesday drew
bearded Californian Peter
Rennert in the first round of
next week's tournament,
bookies made Borg the odds-

on favorite to win his sixth
straight championship.
If the Swede defeats Rennert as expected;his second
round match could likely be
against Mel Purcell, the 21year-old tour rookie from
Murray. Purcell will meet a
player from the qualifying
tournament in the first round
and the winner will advance

into the second bracket
against the Borg-Rennert
victor.
Other odds quoted by the
bookies were 7-4 against
John McEnroe, 12-1 against
Jimmy Connors, and 20-1
against
both
Czechoslovakia's Ivan Lendl
and American Roscoe Tanner.

As defending champion,
Borg will open the tournament on the famed Center
Court of the All-England
Club next Monday.
Borg defeated McEnroe in
five dramatic sets in last
year's final, while Tanner
took the super Swede to five
sets in the 1979 championships.

McEnroe, seeded No. 2,
plays American left-hander
Tom Gull*son in the first
round, while Connors, the
No. 3 seed, starts his firstround match against fellow
American Dick Stockton..
Meanwhile. the Women's
Tennis Association sent an
official protest to Wimbledon
about the women's seeding

list. It was Hana Mandlikova
of
Czechoslovakia, the
Australian and French Open
champion, in second place
behmd1'hris Fvert
"I he top women players
re upset because Tracy
Austin. Marnna Navratilova
and .-kndrea .1ae4er. seeded
third. fourth and fifth.
respectivek .

No Progress Yet In Baseball Talks
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn says he won't get involved. Three owners of major league teams would like
to and five of the striking
players did.
And, as the negotiations
aimed at ending the baseball
strike continued to show no
progress, the ballparks remained empty.
On Tuesday, negotiators
for management and the
players met for the first time
since major league base'bill
was struck by the players
last Friday over the issue of
free agent compensation.
Another meeting was set for
today.
Representing the owners
in the talks — as he has
throughout these negotiations — was Ray_ Grebey.
Kuhn, George Steinbrenner,
owner of the New York
Yankees, Edward Bennett
Williams, owner of the
Baltimore Orioles, and Eddie Chiles, owner of the
Texas Rangers, were not.
The three owners met with
Kuhn and American League
President Lee MacPhail
Tuesday morning,apparently in hopes of getting more
input into the negotiations.
Williams and Steinbrenner
were rAmong the owners instrumental in averting a
strike in May 1980.

They also may have been
trying to get Kuhn to use his
influence on Grebey and the
Player Relations Committee, the owners' bargaining
unit, to get them to change
their approach in negotiations.
Grebey said, "I'm always
in contact with all the
owners" and Kuhn
reiterated that he was"not a
spokesman for any bargaining group."
"The emphasis should be
on the two bargaining
teams," said Kuhn. "That is
where the solution should be
found."
Meanwhile, five players
joined Donald Fehr, counsel
to the Major League Players
Association, in the two-hour
negotiating session. Marvin
Miller, the union's executive
directs,.took himself out of
the tM.s when dr strike
began.
The five players — Bob
Boone of the Philadelphia
Phillies, who is the National
League player representative; Rusty Staub of the
New York Mets; Steve
Rogers of the Montreal Expos; Tom Seaver of the Cincinnati Reds, and Mark
Belanger of the Baltimore
Orioles — were brought up to
date on the bogged down
talks.
"We explored past history
of the situation bringing us to

where we are right now,"
said federal mediator Kenneth Moffett. "I would
characterize the meetings as
amicable without any progress toward ending the
strike. I hope (Wednesday)
if there is any conversation
as far as compensation that
we would go through the
night."
As might be expected, the
two sides disagreed on the
results of the meeting.
Grebey called it a "brief but
good meeting. There was an
effort to clear the air, clear
some misunderstandings
after 18 months."
Boone was not happy with
Tuesday's meeting.
"There's no merit to
rehashing old things," he
said. "We need to explore
new avenues to ending this
thing. As to getting to the
issues,that didn't happen today:,

So the major leagues
entered its sixth day of nonactivity and the owners drew
closer to collecting on their
$50 millions strike insurance
policy — after 153 games are
cancelled, the owners begin
collecting 8100,000 per date.
The 26 teams already are
sharing in a mutual
assistance fund estimated at
$15 million.
Baseball fans throughout
the United States have been
frustrated by the first
midseason strike it the
sport's history.
William Halloran, a
busdriver in Philadelphia,
filed suit in a U.S. District
Court on Tuesday claiming
that his civil rights are being
violated by the strike and
asking a judge to order immediate resumption of play.

The suit, which names the
National Labor Relations
The only issue is the Board as defendant, also
degree of compensation to seeks to have a yet-to-beteams losing free agents formed "Baseball Fans of
through the reentry draft. America"
organization
The owners' compensation recognizers.
plan provides that a major
About
200
fans
league roster player as well demonstrated
outside
as the amateur draft choice Memorial Stadium in
be awarded to any team los- Baltimore Tuesday night to
ing a "ranking" free agent. protest the strike. At the ralThe players say such a plan ly, a petition was passed
forces them to give up among the fans, demanding
freedom to move from team that Kuhn "take the reins
to team won in previous, away from the bumbling
negotiations and in court.
idiots and return a sense of
sanity to the negotiations
before irreparable harm is
done to our national
pastime."

Yankees, Cards Win
The Yankees barely
defeated the Phillies 7-6 and
the Cards took the Pirates
15-5 in Park Baseball League
action Tuesday night.
Greg Milton had a double
for the Yanks, while
teamates William Beale,
Charley Morello, Mickey
Futrell, Johnny Lame and

Sean Kelly had hits.
For the Phillies, Michael
Barnett had a triple, Chris
Harp had a double and Shelly Rudolph, Jeff Enoch,
Hollis Clark and Ed Chapman had hits.
In the second game, Chris
Bynum, Heath Walls and
Josh Dick had triples for the

Cards. Ben Watkins, Danny
Pennington and Aaron Whittaker had hits.
Chris Norsworthy had a
triple for the Pirates, while
Brad Normally and Benji
Kelly and Bart Wilder,had
doubles. Jason Grimes and
Curtis Bury had hits.
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Great Gifts For Dad
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v Pipes A Lighters
i Tobacco Pouches
Imported Cigars
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•;-v• Humidor's For Tobacco
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Games End In
10-0 Shutouts

In San Francisco, a fantasy strike settlement was
orchestrated by rock music
impressario Bill Graham.
"I simply had enough and
I didn't feel like waiting
around all summer to see if
Ray Grebey and Marvin
Miller could sit at the same
table for 15 minutes,"
Graham said in a San Francisco Examiner story.
"When you've dealt with
people like Jello Biafra and
Patti Smith, you gain a much
keener perspective on
negotiations."
Graham
said
he
discovered that both Grebey
and Miller were fans of The
Eagles and that the strike
settlement was reached
while a stereo in the
background played a third
encore of "Take It To The
Limit," one of The Eagles'
biggest hits.

44.99
Foreign starters
Re
,
anutactwect

mOSI
...W,Od‘neSe on,00-ls Poce wan
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Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Cards, Red Sox
Win In T-Ball
Action Tuesday
In T-Ball Tuesday night,
the Cards barely edged the
Blue Jays 26-25 and the Red
Sox beat the Phillies 32-21.
Cardinal slugger Jason
Carroll had a grand slam
and he was accompanied by
Rick Nute with a home run.
Mitchell McClaih had a double.
In that game, the Blue
Jays also had several standouts. Sammy Fuson hit a
grand slam, Russ Adkins
had two home runs and
Jerry Latimer had a home
run.
In the second game, Red
Sox' Michael Carr slugged
two home runs, accompanied by another home run
by Ashley Haak. Chris
Campbell and Jeff Brannon
had triples. Justin Miller and
Scott McKeel each had five
hits.
,,For the Phillies, Scott
plbwney had a double and
Darrell Ramsey had four
hits.

Two Little League
baseball games played Tuesday night ended in shutouts
with identical 10-0 scores.
In the first game, Sean
Kelly struck out 12 and
allowed only one hit to lead
the Pirates over the Twins.
The Pirates' Ed Hendon had
a triple and a double, and
Jay Thompson and Troy
Underwood each had a double.
David Lawrence's double
Defensive back Lester
was the only hit for the Hayes of the Oakland
Raiders had 13 recorded inTwins.
Cards' pitcher Rodney terceptions in the 1980 NFL
Skinner struck out 13 Cubs season and made four more
Tuesday night en route to a that were nullified by
no-hitter in the second game. penalties.
Skinner also had two insidethe-park home runs. He was
joined on the Cards' offensive attack by Darrell
Rogers, home run; Mike
Garland, home run, triple,
single; and Greg Futrell,
double.
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8 track or cassette
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Do it yourself...save big bucks!
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Tool Boxes
Many Sizes

BENCH
GRINDER
1/2 H. P.
Sale

3/
4
Sale

Drawer Tool Cabinet
15", 24", 36"
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Pump
Spray
•

1 2 Gal. $2099
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'
4
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2599 $2799

12 Speed

Drill Press
Bench Model

Floor Model
Reg. $299.00

Reg. $280.00
Sale

$250" Sale

Clay Flower Potts
and Saucers

Car
Ramps
9,000 Lb Capacity

2
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Botany "500"
Dress Socks

ER'S DAY SPE IA
Selsun
Blue Dandruff
Shampoo

•v

dry hair, normal, oily

$1 56
Timex
Watches
4 oz. Solo

•

Styles sure to please
Dad, Also styles for
ladies and children
White Or Yellow Gold

30

sc9s
Sale

Men's

Jovan
Musk
Oil

444

Bell Bottoms

After Shave/Cologne
For Men 4 Oz.

$1588

Sale

IMF

Sharp
Elsi Mote
Calculator

Ladies

Off Mfg. Price

$895

Buddy L
Smoker Grill

Reg. $10.99 Sale $819
One

Terry
Dish
\ Towel

sa.$21 97

1200 watts, 2 heats,
two speeds, compact,
lightweight handle folds for
easy storage
Model 1886

Extra Absorbant
Lint Fr.ue

Sale
Norelco Rotatrad
Rechargeable
Rotary Razor

with twin action retractable
blades, 3 floating heads,
9 settings, pop-out trimmer
Sale

$419

52

Sale

Model HP1601

Foot Fixer

fl 29

•

By Clairol
Soothes tired, aching feet
with automatically controlled
neat and vibrating
water massage, use with or
without water
Model FF-1

rac s
Candy

Deluxe Contemporary
Styled, Calibrated
Volume Control and Full Range 3'

Starlight
Mints
No. 11436
Butterscotch Discs No. 11438

Model RP5445

13 Oz. Bog Sale Your Choice

o

Edge
Protective
Shave
Regular, Mentol, lime,

Anchor Hocking
Iced Tea
Glasses
Textured Gold Tone 16 Oz.
No. N826

28

Special, Medicated

oo

Sete

Jergens
Soap
Sale

4For84'

Special Group
Mens

'"Infra-Red Message. Great for the entire family.Flexible bends with
body. Big 20" long covers entire back, heavy duty leatherefle.
No. 769-03

..$1879

$000 Rebate
A

Buy One or
Two Pkgs.
of Fruit
of the Loom
Golden Blend
Underwear and
Get
Back by Mail

•

Men's &
Boys

Canvas
Shoes.
688 788 988
5 Styles Save Up to 7.11

••

Ladies

Canvas
Shoes
By Bel-Mar

500 600 900
Special Selection 5-10

Lullaby
Land

11 99

Oster "Body Tone" Back Massager

%
20Off
°/

$1.00 or $2.00

Sale

•••

Appliance
Covers
Get Up To A

Shirts

Old Spice
After Shave
Lotion 4141 Oz.

arl110,7

884

sole $3 1 95

Sanyo AC/DC
Portable
AM/FM Radio

Speaker

Only

Pull Over Knits
Blends of Polyestet
and Cotton
S-XL
Reg. $10.99

The

Sale

Bath
Size
Bars

weith twin oction blades
to beat to beat all shaves
shave up to 3 weeks on
a single charge, 9 settings
floating heads, pop out trimmer
Model HP1318

Toaster,
Can Opener,
Bowl,
Slow Cooker,
Blender,
Coffeemaker

C.
\ 6

Northern
Folding Pro
Blower/ Dryer

Nore co Rotary
. Electric Razor

1`•

Reg. $8.99 Sale $679

durable heavy duty
groove steel finished in
heat resistant paint.
Adjustable Upper Draft
Control, 21" grill
Model 8008
-

Natural, Super Hold
Unscented
12 Oz.

•

Shorts
$379
Reg. $4.99 Sale

Model EK-315

Sale

Style
Hair Spray

Decorative Metal
Waste Can
No. 0640

$1 59 $169
$ 7V

Quality Never Goes
Out of Style

Wallet Size
8 digit, automatic
power off with attractive wallet

Metal
Waste
Can

hi Anklets,.111-ceff
or over tito calf
Suag. i.t.t $2.9i
Our Price

Rog. $18.99

Silos 30-42

8
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Health &
Beauty
Aids Dept.
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Save Up to $6.99

One Noce

Ladies
Multi-Color

Sleep N'
Sleep Playsulte

Sandals

•

Reg. $9.99
Reg $3.99
Reg. $4.99
Reg. $5.99
Reg. $6.49

Sale $3.19
Sale $3.99

Sole $4.79
Sole $5.19

$j88
Sale

Ideal Baby Gift
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Murder Hearing To Get Underway

Rigsby Designs Mural For Hospital

ALMIGHTY FATHER OF MERCY, I BEGIN ONCE(
MORE MY DAILY VORK GRANT THAT I MR( BE ABLE
TO DEVOTE MYSELF BODYAND SOUL,TO THY CHILDREN
WHO SUFFER FROM PAIN IN ALL MY EFFORTS TO HEAL
THE SICK MAY I BE FILLED WITH LOVE FOR MY FELLOW
;
1111 1.11116.-----_
.
.
-1111111

7
"

1111111S-....
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Hospital, Louisville, was recently completed by
HOSPITAL MOSAIC — A mosaic mural displayed in Jewish
and mosaicist Dr. Harold Berg.
University,
State
Murray
Joe Rigsby, assistant professor of art at

TAZEWELL, Tenn. (AP)
— A hearing was set today
for a man charged with
murder in the fatal shooting
of his wife, the daughter of a
Kentucky corrections official, authorities said.

Joe Rigsby, assistant professor of art at Murray State
University, has completed
the design of a mosaic mural
for Jewish Hospital in
Louisville.
Rigsby and mosaicist Dr.
Harold Berg, who has worked with Rigsby on simasr
murals, collaborated on the
project.
The mural has been installed in a waiting room at
the hospital. It was
dedicated May 24 along with
another of their works
designed in 1976.
The 5-by-9-foot mosaic,
titled "Maimonides'
Prayer," commemorates
the hospital's 75th anniversary.
Maimonides was an llth
century physician for the
court of Egypt,a philosopher
and a rabbi. An inscription
on the mural was taken from
Maimonides' morning
prayer, which physicians
recited before making their
rounds.
Rigsby and Berg have
done other murals for the
University of Louisville
Health Sciences Center's
VIP Lounge and Tower, the
American Red Cross Blood
Center and the Jewish Community Center, all in
Louisville.

J.J. Tribell, 27, of
Cumberland Gap, was
charged Monday with firstdegree murder in the death

such subjects as chemistry
and mathematics.
McGuire, who has been involved in NSF education programs since the 1950s, noted
that current proposals
before Congress would virtually eliminate the education branch of the foundation.
The Carter administration
had budgeted $81 million for
science education beginning
with the 1982 fiscal year. The
current proposal calls for
that amount to be reduced to
about $9 million, with the remaining funds being used to
out existing
phase
fellowships.
McGuire said he is con-

cerned that science education in the United States
"will continue to erode" if
the NSF program is
eliminated.
It is currently estimated
that a high school graduate
in Russia knows more about
science than the average college student in America.
Under those conditions, we
need to be doing more to improve science education in
this country — not less,"
said McGuire.
The Washington official
noted that the overall NSF
budget is not being reduced.
Rather, funding that had
been earmarked for education is now proposed for

research programs.
"I believe the proposals
probably are the result of the
current mood that the
government should get out of
the business of education.
But if that is done,
somewhere down the line we
will have to pay the price of
being ignorant."
McGuire said he believes
that the government "should
be highly selective" in funding science education programs. "Financial support
should be limited to programs that are in the national interest."
The science education program inspected by McGuire
at Murray State will not be

had been visiting the neart
home of Bert and Wane
Moss, the store's owner
met her husband at the atm
and the two walked into
back room.
Smith said the cashier to
him that as soon as the ta
went into the back room, I
heard a shot and heat
Tribell shout "I've_ohot m
baby!"

All Men's

All Men's

Basic
Jeans

Fashion
Jeans
(Pre-Washed)
$700

99
3

40%Off

All Men's

affected by budget reductions because funding has
already been allocated, he
said.
Financed with a threeyear $250,000 NSF grant, the
supplements
program
various science class lectures with instructional
material on video tape
cassette machines and
micro-computers.

boot cut straqhf Mg.flare

All
Levi
Shoes

Off

Proposals Could Jeopardize Education
By JOHNNY MILLER
A proposal by the Reagan
administration to greatly
reduce funding for the Naiional Science Foundation's
, NSF) education program
could "jeopardize our survival in a technical world,"
believes a federal administrator who recently
visited on the Murray State
University campus.
Dr. Donald C. McGuire,
director of the education
branch of the NSF, was on
campus to inspect a
federally-funded program in
the College of Environmental Sciences which is aimed
at helping non-science majors to better understand

of his wife, Noels, 25,
Claiborne County Sheriff Billy Smith said. Mrs. Tribell
was the daughter of Dewey
Sowders, a Kentucky deputy
corrections commissioner.
Smith said Tribell was
playing with a emm
automatic pistol Monday at
the Pioneer Package Store
beside his house.
He said Mrs. Tribell, who

All Men's

Belts

Shirts
$coo Off
ip

25*/0 Off

THAT'S IT
9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.

Olympic Plaza

1:00-5:00 Sun

On Aug. 11, 1945. the Allies
accepted Japan's surrender.

259.87

Eimmumaft

EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-IN

Jobe Ski
Honeycomb
$9900

General Electric lightweight portable,

5,800 BTU, 6.4 EER. Plugs into

regular house current, 2-speed.
Instant mount side panels.
89-439-7

Reg $149.95

This YR.

E.E.R. Stands for
Energy Efficiency
Ratio. The higher the
rating the less your
air conditioner will
cost to run.

D

[A

EVEN LESS
WITH TRADE-IN

_
-

Temp Master 11,900 BTU, 80 EER
Hi-Efficiency Rating. 2-speed cooling
115 volt operation, instant mount
89-481 -0
installation

$438

Temp Master 24.200 BTU. 7.2 EER
Hi-Efficiency Rating, 3-speeds, Energy
89 484-0
Saver Control

sG38

DELIVERY AND EXPERT INSTALLATION AVAILABLE, EXTRA

SAVE$50

30 Qt. Reg. $19.99

$ 299
Special

ON EACH OF THESE CHEST FREEZERS

linciater

1

Regents
Vida Blue
Return-Throw

Floating
Fishing
Light

Reg.$14.95

Reg.$7.49

Special

$1196

$599
Special

15 Cu Ft capacity.
efficient foam insulation. food basket, signal light, interior light
and door lock Low operating cost

10 Cu Ft thermostat
control, sliding basket
and door lock Economical-to operate
88•282-0

86 290-0

349.95 299.95
15.2 Cu. Ft., Upright Freezer
399 95

86-323-0

Prices Good Through Saturday at all OTASCO Stores and Participating Deetery.

Bel Air Shopping Center

MasterCard

VIM
MEM
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Fatherly Love Is Rare In The Animal Kingdom L
"It's a wise father that -services.
It's enough to make you
knows his own child." —
feel like a proud papa,
William Shakespeare
especially when you stop and
FATHERS OF THE realize that fatherly love is
rather rare in the animal
WORLD,UNITE!
Enough about motherly kingdon, says Dr. Devra G.
love! It's your turn to stand Keiman, a zoologist at the
National
up and claim credit for all Smithsonian's
the hours you've devoted to Zoological Park in
the care and feeding of the Washington,D.C.
More often than not, she
little ones.
Not just the time and says, the father shows
energy you've spent pro- almost no interest in his offviding food and shelter, but spring, other than perhaps
all those hours invested in defending a territory against
midnight bottle feedings, intruders. Even among
diaper changings, back-to- paternal types, there is wide
school nights, endless piano variation in how much
and dance recitals, referee- fathers invest in their young,
ing at soccer games and pro- she notes, with male mamviding unlimited chauffeur mals investing less than

Parents Face Eviction
At'Adults' Trailer Park
By LAURINDA KEYS
Associated Press Writer
-‘ LOS ANGELES (AP) —
The parents of a 6-month-old
girl face eviction hearings
next week because a court
has upheld an "adults only"
policy at their mobile home
park.
Steven and Barbara Zipp
lost their fight-'Tuesday to
prevent the owner of the
park from filing an eviction
action against them.
Los Angeles Superior
Court Judge Robert Weil
noted that there is a specific
state law giving mobile
home parks the right to
restrict residents to adults.
Weil said he would not
"get into the constitutional
arguments" and that the
couple would have an opportunity to raise their objections at a regular eviction
hearing in Municipal Court.
"We're not just trying to
stop their eviction. We're
trying to get rid of these laws
that allow discrimination
against children," said the
Zipps' attorney, Gloria
Allred.
She contends the case is
the first such test of the
legality of an adults-only
policy in a mobile home
park.
Policies banning children
in apartment buildings
already have been ruled
legal by the state Court of

Appeals in a decision to be
argued before the California
Supreme Court this fall.
Walter Talley, the attorney for the owners of Pt.
Dume Mobile Home park
and the management company, said eviction proceedings against the Zipps
would begin sometime next
week unless the couple
decides to leave.
Talley said that after the
Zipps' baby, Shifts, was
born in December, 150
residents of the park signed
a petition asking that the ban
on children be enforced.
John Phillips of the J.R.
Phillips management company said, "We've tried to
cooperate with Mr. Zipp all
along. He'll probably make
$25,000to $30,000 on his home
when he tries to sell it. We
still want to cooperate so
there's no hardship to
anybody."

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

birds and fishes, though
more than reptiles and some
amphibians.
Still, there are dedicated
daddies throughout the
animal kingdom—from the
beaver to the bush dog,from
the phalarope to the penguin.
Here's a Father's Day salute
to them.
Top honors for paternal
provisioning must surely go
the Emperor Penguin, the
largest of the penguins,
which makes its home on the
inhospitable shelf ice of Antarctica. While we in the
Northern Hemisphere are
enjoying summer, it is
winter in Antarctica and
perpetually dark. Even as
you read this, each papa
penguin is standing alone
with a single egg in the dark,
bitter cold, abandoned by his
mate after a two-month
whirlwind courtship.
During their late fall fling,
the male and female, apparently occupied with better things to do, entirely
forgo eating and engage instead in an elaborate series
of displays which culminate
in mating. The female lays
one egg, then promptly
vanishes off to sea to feast,
leaving her hapless, hungry
helpmate holding the egg.
The male"penguin does not
build a nest but holds the egg
on his feet, covering it with a
fold of his bellyskin
throughout the entire incubation period. Since he
does not dare abandon his
potential offspring in order
to eat, by the time the chick
hatches some 60 days later,
the male has lost 35 to 45 percent of his weight during his
four-month fast.
If the vacationing momma
has not returned by the time
the baby hatches, daddy also
caters the first meal for the
chick. The story has a happy
ending, though, since mom
eventually returns the both
parents share the brooding
and feeding responsibilities
for the next five months.
While much is know about
this extraordinary example
of fatherhood, no one has
carried out studies on
marital bliss amoung the
peripatetic penguin.
The usual parental roles
are even more reversed in
the red phalarope, a slimnecked shorebird that

breeds on the Arctic tundra
and winter at sea, south of
the equator. The small,
subdued-color males are
ardently pursued by the
larger, more gaily. dressed
females until the male succumbs to her charms and
builds a nest, usually on a
low bank covered with short
grass. The female duly
deposits as many as four
eggs, then takes off for the
open tundra, perhaps to flirt
with other males,leaving the
would-be father to incubate
the eggs and raise the chicks
on his own. Such unseemly
maternal behavior led one
naturalist to observe that the
female red phalarope is a
"poor mother at best."
Moving on from feathered
father to the watery world of
fishes, there are a number of
species in which the male
guards the eggs laid by the
female, but only a few fish
can compete with the
curious case of the seahorse,
a small, warm-water
creature in which the male
literally gives birth.
The female seahorse
dumps her eggs in a
specialized brood pouch
located beneath the male's
tail and swims away-forever. At birth, the male
contorts his body and expels
the young through the single
opening in the pouch. It's a
labor or love that keeji$ the
seahorse sire quite busy
tlit dwarf scahorse, for exduiple, breeds nine months
oi
Cd I. and is capable of
o iit)1 bitli every 10 days to
a whole lie.% batch of fish fry.
Sad to say, such fatherly
devotion is rare among
mammals, zoologist
Kleiman points out, but to be
perfectly fair, there are
sound biological reasons
which partly explains this
fatherly neglect. After all,
among mammals, only the
female can "incubate" the
egg since it is fertilized internally, and only the mother
has the ability--and
equipment—to nurse the
young. This rules out two
roles for male mammals
that male birds and fishes
can perform as well as their
female mates.
But if you disregard these
sex differences, Kleiman
says, male mammals do
have the same potential to

care for the young as
females. They can provide
food, shelter, defense, cleaning, carrying and grooming.
They can also socialize, play
and babysit with the
youngsters.
Yet, in an extensive
survey carried out by
Kleiman and a colleague,
Dr. James R. Malcolm, on
male paternal investment in
mammals, only only few
prize-winning poppas turned
up.
One candidate for Father
of the Year is the busy
beaver. Not only does the
male beaver build and maintain the lodge and stock the
larder with food for the
winter, but when the babies
are born, he provides food
for them, cleans and carries
them, babysits and huddles
with the tykes, all the while
maintaining a constant vigil
against predators.
Then there's the South
American bush dog, a
relative of the common
household dog. In what is
probably unique behavior
among male mammals, the
short, squat bush dog actively participates in raising the
young from the moment of bi
rth, according to biologist Ingrid Porton, a student of
Kleiman's who is studying
bush dog behavior at the
Zoo's Conservation and
Research Center in Front
Royal, Va.
"The—tather's role is incredible," an admiring Porton says. "In on instance, we
saw a male help pull the pup
from the female during birth, and in each of the births
we've witnessed, the male
pulls out and consumes
much of the afterbirth.
"As soon as the pups are
born, the father aids the
mother in licking the pups
dry and from then on takes
nearly equal role in caring

for the young. The mother
nurses the infants for about
10 weeks, but during this
time the father continues to
clean them and sleeps with
the pups, which
helps
regulate thier temperature
and protects them. It's a
very close-knit family.

Other model mammal
fathers include the golden
lion marmoset, which plays
the predominant role in infant care after the baby
reaches three weeks of age,
and the African wild dog,
which not only provides the
majority of. child care but is

Thursday Night
5 P. M.-9 P.M.

helped out by related males
living in his pack.
So the next time you:re
feeling the burdens of
fatherhood, remember
you're in good—but limited—
company. Think about the
poor lonely seahorse and
count yourself a lucky pop.

k

Our Hawaiian Menu Includes:
•Barbecued Chicken
•Sweet 8, Sour Pork 'Beef Teriyaki
'Hawaiian Ham 'Pineapple & Cucumber Salad
'Assorted Vegetables *Coconut Pie
'Lime Pie'Banana Cake

25
6

All For
Only

Kenlake State Park
Dining Room
Highway 94 Aurora 474-2211

TORO
Save $41.95
1 2 H.P. Mower
3/
Fingertip height a itisInten:
fingertip start Reg 5229 9t
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Wondering
What To Get Dad

\
ArS5'

How About A Mail

'188
ASSEMBLED. SERVICED
AND READY TO MOW
Toro 21" Mower with Rear Catcher •

$228

Mower for Your Money
It's Also a Money-For-Your-Mower
Sale. Use Your Trade-In
to Save Even More.

Gift
Subscription

41

To Last All
Year

Your HOME, AUTO, OUTDOOR and APPLIANCE Store.
LAWN-BOY

CallToday
While Ouantaws La,!

Heavy Duty Mower
the

Murray Ledger & Times

Heavy twin baffle deck.
29" cut, side discharge
for optional grass
catcher. 3 HP Briggs &
Stratton engine.io

Deluxe 22 4-HP Mower

Save $36.07

109 88
•

Adjustable folding loop
handle with throttle con-

trol Briggs &Stratton
engine. f472Oi

Save $34.95

Quick-Start Mower

$155

Has 7 7 Cu III lawn Boy Suve
e engne
,
rath amnia deluxe shroud
,
•Hafxty
a M95
1 adaw

Savo $30.95

4

159

While Quantities Last .

753-1916
Catd WillBe
Sent
MustBe PaidIn Advance

Rear Engine Mower
26 in. cut. S HP 1311S
engine. Single lever
height adjustment.(47.215)
Reg. $649.95
Save $150.95

'499

30 in., 8 HP Rear Engine
Riding Mower; 3 Forward
speeds. (47-216)

8850

30 in.. 8.HP Rear Engine
Mower w/Electric Start,
Alternator. 141-217)

Grass Shears

m. 157
Upon:I-doom whorl
hordened sleet
blade*
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LAWN Elm
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Sharp blades +Ads
w
girds wheel
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•
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Bel Air Shopping Center
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Deaths and Funerals

Ex-Hubbard Aide
Is Fired From Job

t•ki
ins wife,
l)unn: one
N1r, Bernice
two sons,
oui•,ville. and
Jacksonville.

•

.bid.
are three
an , Agnes)
Mrs. Burie
Murray. and
• Tips,
:• Brannieces

ON THE AIR - About 15 people participated in the WKMS-FM-National Public
Radio (NPR) workshop Monday and Tuesday at Murray State University. The
workshop primarily emphasized advanced radio production techniques, under the
director of NPR producer Steve Proffitt. This marked the fiist workshop held at the
Murray State University fine arts radio station and was made available through a
grant written by Bruce Smith, WKMS station manager. Participants were divided into four groups and a mock election was held. Each group acted as a news team and
reported the event. Working on their tape are (from left) Ken Cummins; Mark
Welch,incoming WKMS program director; Sheila Rue, WKMS humanities producer;
and Janice Martin.

* At The Movies

Rites Are Today
For Oren Burkeen

(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres).
By KENT FORRESTER

Final rites for Oren D.
Burkeen of Murray Route 3
are being held today at 2
p.m. at. the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Dear Mom and Dad:
They let us out of camp
Home with the Rev. Otis
night to go downtown to
last
Jones and the Rev. Paul
see
a
double feature. Me and
WarThe
officiating.
Bogard
for Marvin ren Quartet is providing the the guys saw Raiders of the
404 South 16th music.
Lost Ark and Clash of the
r.0 , are being
Serving as pallbearers are Titans. Both were really
t ,1 p.m. at the Edison Miller,. Franklin neato.
H. Churchill Miller, Dickie Garland,JimRaiders was about these
lth the Rev. my Burkeen, Neal York,and Nazis who are looking for the
t• officiating. James E. Morris. Burial will Ark of God. I remembered
• Earl Lee, follow in the Palestine the Ark from Sunday School.
Frank Cemetery.
It's the chest that the Jews
Towery,
carried into battle with
MonMr. Burkeen,65,died
Guy Cun- day at the Murray-Calloway them. God used to sit on top
•
IU follow
of the chest, and the really
County Hospital.
Commandments
".lemor:
He is survived by his wife, real Ten
inside.
were
Melba; mother, Mrs. Mattie
But what really made the
Burkeen; brother, Aaron
Burkeen; sister, Mrs. Obert picture neat was a guy namFaughn; daughter-in-law, ed Indiana Jones, who is also
?us wife, Mrs. Shirley B. Genziel; two looking for the Ark. He is an
liouston. grandchildren, Mrs. Tonya American who wants to keep
Wayne Johnson and Danny Joe the Ark out of the hands of
the Nazis. And Jones has a
Charles Burkeen.
IL
bullwhip that he uses to whip
.1' :'ilchildren
-guys guns out of their hands.
- Reid,
It's just the neatest movie
•
Sta- y.
ever, that's all. It's got
--a. and Cal
snakes and South Anierican
anhehild.
_ :SAN FRANCISCO API - Indians with poison arrows
irothers A three-alarm fire erupted and blowguns and monkees
Itrence, this morning in a high-rise who give the Heil Hitler
building in •San Francisco's salute and tunnels and tombs
busy financial district, sen- and guys with patches on
ding scores of people to the their eyes and guys who torture people and Nazi
roof, officials said.
. Smoke and flames poured airplanes. And lots of secret
• ••
from 14th-floor windows of stuff and everything. Dad,
do you really think the Nazis
Maikrt the Tishman Building, and
glass and debris showered are going to invade
;
,rrows & onto
Market Street, Checkoslavakia? One of the
counselors here said - -they
witnesses said.
The fire reportedly was
spreading across the 13th
and 14th floors of the 38-Story
building,fire officials,said.
About 90 firefighters were
battling the fire, anu
firefighters were dragging
LOS ANGELES ( AP)- A
tanks of air into the building firefighter tucked a 1-year1.10-S9 41 to provide-oxygen
for those old girl in his coat and helped
battling the blaze.
her mother and grand-

President Says Raid May
Have Been In Self-Defense

A Letter Home:June 15, 1936

,:al Is Today
Houston

•Mrs.

Three-Alarm Fire
Erupts In Building

were.
The guys I was with clap- Love,Kent.
ped and cheered and laughed. And boy, you should have Dear Son:
seen the end. If God is like
that, wow! I won't tell you
what happened cause you
and Dad might want to see it.
It's better than Flash Gordon and Red Ryder put
together.
The second feature was
called Clash of the Titans,
and it was about these Greek
gods and semi-gods, and just
plain humans. There was a
lady named Medusa who
was sif ugly she turned guys
into stone, and there was
three blind women who ate
people, and there was a sea
monster called the ICraken.
It wasn't as good as
Raiders, though I liked the
lady called Medusa alot, and
the sea monster wasn't bad,
though all of us guys thought
he looked kinda fakey.
Gotta go now. Captain
Marvel is on the radio
tonight,and me and the guys
never miss a thrilling
episode. Oh yeah, send more
money and my comic books
and my baseball cards.

Market

Your dad and I saw
Raiders and Clash of the
Titans last night. You were
right about Raiders. The
movie is so clever and wellmade that it's hard to resist
being caught up in the action. We enjoyed Clash more
than you did. Perhaps you
had trouble keeping up with
God's involvement with the
Perse- us/Andromeda
romance.
I'm sending your money
and the baseball cards, but
you didn't tell us what comic
books you wanted so I'm sending along ten or so of your
favorites.
Oh yes, your father said
that the Nazis will never invade
Czechoslovakia.
Chamberlain will never let
Them. By the way, while I
was looking for your comic
books I found a disgusting
magazine beneath your
sweatshirts.in your chest of
drawers. We'll talk about it
when you get home.
Love, Mom and Dad

Lincoln Farm Up For
Sale; Price Is $1 Million

HODGENVILLE, Ky. future.
Lincoln was age 2 when his
(AP)- Abraham Lincoln's
moved into the area
family
sale,
boyhood home is up for
with an asking price of $1 in 1811 and built a cabin
along Knob Creek, some 10
million.
Knob Creek Farm, the miles from the 16th presiLaRue County farm where dent's birthplace at HodgenLincoln lived as a youth ville.
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WITH THE PURCHASE
OF A DRESS SHIRT
THESE SHIRTS
ARE SPECIALLY
GROUPED.
ASSORTED
SOLIDS & BUTTON
DOWNS

However, the raid "is further
evidence that a real peace, a settlement to all of the Mideast problems, is
long overdue," Reagan said, adding
that he told representatives of several
Arab counties it is a "compelling
reason why we should once and.for all
settle this matter and have a stable
peace."

Aph

RALPH LAUREN
POLO SHIRTS

95

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. wants the governing boards of Kentucky's public
universities to take a greater role in
controlling costs at their schools.
Brown Tuesday met in his office for
just over one hour with the chairmen
of the boards of regents and trustees
of the eight state-supported universities.
Afterwards, Brown said he told
them to "challenge the cost effectiveness of the, operation of their institutions."
Brown said he also called on the
chairmen to cooperate in eliminating
duplication at the schools.
"We are living in economic times

1.00 higher; calves and vealers
steady: feeders poorly tested, limited
offeringssteady to weak; good 750-975
lb slaughter steers 57.50-62.25;
slaughter heiferSgood 750-765 lb 54.7557.50; utility cows 43.00-47.00; high
dressing 47.50-49.50; cutter 41.00-44.75;
canner and cutter wider 800 lb 37.7541.00; slaughter bulls grade 1 2110 lb
63.75; grade 1-3 11071855 lb 53.00-58.00;
grade 2 840-1300 lb 0.50-53.03; choice
160-300 lb vealers 70.00-80.00; choice
320-375 lb calves 57.00437.00; feeder
steers medium frame 315-515 lb 66.0069.25: 755 lb partly fattened 57.75;
medium frame 1-2 including bulls 315600 lb 54.00-64.00; large frame 2 Holsteins 520 19416.40; heifers medium
frame 1 285-400 lb 56.25-60.75; 400.500 lb
55.00.58.75; 500-600 lb 53.00-56.50:
medium frame 2 400-600 lb 50.00-56.00.
Hogs 1900 includes 1300 feeder pigs;
barrows and gilts 75-1.00 lower; 1-2
200-240 lb 50.00-50.40; 2210-260 lb 49.50.
50.10; 2-3200-250 lb 49.00-49.50: 250-280
lb 48.25-49.00; 3 220-330 lb 47.25-48.00;
330-435 lb 44.50-47.25; sows near
steady; 1-2 300-400 lb 42.00-43.00; 400500 lb 43.00-43.60; 500.565 lb 43.50-44.15;
boars over 300 lb 43.00-43.50, under 300
lb 37.50-40.25.
Sheep 20; represented classes
steady; slaughter lambs choice and
prime 90 lb spring 65.00; choice 95 lb
60.00; few 125 lb old crop 45.00:
slaughter ewes good 25 00

I

sums.

28•20°°

Nature Knit

Shirts

Men's Casual

p.how.ii.

II 0495

Sport Shirts

One Group Men's
Monogrammed Free

where we have to be team players,"
Brown said. "We can't protect turf
just for the sake of protecting turf. I
want to concentrate on our priorities
and strengths." •
Brown said he asked.the chairmen
to have their boards establish
priorities and determine the course
• each institution will play in Kentucky's higher education system.
Brown said he thought the trustees
might be in a better position to attack
the problem of duplication than the
university presidents.
'I mean no disrespect for the college
presidents, but I have not heard the
first president want to consolidate a
program," he said.
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door edge
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steering wheel, radio, bumper guards, beige vinyl top,
camel knit cloth interior, camel metallic outside. This
car has been driven by Grayson McClure.
$.90010 B5400:00
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Boards Challenged To
Take Cost Control Role

FATHERS DAY IS THIS JUNE 21ST AND
WE HAVE THE GIFTS DAD WANTS

Recgive A

FREE TIE

completion of a congressional review
on the incident.
"But what I would have to say is I
think, in looking at the circumstances
that I outlined earlier, that we can
recognize that very possibly in conducting that mission Israel might
have sincerely believed it was a
defensive move," he said.
The president said he hasn't "given
very much thought" to the fact that
Israel has refused to sign a nuclear
non-proliferation treaty and said it
would be difficult to view Israel as a
threat to its neighbors.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan, softening his condemnation
of Israel's raid on an Iraqi nuclear
plant, says the Jewigh state might
have sincerely and justifiably believed that it was acting in self-defense.
"I do think that one has to recognize
Israel had reason for concern in view
of the past history of Iraq, which has
never signed a ceasefire or recognized Israel as a nation," Reagan said
Tuesday at his first news conference
in 31
/
2months.
The day after the June 7 bombing on
the nuclear plant outside Baghdad,
the United States condemned the
Israeli raid, which utilized Americanmade warplanes, as a "possible violation" of an agreement barring use of
the aircraft for offensive purposes.
Reagan then suspended delivery of
four more F-16 jets to Israel.
Nevertheless, Reagan reserved
judgment Tuesday on the nature of
the raid, saying he is awaiting the

Livestock Market

Stock Market
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Word has been received of
the death of James Rex
Armstrong, 56, Clinton,
Mich., who died Sunday at a
hospital there.
Mr. Armstiong was self
employed in the upholstery
business. He we;the son of
the late Edgar Armstrong
and Narune Lawrence Armstrong of Calloway County.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. June Armstrong, and
three stepdaughters, Clinton, Mich.; three sisters Mrs. Betty Gentry and Mrs.
Ruth Jones, Murray, and
Mrs. Oma Rhea, Toledo,
Ohio; two brothers, Billy and
Johnny Armstrong, Murray;
an aunt, Vara Armstrong,
Murray.
Funeral And burial services are being held today in
Clinton, Mich.

a working relationship" with another
congressman if an employee is
criticizing that colleague.
"It just creates bad feelings among
the members," Killen said.
During an interview with The
Courier-Journal, Washington said he
wanted to tell the newspaper some
things about Hubbard that he felt
voters in Hubbard's 1st District
should know.
For instance, Washington said,
Hubbard had an "overwhelming
paranoia" about staff members, and
would become angered over such
things as the sealing of envelopes.
"He'd holler and scream about the
envelopes being too wet," Washington
told the Louisville newspaper. "I
know it sounds bizarre."
Jim Kanouse, administrative assistant to Hubbard, referred questions
about Washington to Killen and, in a
prepared statement, said that Hubbard was "just too busy to continue
denying the vicious and untrue allegations you &nd the Louisville
newspapers are searching for and
writing about."

ER.1

•a.
ervices for
filitatw Dunn, 76,
ot Callowa Counheld Thursday at 1
:lapel of the
Funeral

WASHINGTON (AP) - A former
aide to Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
has been fired from another
Washington job after making critical
comments concerning his former
boss.
Steve Washington, 21, of Adairville,
Ky., was forced to resign earlier this
month from a part-time clerk's post in
the office of Rep. Gillis Long, 1)-La.,
according to a report in today's editions of The Courier-Journal.
Washington was employed by Hubbard from Sept. 1 to Nov. 30 of last
year, left because "I simply couldn't
take it any more," and later joined
Long's staff.
-If you're working for a member
(of Congress), you don't have a right
to go around badmouthing another
member," said Carson Killen, administrative assistant to Long.
Killen said that he asked
Washington to resign, saying that -a
reason" was Washington's
maj
critism of Hubbard. He would not
say whether Hubbard had complained
to Long, but Killen did say that a
House member "can't very well have

61 FT§11 %)

Nalter Dunn Dies J. Rex Armstrong
At Hospital; Rites Dies At Age Of 56
To Be On Thursday Funeral Is Today
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Consumers Affairs
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Who Needs Health Insurance?
By LYNN ODOM
organization unless the inPhysician
insurance,
Health insurance has surer allows an individua!
which may also be included
become a matter of top coverage similar to inin hospitalization insurance,
priority and concern to Ken- dividual insurance plan.
helps pay for a certain
tuckians according to a reThe individual or family number of physician visits in
cent survey taken by the plan is designed to meet inthe hospital. It may also inKentucky
Attorney dividual needs of the person
clude some home and office
General's Office, Division of or family covered. The convisits.
Consumer Protection. It has tract is drawn between the
Benefits of a fifth ingained considerable public individual and the insurance
surance type, major
interest within the last ten company rather than an
medical, include protection
years and has become one of employer or organization. It
against all medical and
the fastest growing types of is important to understand
related expenses. The ininsurance.
terms covered in a policy sured individual may have to
While many elderly con- and to know when the policy
pay a portion of the loss.
sumers receive the benefits should be renewed.
Health insurance is essenof the Medicare program,
One of five basic types of tial to families or individuals
they may also benefit from health insurance is disability
private health insurance. income insurance. This inHealth insurance provides surance provides a source of
protection to the insured par- income when the insured is
ty when the person is unable disabled due to injury, ilto work due to disability, in- lness or disease. Some
jury or diseRsp
policies will pay only if the COFtBIN, Ky. (AP) —
The attorney general, insured is completely disabl- Wade
Allen Tipton, 19, of
reminds consumers of two ed while some pay even for Corbin
jumped from a
basic health insurance plans partial disability.
bridge to his death in Laurel
available: (1) group plans
A second type of health in- Lake Monday after survivand (2) individual or family surance, hospital insurance, ing a
similar jump earlier in
plans. Group plans cover a provides hospital expense the
afternoon, authorities
group of people under one benefits including room and said.
policy. This plan ordinarily board, nursing and minor
is offered through employers medical supplies expenses,
Tipton jumped from the
or organizations having a and some additional Kentucky 312 bridge at about
contract with the insurer. It miscellaneous services such 6 p.m., with several persons
may
cover
family as lab tests, x-rays, drugs, witnessing it from the shore,
dependents of the individual operating room fees, etc.
authorities said.
covered. It is usually offered
Surgical insurance aids in
Shane Hubbs of Corbin
at lower cost than individual payment of operations, said he was on the bridge
or family plans. Individuals surgeon fees, and related when Tipton jumped. He
covered under a group plan services. A hospitalization said Tipton had jumped once
may lose coverage if they policy may include this earlier in the afternoon and
quite or leave the job or . coverage.
then came out and tried it a

suffering loss from total or
partial disability of the
"breadwinner." A person's
health and physical abilities
are unpredictable. With this
in mind it is reassuring to
know that health insurance
is available. However, consumers can only benefit if
they take advantage of it. For further information on
health insurance, write to
the Office of Attorney
General, Division of Consumer
Protection,
Frankfort, Kentucky,40601.

77.7774t.

149"
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Man Dies After Second
Jump From Bridge

Twin Burner
Gas Grill area, automatic
3013 sci in of cooking
igniter. ,ndividual controls and

Sale

tank 272 2916

second time.
The body was found shortly before 9 p.m. in about 70
feet of water by the
Southeast Kentucky Rescue
Squad and the Tri-County
Rescue Squad.
The body was recovered
by dragging. Divers had no
success because of low
visibility in the water.
Bill Russell, assistant Corbin police chief, said of Tipton, -He was a fairly good
boy. He didn't bother
nobody."
There was no immediate
indication on why Tipton was
jumping from the bridge.
Tipton was unmarried.
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Wheelbarrow

Coast to Coast Hardware
Central Shopping Center
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1-6 Sun.
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MacterCard
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Heavy gauge steel constru,t ,.
frame 492 1250

SAVE!
"Please Help Us Limit Quantities So That All May Share"

Adventurer
Tackle Box
Adventurer 6-tray tackle

box
with 46 compartments features deep under tray storage
663-1394

Poputor sko saw features rugged
11k-HP, 10 amp insulated moue
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Keep your barbecue grill
clean Plastic handle and
rust proof steel br.stles
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1411111.
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Grill Brush
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POTATO 79c
c CHIPS
COFFEE
.99
IGA OR HUNTS
$209
IGA BATH

CATSUP

HIE PEI

$1

iGS
44410 seassoro
J'

* Mgc
°1

PEPSI

A

LEM Ni
FROZ

2 LITER EACH

1207

41111k 1

RNVLAII DRIP ELECTRK PERK

594

125

$

1 LB CAN

TISSUE

PRELL

SHAMPOO
Liquid OR Concentrate
7 Os
3 Oz.

c

4 ROLL69

FLoAult

$119

IGA

fl
Igk

MARGARNI
QUARTERS

c
39

t'"-1

LB.

9

'ER

S LB.
PLAIN OR SELF RISING

IGA GARDEN RUN
I..

SWEET PEAS
2
/8
9c

as:

GREEN
BEANS
c
9

IGA CUT

SECRET
DEODORANT
401.

SEALTESTI
LIGHT & LIVELY

EVEREADY
ENERGIZER COTTAGI
CHEOSE
BATTERY
_

IVER1ADY
11

SMALL oniputsi

$119
VOLT
•9

•006

2401.
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freezer specials

This
A . Week'
4,Free
Cash
Bankroll

WHOLE AVG. WT. 12114 LB.

SIRLOIN TIPS
CHOICE

$189

7-10 Mon.-Sat.

D "film .1111/41. 13

11-8 Sun.

LS.

Steak Sal

WHOLE U.S. CHOKE

Alb

RIBEYE ROLL
$269

U.S. CHOICE
(EXCELLENT FOR GRILLING)

-

CHEF
e.89
STEAKS I LB

LI.

$700 SOUTHSIDE
$100 NORTHSIDE

COT UP FREE AVG. WT -12 LB.

.

WHOLE

BEEF RIB se
FIELDS ORIGINAL

TYSON'S

LB.

$800.00

CHICKEN
LIVERS

WIENERS

SEAFOOD VALUES

$129

SHRIMP MATE
$289
KAMP
I69
CHIPS I

LB

HILLSNIRE FARMS VAC PACK
SMOKED

MARIA ROSA
ITALIAN

LS.
WIT11 le LB. GROINS REEF CUT AND WRAPPED FREE

SAUSAGE SAUSAGE
$209
79
Ls.
Riff SMOKE,SAUSAGE

If you have never registered for Free Cash Bankroll,
ome in today, register and receive your free Punch Card.
o purchase necessary and you need not be present to win!
BE SURE YOUR CARD IS PUNCHED
FOR THIS WEEK'S BANKROLL!

,r cot

TREASURE ISLE 16 OZ.

13 ANVALL

.1

PKG.

gi";

Virginia Foster, This
Week's Bankroll Winner of
$100.00 at Northsido IGA

LB

FRYER
ma%
DRUMSTICKS coc
OR THIGHS
La

IEID $169
El
LB

•111

CIbUPOI
929
ON IGA

S IJGAR

1GA CHUNK

> TUNA
9

LU
COV

LB.

41

INIE PER FAMILY
I EXPIRES JUNE 23

IGA
MACARONI & CHEESE

2 OZ.

I
Mani=
IM.MIINIMMMINI•11

DINNER

3189c

IGA INSTANT

COFFEE
sir)
100Z.

111
,

'Nor

BREYERS

IØNADE

ROZEà 12 OZ.

tco
w

ICE
CREAM
$919
Ai /
1
2

WAITS
SWEETMILK OR BUTTERMILK

6 PACK

$229
ORANGE
JUICE

c
69

5
i)
)

%
16

16 OZ.

FRENCH ONION
BACON-HORSERADISH
CUCUMBER ONION

CURD
V.

IGA

RAVIOLI WITH MEAT
SAUCE OR
SPAGHETTI& 15"
.
MEAT BALLS69C

MARSHMALLOWS

IGA HAMBURGER DILL
CHIPS OR
FRESH POLISH

IGA TRASH CAN

REG. OR MINIATURE

49c

LINERS

PICKLES

IGA
HALFMOON
COLBY OR CHEDDAR
LONGHORN

DIPS

$149
COFFEE •
CREAMER 22°L
IGA

IGA

FROZEN 1201.89

SEALTEST

rTio,sE
1E0sE
lioitiAltif

SALTINES

MILK
ISA

ckt
•••-•

IGA

IGA
HOMOGENIZED

GAL.

MST'
r & May

a.

:SIRLOIN STEAK
1110 >>

32028
C
9
20 CT

SCOPE

CHEESE
„Ain

MOUTHWASH

39
1110Z.

$259

SCHICK SUPER
II BLADES
s-cmli
II 1.9
• S's
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Your Individual
Horoscope

E7

And if Democrats don't recommended
Under one plan discussed public service jobs would be
By CLIFF HAAS
by Head Start classes for prekeep the faith on the budget Democratic-controlled schoolers and meals for the Tuesday, nearly $1 billion cut and shifted to education
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP — targets set last month, House committees for next elderly.
previously retained for and nutrition programs.
House Democrats are mov- Reagan says, he's willing to year were designed to be so

FraRCeS Drake

_

FOR THURSDAY,JUNE IS, 1M1
What kind at day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

too

a

npth

_EL1-1

;

your working time. An appointment may be canceled at ing toward undoing some of
the last minutt. Downplay ego /their own proposed spending
to avert differences.
cuts, which President
AQUARIUS
Reagan says "they know
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 I —
can't be made" and would
Don't mix business and only lead to congressional
pleasure. Undercurrents afbudget.
fect relations with close ties. backsliding on the
Interruptions leave you with
little time for privacy.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
News from a distance
causes a change in plans.
Don't take out frustrations on
your friends. Others are quick
destroys
"Decision
to change their minds.
suspense. and suspense is
YOU BORN TODAY are inthe charm of existence." —
terested in world affairs and
Benjamin Disraeli.
are often found in law, politics
and public service. You have
administrative ability and
would do well as head of an
Seymon Deutsch of Lareorganization. Your love of
do. Texas, destroyed the
universal principles often atsuspense with his imaginatracts you to the arts,
tive defense against today's
especially music and the
impregnable game. He
stage. Though somewhat emoforced declarer to make an
tional, you're drawn to inearly derision and with that
tellectual pursuits and would
move, he found the only way
make a good critic, lawyer,
to lead declarer astray.
writer or business consultant.
Against the spade game,
Though you dislike being told
it is normal for West to lead
what to do, you should learn
the club king. But after a
how to work with others. Birquick look at dummy, what
thdate of: Paul McCartney,
comes next?
rock star: Sylvia Porter,
A club continuation or a
financial adviser; and
desperate shift to diamonds
Richard Boone,actor.
will make things easy for
declarer. Declarer will win
and undoubtedly will choose
the superior play of finessing twice against West's
honors. Taking two finesses
FLEMINGSBURG, Ky. wins whenever West holds
( AP! — A new manufactur- K-Q-4-2, K-Q-2, and K-Q-4.
Going up with dummy's ace
ing firm in Fleming County
wins when East holds a sinwill receive a $175,000 loan
gleton honor or K-Q doublefrom the Kentucky Developton. Obviously, two finesses
ment Finance Authority.
offer a better chance.
Contrail is expected to
What did Seymon do to
employ 20 persons in the pro- change declarer's plans?
duction of truck trailers, ac- The bidding gave Seymon
cording to Roger Peterman, the clues he wanted to know.
executive director of the At trick two, he boldly led
his deuce of spades! Declarauthority.
er now thought his chances
The loan will help finance of dropping an honor from
construction of a 15,000- East had improved so he
squarefoot building to be went right up with dummy's
owned by the Flemingsburg- ace. This play caught "air"
Fleming County Industrial and it was a blushing but
Authority. That authority complimentary declarer
who was forced to concede
will lease the building to down one.
Contrail.
Could Seymon's daring
Banks will lend the have cost him a setting
balance of the $350,000 need- trick? A possibility with

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ir
The unexpected interferes
vnth financial plans. Avoid
friction vnth higher-ups. Suppress impulsive moves. Care
is needed in communications.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Advice may be faulty now.
You're caught off guard by a
competitor's surprise move.
Be flexible, but don't take
financial risks.
G EMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Nervousness affects work
efficiency. Concentrate on the
here and now and put aside
far-out ideas. Travel is not
recommended.
CANCER
I June 21 to July 22)
Children could get on your
nerves. Guard against emotional outbursts. Close ties are
not in the mood for any deviation from the status quo.
LEO
+July 23 to Aug. n
In your eagerness to meet
with friends, don't neglect
work assignments. A friend
behaves erratically. Curb
restlessness and impatience.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
The tardiness of others may
upset you. It will be difficult to
stick to a schedule now. Be
adaptable in the face of
changes.
LIBRA
'Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Unexpected expenses could
change plans. Expect some
agitation regarding a distant
matter. Do some comparison
shopping about prices.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
It will be difficult to finalize
agreements. Snags may appear at the last moment.
Allow yourself sufficient time
to keep appointments.
SAGITTARIUS
'Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Check hidden costs regarding credit. An unexpected
disclosure about a financial
matter could cause a change
in your thinking.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Friends may infringe on ed, Peterman said.

tioa

House Democrats Move To Undo Their Spending Cuts

)(

fight once again on the
House floor for a substitute
package of spending reductions.
The administration has
declared that some of the
$37.4 billion in budget cuts

THE ACES®IRA

New Firm To
Receive Loan

G. CORN, JR.

NORTH
•A 8 7 5
•A K 10
.75
•Q J 108
WEST
•KQ2
•8 7 4 2
•8 4 3
•A K7

6-17-A

EAST
•4
IPQJ951
* J 96 2
•5 4 2

SOUTH
•J 10 96 3
6
•AK Q 10
•9 6 3

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
North. The bidding:
North
24
44

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Soeth
34
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pau

Opening lead: Club king

some remote holdings.
However. Seymon saw the

real danger was in the
trump suit and it didn't take
long to find the deceptive
play.
Bid with Cora
South holds:

6-17-B

•J 10 9 6 3
•6
*AKQ10
•9 6 3

North
181
1 NT

South
14

ANSWER: Two diamonds.
Why not show the other
suit? Might lead to a better
part score or even to a reasonable game.
Send bridge questions toti
Ti te4
, ,
P0 Box 13113, Dallas,
with self-addressed, stamped envelops
for reply

severe,counterproductive or
phony that the full House
would be forced to reject
them. That, the reasoning
goes, would open the way to
possibly saving some programs to be cut under
Reagan's budget blueprint.
Reagan echoed those
charges and stepped up the
criticism during his nationally televised news conference Tuesday.
"There is now clear
danger of congressional
backsliding and a return to
spending as usual," he said.
"Some House committees
have reported spending cuts
they know can't be made,"
such as closing onethird of
the nation's post offices.
House Democratic leaders
chided Reagan for his
remarks.
Rep. Leon E. Ranetta, DCalif., a key member of the
House Budget Committee,
said this is "a fine time to
start picking and choosing
who's being hurt by a $37
billion cut."
"There has never been an
administration in
my
recollection that has
demanded to dictate so
thoroughly to Congress," added House Majority Leader
Jim Wright, D-Texas. "The
committees of the House
very faithfully and in some
cases very painfully
responded to the mandates
of the...budget which President Reagan so forcefully
supported."
Despite the tough talk
from Democrats, there were
indications that some of the
cuts Reagan objected to
would be amended.
Democrats on the House
Education and Labor Committee met privately Tuesday and the full committee
was scheduled to meet today
to consider restoring some
funds cut from such
politically popular programs
as student loans, special impact aid for school districts
with federal installations,

JOAO®
Steak
&
eggs
SERVED ANYTIME
You get a tender, breakfast steak, two
large fresh eggs,cooked the way you
like'em,golden hash browns or grits
and hot, buttered toast with jelly.
A delicious meal for a very
special price.
$n

R9THRu JUNE 27

%.,•*0

RESTAURANTS
South 12th St'.

Murray, Kentucky

Agfarket 414 31,1111111re

HURRY

HURRY

HURRY

OUR TENT SALE STILL GOING GREAT!
WE ARE MOVING EVERYTHING IN OUR WAY

UNDER THE TENT
THE CARPENTERS SAY '"MOVE IT'
01 R DELIVERY TRUCKS ARE MOVING DAY AND NIGHT

We Have Marked Everything Down in the Store

15%-25%40% OFF
Market TM has started rem(xleling upstairs — we are making a Pennsylvania House Gallery and ask you to excuse our
••

mess.' until the carpenters are through.
4.0

DOW MISS THE BEST TENT SALE EVER
.WE PLAN To FOLD 171 UP THIS WEEK
E

in: SINCERE IN

R PRICES AND MARKDOWNS DIIRINC 'MS SALE
FREE DEW ER)

firket 414 lurniture
I I I \oral llarkri Si

- 111111...

Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Managers

Phi)

-The Store
II jilt The
Low lreriwitti"

6,12-699

•
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Arabs Ask Security Council To Condemn Israeli Destruction
By O.C. DOELLING
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS (AP)
— The Arabs are asking the
Security Council to condemn

the Israeli destruction of
Iraq's nuclear reactor and
call for Israel to pay compensation. But they apparently are omitting a

Dealt)
By Abigail Van Buren

specific demand for sanctions because the United
States would veto it.
In a statement read to the
council Tuesday by Iraqi
Foreign Minister Saadoun
Hammadi, the 40-nation
Islamic Group "strongly
condemns the premeditated
and unprovoked aggression
as an act of state terrorism"
and demands that Israel
"pay prompt and adequate
compensation for damages
suffered by Iraq."
The statement made nc
.mention of the sanctions the
Arabs had been expected to

I.D. Tags Spell Difference
Between Lost and Found
I)EAR ABBY: I work in the baggage department for
Eastern Airlines. Today I am sending an unclaimed piece of
luggage to our tracing center in Miami because there is no
identification in or on it. It is filled with small antiques and
personal items. I'm sure the emotional loss to the owner will
be enormous. I completely unpacked the case, hoping to find
a clue that would lead me to the owner. There was none.
This case will join thousands of other unidentified pieces of
luggage in our warehouse to be auctioned off eventually.
Abby, please tell your readers to put ID tags on their
luggage (outside and in), and also on their carry-on items —
cameras, eyeglasses, raincoats, books and company
documents! So many beautiful unidentified items are left on
airplanes and not even missed until the plane is 1500 miles
away.
Travelers spare no expense to buy nice clothes, costly
souvenirs and gifts on vacation trips, pack them into
expensive luggage, and don't bother to label anything! I
hope you will think this is important enough for your
column. It's heartbreaking to see so.much valuable property
lost forever.
DONNA T. IN SEATTLE

ask the council to vote a resolution, but a negative
against the Jewish state. In- vote by any of the five perstead it asked that "the in- manent members — the
ternational community take United States, Britain,
the measures envisaged in France,the Soviet Union and
the (U.N.) Charter to pre- China — constitutes a veto
vent Israel from pursuing that kills the resolution.
American officials have
such action in the future."
The Arab League's U.N. said privately that the
observer, Clovis Maksoud, United States might support
told reporters the statement a resolution condemning the
embodied the "thrust" of a raid and calling for compenresolution that would be sation but certainly would
presented to the 15-nation veto sanctions or reparacouncil. A vote on the resolu- tions.
Israel says its attack on
tion is not expected before
the nuclear reactor in
Thursday.
It takes nine votes to adopt Baghdad was an act of self-

defense prompted by solid
information that Iraq, which
still is technically at war
with Israel, was planning to
use the reactor to build
atomic bombs to be dropped
on the Jewish nation.
Speaking in the council
debate Tuesday, Israeli Ambassador Yehuda Blum said
a French proposal that
reparations be demanded of
Israel was bizarre.
"Did the Allies pay
reparations for the Nazis'
atomic plants at Peenemuende and elsewhere
which they destroyed in

World War II?" Blum asked.
Peenemuende was Nazi Germany's research and missile
center on the Baltic Coast.
Ismat T. Kittani, an
undersecretary in Iraq's
Foreign Ministry, refused to
answer Blurn's questions,
saying, "One would think
that it was Iraq that was
brought to account before
this council."
In Washington, President
Reagan softened his earlier
condemnation of the Israeli
attack, telling a news conference Israel "might have
sincerely believed" its raid

was a defensive attack and
"had a reason for concern"
because Iraq has never signed an armistice with Israel
or recognized Israel as a nation.
Prime
Minister
Menachem Begin told a
campaign rally in Israel
Reagan's comments were
"words of great importance" that justified the attack.
The Arab League's U.N.
observer said the president's
statement "tends to justify
( Israel's ) naked and blatant
aggression on Iraq."

Cap off a great deal with a test drive during our

DEAR DONNA:Thanks for a timely contribution to
this column.(Now, where did I put my nametags!)
• * *

DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old, reasonably attractive
girl. I live at home and work in a large office.
How can I refuse a date without hurting the man's
feelings, and at the same time keep him from asking me
again? If I say I am busy, he asks me again, or worse yet
.he'll ask for my first free evening, and then I am really
stuck.
You see, I don't want to date anyone outside my own
religion. I'm not that hung up on religion, but my parents
are so much against it, I decided it would just eliminate lots
of arguments at home if I just dated men of my own faith.
My parents have been wonderful to me and I don't consider
it too big a sacrifice if it will make them happy.
So, how can I politely,turn down a date without appearing
rude, and at the same time discourage that fellow from
asking me again?
THERESA

111011R
THON

DEAR THERESA: What's wrong with telling him
the truth?
* * *

DEAR ABBY: You told ANONYMOUS in a recent column
to resolve her anger, and then you quoted a line from a poem
that was written by George Roemisch, a former schoolmate
of mine. The quote: "Forgiveness is the fragrance of the
violet on the heel of the one who crushed it." That is only
part of his poem titled "Forgiveness," which I am enclosing
in its entirety.
Thank you, Abby, for using that particular quote, for it
reacquainted me with George's poem.
And thank you, George, wherever you are.
DONNA SMITH IN THE BRONX
DEAR DONNA: Unfortunately, space does not
permit printing the entire poem, but the following
portion merits quoting, and I thank you for it:
"Forgiveness is the broken dream which hides
itself within the corner of the mind,oft called forgetfulness so that it will not bring pain to the dreamer.
"Forgiveness is a God who will not leave us after
all we've done."

With the help of special cash incentives we can
pass along to you, we're out to sell 7,200 Fords
by this Saturday! How? By slashing prices on every

Ford in stock ...including our Ford Trucks and FrontWheel-Drive Fords! Used -vehicles, too! Test-drive
any Ford and get a Ford hat, FREE!

DEAR ABBY: Why is it considered questionable taite for
a woman, other than the bride, to wear a white gown at a
wedding?
TILLAMOOK, ORE.
DEAR TILLAMOOK: Because it might appear that
the white-gowned woman was attempting to compete
with the bride.
* * *

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a Jong, stamped (35
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
00212.
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38 EST.
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OODMEn
FAMILIES
hove pions for the future.
Woodmen representatives hove
the linowiedge and training
to help your family become a
WOODMEN tamity — with o solid
life insurance pion for the future.

Bettye L. Baker
Woodman Bldg..
3rd & Maple
Murray. Ky.
42071
753-4377(difice)
53-7320(Home

•

• *.,
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Hurry! Sell-A-Thon prices and hat offer end this
Saturday,June 20th!

PARlicepip INC.
(CZ

OMEN IF TIE WIRD
LIFE IMAM SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE: OMAHA,NEBRASKA
"The FAMILYFRATERNITY"e

FORD
MILEAGE FIGURES FOR COMPARISON MPG VARIES WITH SPEED TRIP LENGTH S WEATHER ACTUAL HIGHWAY MILEAGE MAY BE
LESS 'APPLICABLE TO UNITS W,0 AIR CONDITIONING AND POWER STEERING ••4 91 SIX WITH OPTIONAL 4 SPEED OVERDRIVE

4

a
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Youth Who Beat Boy
Is Made Welfare Ward
fered no permanent brain
damage,Lensing said.
Lensing said, however,
that he didn't think the older
boy intended to hurt Ronald
that seriously. He said the
boys, who are about the
same size, agreed to fight,
and the older boy stopped
hitting Ronald after the
younger boy said "I give."

By LARRY THOMAS
The Evansville Courier
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP)
- A 13-year-old boy who
authorities say seriously
beat a Delaware School fifthgrader earlier this year has
been made a ward of the
Department of Public
Welfare and will be sent to
the Gibault School for Boys
near Terre Haute.
Juvenile Court Judge
Robert Lensing said the
unidentified boy was
sentenced to the Indiana
Boys School, but he suspended the sentence Monday on
the condition the youngster
attend Gibault.
Testimony at a Juvenile
Court trial in April revealed
that the 13-year-old kicked
11-year-old Ronald Montgomery three or four times
in the shoulders and upper
body during the Jan. 29 fight.
Ronald was in critical condition for several days
following the fight, but was
eventually able to return to
school.
A doctor testified that the
11-year-old fully recovered
from his injuries and suf-

After the tight stopped,
Lensing said Ronald stood
up momentarily, but fell
down again after making "a
couple of circles" in the
school yard.
"That doesn't sound like
anybody was trying to hurt
anybody very seriously,"
said Lensing, noting that
both boys were wearing canvas shoes.
In fact, the judge said,
testimony revealed it was
Ronald who threw the first
punch.
He said the two were standing near the school entrance, and after some
name-calling, the two
agreed to fight and walked to
a grassy area away from the
building.

EvTiEil !elS SALE DAY 10 THE(LASSIFIEDSI
2. Notice

1. legal Notice

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale
two tracts of standing, marked hardwood timber
containing an estimated 845,954 board feet of
sawtimber and 1,338 cords of poletimber. The
two timber sale areas are in Land Between The
Lakes located as follows:
Work Area 47 sale contains an estimated
386,406 board feet of sawtimber and 555 cords of
poletimber and is located approximately 13
miles northwest of Dover, Tennessee, in Trigg
County, Kentucky, and Stewart County, Tennessee.
Work Area 63 sale contains an estimated
459,548 board feet of sawtimber and 783 cords of
poletimber and is located approximately 9 miles
northwest of Dover, Tennessee,in Stewart County,Tennessee.
gealed bids will be received by the Forest and
Open Land Management Section, Land Between
the Lakes, Tennessee Valley Authority, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231, until 10 a.m., Central
Daylight Time,July 9, 1981.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforemenabove ornce. tioned timber should contact
fice hours are 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Bid forms and detailed informtion may be obtained from the Forestand Open
Land Management Section, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, telephone
502/924-5602.
number

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Moccasin
4 Winged
9 Cry
12 Time gone by
13 Biblical tower
14 Exist
15 Needed
17 Clever
19 Musical
instrument
21 Munch
22 Stupety
24 Newt
26 Choicest
29 Imbecile
31 Dude
33 Notice
34 Comparative
ending
35 Gypsy man
37 Still
39 Sun god
40 Illuminated
42 Cheer
44 Rani wear
46 Hold on
property
48 Dance step
50 Evergreen
51 Church seat
53 Denude
55 Cooked
sSowty
58 Most unusual
61 Reverence
62 At present
641 That woman
65 Romaine's
relative
66 Leaks
67 Youngster
DOWN
1 Animal's foot
2 Mohammedan leader
3 Agree

4 Eden dweller
5 Dipper
6 Hebrew
month
7 London meal
8 Otherwise
9 Fries quickly
10 Worthless
leaving
11 Insect
16 Pavarotti.
eg
18 Flap
20 Away
22 Odor
23 Japanese
gateway
25 Plaything
27 Finch
28 Backcomb
30 Conjunction
32 Footlike part
36 Chart
38 South American mammal
1

2

3

15

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

1:100 000121 U1210
12100 0000 000
M0000 00 0130
0000 1210000
100010000 ui
00UU 000 BOU
0 01212119000 013
U0 COM NOWEIU
DC 012000000
0000 MUM
WM U0 000000
1210 000U 000112
00 CUM 0000
A

41 Indian tents
43 Possesses
45 Most mature
47 Recent
49 Thong
52 Dampens
54 Beams
4

12

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

5

6

7

55 Algonquian
56 Couple
57 Deer
59- Na Na
60 A Kennedy
63 Charles Gaulle

8

9

13

10

11

14

IUWIU
19
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111
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iii
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22 23
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•

41

42

44•

hill

Ill

61hilid

Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you.locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9, Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines II*
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Externimating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heatin_g-Cooluig
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale

45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
U. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Perk
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted
fast, dependable farm
and truck tire service.
753-8500,
Coll
Economy Tire 8, Ser•
.ce

Will do baby sitting in my home or
just watch child
for a short time
while 'mama' runs
to town. Call 4362598. Ask for
Judi.

$10.00 off•ii
Boots
with copy of tide

Gold IL
Silver
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113
We buy, sell, trade and
pawn.
41111••••......

womilimmor
RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.
Mirrors cut to size and
framed

Carter Studio

I

300 Morn

I

753-8298

Toddler's Day Care has
openings for infants and
other ages. Call 753-4481.

OF
GETTING YOU INTO
I.
THE TUB

HORSE
RACES
Sunday June 21,
1981, 1:30 p.m.
Grand Opening,
door
prizes.
Follow signs from
641 South at Midway. For information
call
492-8949.
What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333
sod

Furnitere & Aps. We buy - sell - or
for 1 piece to whole
states! SPECIAL for We
owning conning smmm
MASON fruit Mrs, by the

2055. SW
753-4669

Father's
Day
Spot's!
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
Illsillers
Measles Sets
All Sloes
$10.00 Off will'
copy of this

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

Asa.r7

7

• v•

Med reotS• S•

•1•1

5. Lost 8 Found

GOOD GOLFER
NEU'S TO FRAC-Fla
SAND 5HOT5

.•

Lbst: Female German
Shepherd, black and tan,
very shy, has a black spot
over each eye. Answers to
the name Pepper. Call
collect 1-522-3741. Reward
offered. Lost off Main St.

.

6. Help Wanted
STOP
SQUEAKING
1 YoUR CHAIR!

A BEANBAG

CAN'T HELP
IT, IT'S THE

CHAIR?'

CHAIR

9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Would like to babysit from
7:00 til 3:30. Call
437-4669.
Would like to stay with sick
or elderly person. 5 days a
week, $500 per month
Phone 1-527-9073.

10. Business
Opportunity
$40.000 to $50,000 per
year. National company
looking for distributor in 16
. Kentucky counties. Part
time or full time, 1-800238-9220.

11. Instructions
GIVE YOURSELF A CHANCE!
Special offer for June or July, try 4 free voice lessons.
Enjoy singing with confidence and style! Call Barbara Ann's Voice Studio, 1354-8244.

12. Insurance
INSURANCE CO.

HODGE IL SON
In addition to the regular
programs for ages 2-5, THE
APPLE TREE SCHOOL is
providing a supervised program for school age
children for the summer.
1503 Stadium View Dr.
753-9356 days, 753-1566
evenings.

THAT'S ONE WAY

'GO GET THE)

Wanted. Someone to
babysit in my home, 5-day
week. Own transportation
and references. Call 7539263, between 2-5pm.
Wanted: Someone to combine 75 acres of wheat.
Call 489-2118.
1. Storage BTags.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

Father's
Day
Special

2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

WANTED; Groomer for pet
shop, salary open. Call 7538619 between 8:30am6:00pm, after 8 call 7591673.

JIM FAIN
AGENT
614 So. 4th St
Mummy, Ky., 42071

wan

806.1502175
,
3-0632

Res:(602)7534376
LIFE, HEALTH,HOME

14. Want To Buy

15. Articles For Sale
Glass front display case,
6x4',2x1'. $100. 106 N. 4th
St.
Tobacco sticks in stock or
custom cut. 16( each. J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street, Mayfield, 247-5346.
Used florescent pictures
with 2 bulbs each. $4.00
each. Call 1-354-8244.

16. Home
Furnishings
Couch, good condition. Call
753-1338 or 753-9704.
For sale Love seat 4362595
For sale: Wood frame couch
and chair with plaid
cushions. Matching coffee
and end table. Call 7536731 or 753-614
,
8 _per
4:00.
Solid maple round table
and four captain chairs,
brown vinyl recliner, and
baby playpen. Call after
5:00, 753-8118.

19. Farm
Equipment
Red Belly Ford tractor, new
rotary cutter, and grader
blade. Excellent condition.
$2150. 753-7477.

20. Sports
Equipment
Immaculate
two-tone
Harley Davis golf cart with
, top, new battery. $1200
Ca1175-3-5937

PUBLIC NOTICE

WHAT ABOUT THE OTHER/.
,
.
7
FIFTY PERCENT?

THEY THINK 'HEARTLESS;
COVERS IT

.4/
4,>•V*7°

7

DON'T GIVE THESE LITTLE MEN
CANY TROUBLE. THEIR WEAPONS ARE
POISONOUS. ONE SC RATCH„INSTANT
DEATH.GOT IT?

UH„HEY; WHAT
ARE YOU GOING
TO DO TO ME

•

20. Sports Equipment

28. Mob. Home Rents

The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12:5,(502)885-5914.

Three bedroOrn, $150 per
month, $50 deposit. Call
753-8411.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

22. Musical
Large Selection Of
Used T'V's
CLAYTON'S
NOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
753-7575
Antique player piano, newly
refinished, walnut veneer.
Excellent condition. Owner
must sell immediately. Call
753-0387.
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Used organs ideal for
church or home. New
Baldwin pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co. across
Post Office, Paris, TN.

FATHER'S DAY
SPECIAL
A gift every dad would envy.

Video Cassette
Recorder
•6 boars record
*remote pause

Only $699"
(Reg. $999.95)
Cofer cameras end movies
in stock. We rent tapes,
blank tapes in stock.

CLAYTON'S
Nein' Entertainment
Opan Bally 9 t•
Sestley I-S
753-7575

For Sale
WHEAT STRAW
753-1156 or
7S3-6401

A Public Hearing will be held on June
30, 1981 at 7:00 p.m. in the Douglas
Community Center Building on North L.
P. Miller Street for the purpose of
reviewing the application for the South
Douglas Community prepared by the
City Planner's office and the Community
Development Agency for submission to
the Federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
The Small Cities funding for the South
Douglas program was explained and
citizen comments solicited at prior public
hearings. Ideas have been considered
and an application for the amount of
$500,000 has been prepared. The
following activities will be proposed to
HUD:
1. Retablitation
2. Property Acqusition
3. Relocation.
4. Demolition
5. Public Improvements
Citizens are encouraged to attend this
Public Hearing to review the completed
application and make comments prior to
the submission of the application to
HUD.
Gene 0.Tharpe, Chairman
Citizens Advisory Committee
Murray Community Development Agency

vs

.24. Miscellaneous
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed,to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt.6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Road), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Nearly brand new wheelchair for sale. 753-4589.
TV and CB towers for sale
Call 753-0371 or 753-7611.
Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn
seasoned wood. Call 4362758.

26. TV-Radio
19" portable color TV, G.E.,
extra nice, $100.00. 25"
color console Zenith, like
new: $100.00. 753-2385,
or 753-0861.
23" Black and white t.v.,
Motorolla console, in top
condition, 5 years old. Best
reasonable offer. Call 7538598.
25" console color TV, $150
Call 753-9206.
A new magnavox 25" color
TV for only $24.50 per
month. No down payment.
4 year warranty-parts and
labor. Clayton's. 753-7575.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
10x55 Trailer, excellent
condition. 753-1551 nights,
753-9104 days.
12x60 2 bedroom with 2
air-conditioners, partly fur- •
nished, good condition. Call
753-7169, after 5- 7539704.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
12x60 In the city, on
private lot, natural gas,
$140 a month plus deposit.
753-1873.
12x60 Trailer. See Branden
Dill. Dill's Trailer Ct.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
4

Mal
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Commercial building for
rent, 2 blocks from Paris
Court Square. 20x50', $150
per month. 901-642-6433.
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Duplex for rent, 2 bedroom,
all kitchen appliances
Central heat and air.
753-8146 or 753-2437
Furnished apartments, near
M.S.U. Call 753-4684
Furnished one bedroom
apartment, carpeting. airconditioning, private entrance, near the University.
Available July 1. 753-7418
Furnished basement apartment for rent. 753-0157 or
489-2741 after 5.
APT. FOR RENT
Nice 2 BR duplex with carport. Located 1405 Stadium
Drive. Deposit
, View
required. After 5:30 P.M.
Cei 753-1799.

New. decorated
_
one bedroom apartment
furnished, low utilities. Call
753-3949.
Nice. one bedroom, furnished apartment. Inquire
at 100 S. 13th St.
One and 3 bedroom
furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 7533134.
One bedroom apartment,
appliances furnished.
washer and dryer hookup.
1908 Greenbrier. Call
753-1337 or 753-1750.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, one block from
campus, $140. water furnished. No pets. Call 7531203.
One room efficiency apartment. $90. Located corner
of Olive and 16th. near
University. Call 753-4793.
One, two, three bedroom
apartments for rent Call
753-8411
Quiet street! New drapes,
two bedrooms, $250 per
month. Year's lease, 7536782.

33. Rooms for Rent
for
Furnished coom
rent...private bath, carpet.
private entrance. Kitchen
and laundry room available.
Close to campus and
excellent for students. Boys
only. $65 per month. Call
759-4538_
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Houses For Rent
New duplex, large, 27
bedroom, central heat and
air. Private area. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-3343.
Three bedroom, one bath,
near Kentucky Lake by
Harbor Hill Marine Freshly
painted $240 plus deposit
Call 442-3877
Three bedroom house, 6th
and Sycamore, $225 per
month. Deposit and references required. 753
8895.

WALLIS DRUG
'PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS *HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Tree130TiveryroitYrnstrfprioris irr eitytimitx
•

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues„ Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

1

M441116ha

34. Houses For Rent

43. Real Estate

/
1
2 of two-family: Two
bedroom, fully carpeted,
air-conditioned,
washerdryer, in Panorama
Shores, 12 miles from
Murray, $200 per month.
436-2879 evening, 7623824 day.
7 room house, 2 baths,
double garage, washer and
dryer, pump house. Urge
garden spot. In Marshall
County, Hwy 80. 1-5277222.
Two bedroom house, 405
Vine St. Call 753-5750.

12x65 Grand Deluxe Mobile
home, two bedroom, two
full baths, with central gas
heat, appliances, wood
deck. Excellent condition.
Located at 215 Rivera
Courts, near shopping and
school. Underpinned with
Sears best. Owner will consider financing for qualified
purchaser. Call Spann Realty Associates for your showing. 753-7724.

37. Livestock Supplies

nibs west of Murray.

Three bedroom brick
home,

AV1RRAT
SEAMIER
COMPANY
abilehemd Sleep. CIT.
Open Delly

REE

MAR

ARABIANS.

Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-8467.
Visitors
welcome.

3/
1
2

On 10 acres, with a
stock Wilding. Owner
will

Sedan, Bridiu, Melds,
KWh, NEM, If it's leather
can fix itl 1

located

finance

to

qoalified buyer.

•

LA
RIAU ESTATE

1. PROP/ATV MANAC.IMENT

retiremeat home you
eel believe without going
side is the Imam located
10th.
at 404 South
Masonite extierlor; drupes;
carpet; reap; rwIriliolltor;
insidation. A tree bargain at
$26,000.00.

38. Pets-Supplies
BOARDING. Large runs for
cats, indoor-outdoor runs
for dogs. Reasonable rates.
Also, AKC stud service for
minature Schnauzers, Pekingese, and Pomeraneans.
Puppies occasionally. 4354481. Lynn Grove.
AKC registered Boston
Terrier stud service. Good
marking and good confirmation. 759-1750.
AKC registered Doberman
Pinscher puppies: Ears
clipped, all shots; champion blood line. 759-4588
or 753-7637.
Dog. obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of knowing how your dog really
communicates. 436-2858.
Pet Bulldogs, 3 females; 1
white, 2 red with white. 8
weeks old, AKC registered,
$60 each. 1-901-364-2402.
Six week old AKC registerd
tiny Toy Poodles. Call
1-527-9933.

40. Produce
Will sell green June apples.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call to reserve order.
489-2467.

41. Public Sale
Big yard sale, June 19 and
20. 7am til ? 501 N. 6th
St.
Several parties.
Do you have appliances or
other items to sell? No
amount too large or small.
We will buy for cash or
auction on percentage.
Entire estates or just odd
pieces. Call NEW CONCOR
AUCTION BARN- 436-5353.
Next sale June 20, 1981.
Please, no yard sale
leftovers.
Neighborhood yard sale.
Children's clothes, antiques, Hull pottery, furniture, and miscellaneous
items. Sat., 8 til 4. New
Concord, follow sign past
the old school.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

753-1651
GROWING SPACE--Kids
outgrowing your *sent
house? Take a look at this
/
2
four bedroom beauty! 21
baths and a well-equipped
kitchen add extra attraction. Five acres of land let
kids run tree and leave you
room for garden space. A
large barn can keep them
busy for hours on rainy days
unless, of course, you have
other uses for it. For your
own peace and quiet, call
Spann Realty and let us
show you this one! 7537724.
FINISH THIS YOURSELF
- No. 374 - ACRE. Twostory house is enclosed except for some windows, has
been divided into 3
bedrooms, 1-42 baths, 16x20
living room with bay, dining
room, nice-sized kitchen, attached garage. Community
well water. Excellent views.
Cedar and oak trees on rural
lot. Short drive to lake and
river, 7 miles to college,
frontage on gravel road.
$13,900; owner terms with
part down.

Strout Realty
101 L. KENNON, Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
%Volvo, Kentucky 42071

Call 753-0186(anytime)

..........

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
• Professional Services
With The Friend]) Touch

=awl
753-1222
Home% FOR Livenc.

WHY PAY RENT..
When you can own
this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price. Good
home in quiet
neighborhood with
lovely landscaped
yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is
neat as a pin. All the
work is done for you,
so don't let this opportunity pass. Priced in the $30's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud,
for real service in
Real Estate.

Autos and Trucks

49. Used Cars

- Services Offered 53. Services Offered
52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered 53.
Boat trailer, will fit up to Appliance Sevice Ken
Whirlpool
18' boat. Call after 5•00pm, more
Westinghouse Experienced
753-0724.
independent service Bobby
Stainless steel propeller, Hopper, 753-4872
21" pitch, perfect condiAsphalt driveways and
tion. $100. 759-1252
parking
by
53. Services Offered Sears Forlotsfreesealed
estimates
Bill's Upholstery. We give call 753-2310
your car, boat Or furniture a Big Joe's Small Engine
new look! Located behind Repair. 808 Coldwater
Dairy Queen. Call Road 753-8834. Chain
753-8085.
saws, lawn mowers, and
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING tillers All makes Andy
or vinyl siding and trim Elkins mechanic Also have
Aluminum trim for brick used mowers for sale.
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
boars

1976 Volkswagen Rabbit.
new brakes, tires, and
shocks, automatic transmise•ailsestee
sion,
red with white pen
Soulful& Coati Sq. I
stripe, 56,000 miles. Runs
Merrey, Keatsseky
good and very clean. Will
753-4451
sell for only $2.750.
753-7675.

%Punkas L Thomas
lasoraate

FOR RENT
1Man 12 x 60 Mobile I
Nome on large shaded
lot with garden space.

$150 per math end
secerity deposit.
Ron Talent
Realty
753-9894

46. Homes For Sale

JEEPS, CARS
PICKUPS
from $35. Available
at local Gov't Auctions. For Directory
call Surplus Data Center 41 5-330-7800.

1981 SX-2000 Datsun,
hardtop, sun roof. 5-speed,
full power, AM-FM stereo
with amp, undercoat Polycoat. mag wheels. Approximately 38 mpg
highway. Velour interior,
digital clock, etc. 4900
actual miles. Must sell
$9500. Call Chuck, 5273222 9am-4pm. May be
seen at 701 Poplar, Benton.
Volkswagen Baha bug, good
condition. Call 753-7169.
after 5- 753-9704.

By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive.
BV with 1430 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combinaCABIN IN THE
tion, living room, utility.
WOODS
one large bath, lots of
One of the newest
storage. Low $40's. Call
forms of home con753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
struction today is
also one of the oldest.
House for sale, by owner,
See why thousands of
directions to house given on
home buyers are turphone only. Call 489-2874.
50. Used Trucks
ning to the comfort
Loghouse
with
woodstove,
1977Chevrolet custom van.
and economy of log
greenhouse, 1 acre,' out- 23,000 miles. $5600. Call
homes. Located only
building. 11
/
2 bath, 1900 753-7975.
minutes from town
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
and features three
drive to Murray. $26,000. 1969 Chevy half-ton, V8
bedrooms,two baths, 436-5859.
automatic.
$950.
753-6967, after 6pm.
fully equipped kitNice brick home, comchen and great room.
remodeled inside. 1975 Bronco. tall 437pletely
Phone 753-1222, Kopcarpet,
electricity, near 4125.
perud Realty, for
University. High 20's firm. 1978 Jeep Cherokee, many
full-time Real Estate
753-3942.
extras, must sell. 753-3710
Service.
Two bedroom house 3 miles after 6pm.
east of Murray. Storage
Simply Lovely! This home is building, barn, pasture, and 51. Campers
thoughtfully planned and garden spot. Owner will 19' Giles Camper, $2,600,
beautifully decorated in finance with $2,500 down. 1973. Call 753-8451.
neutral colors. Charming Call 753-8830 day, 753- 72 Lark travel trailer, 15',
front-to-back Great room 1463 day or night.
self-contained, excellent
features brick wall with
condition, $1600. Call
47.
Motorcycles
raised fireplace. built-in
753-6973.
firebox and T.V. compart- 125 Honda CB, one 10 hold
52.
Boats and
ment; formal- dining room: hog feeder, good condition,
dream kitchen with pantry, 9-1000 lb. Call 492-8354.
Boat Motors
built-in desk and breakfast
1972 Honda, excellent 14' Aluminum fishing boat
area...Sliding doors lead to
condition. Luggage rack with 6 HP Evenrude motor
enclosed screened patio.
and
crash bar. Call 759- trailer and 2 oars. 5500.
There are 4 bedrooms and
1985
after 4;00.
Call 436-2253.
21
/
2 baths in this 2 story
1980
110
ATC
three
141
/
2' runabout, 50 Hp
home. Owner will consider
financing to qualified wheeler, good condition. Johnson, tilt and trim,
purchaser. You may see by Call 435-4158 after electric start, many extras.
calling 753-1492 at CEN- 10:00am.
trailer included. Perfect
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, 74 .Honda CB 754, fully condition, $1000. Call
Realtors.
•
dressed, low mileage. Call 759-1252.
between 8am and 4pm, 15' Howell Craft, 115
3 BR home at 113 N 753-6395. Must see to Johnson motor. Call 4365356.
9th St. Gas heat, appreciate.
range
and 750 Honda, good-condition, 18' Winner I/O, tri-hull.
refrigerator, carpet. extra sharp. 753-6956. walk-through windshield.
120 hp, 1666 Ryan Ave.
Good economical $900.
home or investment. Silhouette farrings, $89.00. 28' Marinette cruiser.
Well located.
Motorcycle parts and ser- Family has grown and going
vice, 307 N. 4th, 753-8292 to larger boat. and anxious
or 759-1919. Open after- to sell. Now asking
Super location! noons, Saturday 9-3.
$12,500. Call 618-734Business lot 175x189, 48. Auto. Services
0185.
on N. 12th Street.
Zoned B4. Call for 3" P21575R Radial tires,
38' Houseboat,
$15 each. Call after
details.
5:00pm, 753-8287.
120 hp Mercury

Its

KIET
IN NORTH HILLS
Murray-Calloway
AUG
PARTS
NEAR CITY PARK
County Mouthy
515 S. 411i St.,
Just
listed (502)753-0146
Norm,Kaminsky
immaculate
3
304 N. 1201Sit,,
bedrrm,1 bath B.V.
Batteries, tires,
Merrily, Ky. 42071
A. Reem.Breker
home, electric heat,
wheel covers, mate
wall air-conditioner,
accessories. 24 beer
range, dishwasher,
Also a comThis Makes House Sense!
refrigerator, For the active family who
plete Ilse of slued
disposal, draperies
wants a really functional
note ports.
included. On large
home, here's an opportun753-5500
lot, with extra lot
Three party yard sale, Fri.
ity to own this three
and Sat. On 121 N. at
available,city water.
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath home. It Import Auto
Salvage. DatGraves and Calloway Co.
This is an ideal
has a large den with sun, VW, Honda,
Fiat, Capri,
line, next to Black's
fireplace, covered deck and Vega, Toyota,
retirement or beginBuick,
Audi,
Grocery. Cancelled in case
fenced backyard. This home Mazda, Chevy Luv. Motors,
ner's home. Very
of rain.
has an assumable VA loan. transmissions, many other
reasonably priced at
For more information. call parts, and
$33,900.00.
43. Real Estate-tires. Call
753-1492.,,Century 21
474-2325.
INVESTMENT
Loretta Jobslealtors.
PERFECT
49:0-led Cars
BUSINESS
Westwood,
1909
1968 Malibu, good condiOPPORTUNITIES
almost new duplex,
tion.
Call 753-8576 after
Three houses, total
siding,
cedar
each
z
uk
c
iib
6pm.
price, $1 5,000i Franside features 2 B.Rs.
1969 Chevrolet Capri,
chise business for
living room, kitchen,
753-1222
$350. Call 753-8451.
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
bath, wall to wall
MOWS FOR LIVIDC.
dress shop for sale,
carpeting, ap1970 Ford Galaxie 500. Call
11.11.11111.111
pliances, city water
$8,000.
753-3523.
NEW COMMERand sewer. Each side
1975 Dodge
SkeetSport,
CIAL LISTING
rents for $225. See
wrecked,
will
sell
car,
or
commercial
This
Waldrop
this one soon. In 50's.
motor seperate. Motor 318
property located on a
and transmission perfect.
Real Estate
corner lot would
Call 753-5862 before 5pm.
hide Sell Cameos 751.1707
make an excellent
1977 Chevette, 4 speed
location for a retail
with air, 45,000 miles, new
business. Approxtires, nice; $2950.00. Call
imately 1500 sq. ft.
753-8124.
Priced right! $20's.
Phone 753-1222, Kop1978 Dodge Omni, one
perud Realty.
owner, neat as a pin, great
gas mileage. First $3810
Special sale of Surplus Vehicles
takes it. 753-7276.
PEACEFUL
used by South ttintro-t - Bell
RETREAT
1979 Chevrolet Silverado,
Telephone.
Double-wide Mobile
low mileage. Call 753-9648
home and two lots
or 753-6084.
just minutes from
Kentucky Lake.
1978 Minims. Gig
Home is on concrete
Weal miles.
32,000
Sole held at Jim Tate's Murray
block foundation and
Auto Auction 5:45 p.m. Thursday
has three bedrooms
'PURDOM
and two baths. OfJune 18, 1981.
Oldsmobile
the
fered
$28's
in
Pontiac
Terms: Cash or previously apthrough Kopperud
Cadillac
proved checks only.
Realty, 711 Main in
1406 W. Main
Murray.
753-5315

PUBLIC SALE

3( 3031:,

IE

inboard/outboard.
Sloops 6. Must
sell, $7700, or
ke offer. Call
s 753-0153 or
Ights 759-1785.

l

car

:pert
it

COLDWATER
GARDEN

LAWN
&
SHOP.

Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
chain saws, expertly
repaired. Pickup 'and
delivery available. 4892853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry. concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! No job too small.
Call days 474-2359. 4742276 evenings.
Aluminum Service
aluminum and
siding, custom
work. References
Will Ed Bailey.
0689.

Co.,
vinyl
trim
Call
753-

K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate„ Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or 'Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing.
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed.
patio awnings. and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873. Jack
Glover.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
estimates! No job too
small!
REPAIR
SERVICE
Electrical- refrigerator - air
conditioner - appliances.
icemakers. well pumps. Call
John Pritchard 435-4284.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting.
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.

end

ereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND

222 S. 12th St.
753-5865

Concrete and block, brick
Basements,
work.
driveways, storm , cellars.
porches. 20 years experience. 753-5476.
Does your furniture, car
van, or boat need upholstery' We appreciate your
business! Phone 753 5361
or 753-64
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call. Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Guttering by Sears, Sears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair. Bob's
Service,
Refrigeration
Hazel, KY, '498,8370 or
753-7829_ Bobby Lockhart.
Laborer. $4.00 per hour.
753-3058

It you are having a problem
getting those small lobs or
repairs around the house or
mobile home done reasonably in these hard times, call
us! Carpentry painting
plumbing and small concrete jobs Free estimates
436-2562

Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring gas installed and
repairing 753-7203
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536
Painting and paper hanging 25 years experience
Free estimates all work
guaranted 759-1305
Professional paperhanging.
painting, farm buildings.
top, sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris. 759-1987
Sanitation Service to all of
Calloway County Weekly
pickup service reasonable
monthly rates Special
Senior Citizens rate Call
D Sanitation Service
436-2562 after 5 pm
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing. carpentry. or electrical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estimate.
ROOFING
Bullt-Up & Shingles
References. All
week
so•r•nt••41
Fr..
estimates.
Cell 751-111151
7$3-4511

Wet basement' We make
wet basements dry. work
completely guarenteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co Route 2 Box
409A. Paducah KY 42001
or call day or night. 1-4427026.
Will clean up cars and do
minor body work Call
753-9131 753-2981 or
come by 641 Shell Station
Will do light hauling of any
kind Call 753-5857
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 Or 753-6763
Will mow lawns 753-6392
Will mow yards 15 years
experience Call 753-6564
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws 753-4656

56. Free Column
Black kitten 10 weeks old
Call 753-3994
Free Male kitten very
playful 436-2794
Free, two adorable 2 month
old kittens, an orangestriped male and a gray
Litterstriped female
trained Call 753-4783 after
5pm on weekdays any time
on weekends
One year old house cat. has
had all shots Suitable for
older person. 753-8287

57. Wanted
Wanted nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment for
81-82 college year Good
references Write Mike
Fraser. 5931 Martin Ln
Bartlesville. OK 74003.

SUN-CARD
The innovative approach
to insulating conventional glass.

,

lionaits From Sun-Gard Film
1

Up to 76% reiectton of solor heot
penetration through gloss resulting in lower
air conditioning costs
2 Up to 18°. reduction of heat loss through
gloss resulting in lower heating costs
3 Significont reduction in glare from bright sun
which increases eye comfort and provides o
pleasing yew to the outside
4 Reduced foding from hormful foding rays of
The sun due to unique ultra•violet screening
properties of Sun-Gord film

ALEXANDER'S
SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING

Vacuum cleaned from
your driveway, industrial or residential.
24 hour service. 7535933.

5 Sun-Gard filnl makes the glass more shatter
resistant Clue to the tensile strength and
flevibility of the Mylor' polyester film
6 Daytime privocy is provided by the ex
traordinary light reflection ofipperties cf thp
Sun Gard film
Attroctrve exterior appeoronce which results
from the Sun-Gard film giving o more
uniform look to oll the windows

for complete service 8. installation

SUN-GARD of MURRAY
753-2600

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SSSSS
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4"

FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday Only

Gent's 7 Diamond
1/4 Ct. tw Cluster

.Gent's 3 Diamond
Wedding Band

4"

Ropier $700.00
$1 °COO

Special

1 4 Kt. Bracelet
For Gents
8 inches long

Regular $550.00

Special

1 6300

$

4"
4"
4"
4A

'42 All Other Gold Chains, Diamonds,
Pendants, Gold Nuggets
fA

Resider $140.00

Special $2900 up

75% Off

Up To

GoW and Silver Pawn Shop
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 753-7113
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
•
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Various churches have an- Grand Cayman.
nounced services, meetings,
Members of the the
and activities concerning University and the Seventh
their churches.
and Poplar Churches of
Christ in Murray have parUniversity
ticipated in previous camChurch Of Christ
paigns on the island of Grand
Wayne and Lilly Williams, Cayman.
members of the University
This campaign will be an
Church of Christ in Murray, effort to strengthen the work
will leave Friday, June 19, already started by the Churfor a missionary campaign ches of Christ on that island,
in the Caribbean Island of Williams said.

20% Off
All Children's Clothing
Saturday,
Thursday•Friday
18th. tyther"t•

Infant Sizes Through 14
Sizes Through 18
Infant
Boys —

Girlc —

Settle-Workman
Downtown Murray

III

Director of the campaign
will be Scotty Harris,
minister for the Maysville
Church of Christ, Gurley,
Ala. Campaigners will be
staying in the Plantation
Village near Georgetown,
where the campaign efforts
will be concentrated.
William Wothey is the resident missionary for the
Churches of Christ in Grand
Cayman. Mr. and Mrs.
Williams will return to Murray on June 27.
Latter Day
Saints Chapel
"John Baken's Last
Race," a Brigham Young
University production, will
be shown at the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints Chapel at 620 South
16th Street, Murray, on Friday,June 19, at 7:30 p.m.
This
ia
non
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SONIC
*Televisions

*Stereo Receivers

•Video Cassette
Recorders

'Direct Drive
Turntables Systems

'FM/AM 2-Band
Receivers

•3-Way Speaker
Systems

•TCM-131 CassetteCorder (Only $49.95!)

-

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
1411 Main—Murray, Ky.
Ph. 753-3682

New!
100%
Caffeine
Free
100%Sugar
Free Cola

Christian Science
"The world's real need for
brotherhood based on
'spiritual strength and
Christly courage' was emphasized in the keynote address given by Hal M.
Friesen, the chairman of the
Christian Science Board of
Directors at the church's
86th annual meeting held
June 8 in Boston, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Hoffman of Murray were
among the several thousand
members from all over the
world at the meeting to hear
church reports and inspirational sessions.
The Church of Christ,
Scientist, was founded by
religious leader Mary Baker
Eddy in 1879 and now has
conregations in 56 countries.

VINTAGE VEHICLES
DETROIT (AP) — The
motor capital is having an
automobile show early this
year but the cars aren't the
latest models off the
assembly lines. They're vintage cars from Detroit's
4 golden era, when the city
was the home of more than a
dozen auto manufacturers.
The 150 in the show will
tour downtown Detroit and
neighboring Windsor, Ontario, on June 27 as part of
the week-long International
4 Freedom Festival. The
parade is the only elent of
the week-long celebration of
friendship between Canada
and the United State that
takes place in both countries.

'FM/AM Cassette- *Micro Cassette
Corders
Recorders
'FM/AM Digital
Clock Radios

denominational film and
concerns a true to life story
of a famous young athlete,
who, when he finds he has a
terminal disease, turns his
attention to the training of
youth who became champions, according to Elder
and Sister James W. Fox of
the church.
The public is invited to attend. This film will be
available for a short time to
be shown to civic or youth
groups, Elder Fox said. For
information call 753-9524.

AVIK

SAUSAGE GRAVY
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Taste thatTaste!

1/2 PRICE

The first and only Cola that's 100% Caffeine Free,
100% Sugar Free with 100% delicious Cola taste.

1/2 PRICE OFFER GOOD THRU JULY 8, 1981
Cdctn

,ev stSSEEpki.0
CounFuj
SAUSAGE GRAVY,
We're so sure you'll
like our sausage gravy
it's good over our
Tennessee Pride Sausage ..
we're giving you

PEAD**-4111";TfS

THIS

BONUS
COUPON

KEEP REF RIGEAATED
At,r ,we mu,rt muni
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Murray

:TENNESSEE PRIDE

SA
15

L

TO THE DEALER Our salesman

.1.1

To grocer This coupor all be redeemed for
154 plus 7* handling rl i,sed in accordance with
the offer staled !serration Coupon f5 yood 4 Prdhlb
Red or .resIncled-ty law Cash value I '100th
Valtd only to US A Customer must pay all sales
tax Thrs coupon not assrgnable or transferable
Mail your coupons tor rederntaton to Malt Se'
aces 230,e Cumberland Bend_ Nashville. TN
3722a

4' llItlb
G.*/S...."
L.14=11110
1

staled pout St handfing Coupon
d good only on the brand we
cified and mechces prohng put
chases of sufficient stock to
COW., coupons rnuil be Shown
upon tequ•11 CullpIner fnuSI
pay any sadelahesanddeposits
Cash redemption yahhe 1,20 of it

1 lb. or 2 lb.
Mild or Hot,
Coupon good thru Aug 15-81

UM MI I= NM NMI OM

yrtil redeem ufis COupOU .n
COrdauCe %tuft
,the terms of oiler

IMO UN MN

THE ONE WITH FLAVOR

spo NIB

Royal Crown Cola I
910South 5th
Paducah, Ky.

111

....1

ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF RC 100
IN 2 LITER PLASTIC,$ PACK 12 02. CANS.
9 PACK IS OZ. RETURNASLE BOTTLES

OFfEA EXPIRES

jun030. 1981.

------------

